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2 T~I~mmtmica.ti9D  now  ~rp~.  most 
ind~Mal  activities  and  is  central  to  the 
perfonpance of the  servi~ sector  in  Europe. 
Goo4 .  telecommunications  are  crucial  to 
bus~s  ~petitiveness and to the ~on  of 
new  em.plO}'IllCIU  iQ  tile  ~ce ~  me4ia 
se¢>fS of  tile CC011011lY·  The completion of the 
Eur~  Eco~c Space  wi~ no  in~ 
bar.rj.~rs to ~  will  open  new  opportlJnities 
ap4  pr~sent new competitive  pressur~. and tile 
incr~ing  jmpo~c;e  ofte~nununi~pns  in 
interna~onallrade is ~  ~ing  the way 
busin~ses o~. The  pros~ty of Eurp~ 
in  the·  1990s  will  be  criticaUy  ®pendent  on 
gao<J conununicati()I]S.  . 
The  central  impo~ of  trans-EQro~ 
C9rnrn\®~ons  ~ctures and  sei-Vices 
has been recognised in ·the Cominission's White 
Paper  on  growth,  competitiveness  and 
employment.  Of the  eight  Jcey  areas  for 
inv~stment ~on  ideptified in this  report, 
Wee  are  di~y concerned  with  the  new 
oppo$11itjes  o~  up  by ·the  research  and 
.  technology  developments  addressed  ·by  the 
MCE  Programme::  The  development  of a 
high.-speed  ·  information  inffastru~re . for 
Europe;  the  em.ergence  of intenactive  diSital 
videO  services  as  the  driving  force  for 
integration of the  TV and  telecommunications 
sectors;  and the development of telework as a 
way of realising .  new  ~tive.  advantages 
for  business,  new  flexibilities  in  employment, 
energy ~ving  and. environrner.tal prote¢on. 
The  telecommunicatiPI1S,  c:9mputing  and 
broadcasting  sectors  already  account  for  an 
annual turnover of  over 500 billion ECU in ~ 
world.  By 2000, the telecommunication$ ~r 
will be the third largest in Europe, •  food  84 
drink  ~~  chemiCals~  Teleconmnutications 
infrastru~  will  ·be  economically  more 
importmt  than  the  physical  transport 
. infrastructures. 
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~  the technology Qptions ~  therefo~ 
~  a  key  to  ~omic -~  ~  ~ 
~~on  of new  ~ploymeJ].t.  Over  50%  of 
em.ployment  al~y  depeJKls  Oii  use  of 
information  and  telematic  ~.  apd  ~~  . 
.  wth.  I  ... th 
maJOr  gro  .  ~  en.q>.~· JS  JP.  ..  ~ 
information rnanag~  ~  me9ia ~ors. 
Denwtd  for  services  is  ch®g~  · OlPidly. 
Businesses need more flc:xjble  semees,  bigber 
lranSmission  ~acities for. fiJst dala ~  Me 
translllissiort  ~d more  comp¢tiv~  ~«s. 
Most  major  Europe<m  compani~ llQW  ~pir:e 
-~  data ~catio~  between tlJ,ejr  ~igg. 
manufacturjng,  JJWI38ement  ~  ~~ip~ 
activi~. '~d  for s11ch  scm~  is  ~r~dy 
strong jp ~  PS:  all ~or  research ~~ 
have · ~s to  very  bigb.-s~  ~ 
con1munications,  an4  60% ·of the  t9P  500 
companies  make  u~ of  high-s~  4igi~ 
transmjssion links.  ·  · 
The· Decision  on  the  first  phase of '  IO,.y~r 
RACE Programme ~h  'at.~ developm~t 
in  Advanced  Comrruun~pogs ~ologic:S in  . 
Europe) was adopted by the  :E11ro~  CQmlcil 
of MinisterS in ~ber  1987.  This· ~ecj.sion 
~Ushed  the  policy  directio11  ~4 '  \ludget 
provis~ol) for !lll initial  peri<>d of  fiv~ y~.  to 
1992,  within  tbe  EC's  2nd  Fmmewo*  for 
Research  and  tecJmology  developltleDt.  The 
sc:cond  Phase  of th~  RACE p~  lW 
~  implemented  ~  Ute  Specific. Pr~e 
on Cominunicati9fl tecbnol9gies  in  the 3rd EC 
FramewQrk  Pr~. 'Otis  report  9Q  its 
irnpl~taticm tbrough Calls  for  J»r~  ,in 
.199• ~  J993 is in J:Clation  w;~  Atti~l~ 4 of 
tile  Council  Jleci!Jion  of June  l  991 . which 
req~  dtat  . m the  ~Qd  y~  of . 
·. implementation  .  of  .  the  P~- the  · 
Commissi011 ~ld  ~it  a® repo" to thlf' · 
CopnciJ and Pari~.  · The achievements ·of the first. Phase of work 
(1988-1991) 
The objective of  the RACE programme, defiried 
in 19871) is to "promote the competitiveness of 
the Community's telecommunications  industry, 
operators · and  Service  providers  in  order  to 
make available to final users, at minimum cost · 
and with miniinum  delay,  the  services  which 
will  sustain  the  competitiveness  of  the 
Europeari  economy  and  contribute  to 
maintaining  and  creating  employment  in  the · 
Community".  · 
As a  result of the work carried out in the first 
five  years  of the  RACE  programme,  Europe 
has a clear lead in the conceptual development 
of  advanced  communications  networks  and . 
services.  For the first tilne, telecommunicationS 
operators, the telematics industry and leading-
edge  users  in  most major  application  sectors 
have  joined  forces  in  development  of  the 
.advanced  communications  · technologies 
required for  low-cost and innovative  services. 
A  unique  environment  ~  created  in  the 
RACE  progranune  for ·concertation  of their 
efforts. 
The  first  Phase  of  the  RACE  programme 
strengthened the harmonisation of  the European 
Telecommunications  infrastructure;  the 
development  of  Common  Functional 
Specifications  provided  a  "blue-print"  for 
Integtated  Broadband  Communications.  It 
, fostered the close co-operation of central  and 
peripheral  regions,  and  contributed  to  the 
economic  . and  social  cohesion  of  th~ 
Community.  In  terms  of  technology 
development, development of  the Asynchronous 
transfer  mode  for  high-speed  switching  of 
digital cOmmunications gave .European industry 
a lead in international C()mpetition; 
The  research .on  network  rnan3gement  gave 
European ·  network  rnan3gement  systems 
international  recognition;  nie work on digital 
1>council Decision 88128/EC of14 dooembar 1987 on a 
CommUnity Programme ofrescerdt aDd ~logy  development 
in.thc f~eld ofTelocommunications Tecbnologies: O.J. No L  1613~ 
21.1.88 
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· video  and  TV  prepared  the  way  for 
international standards for coding, ·multi-gigabit 
'signal  distribution  systems  and  specifications 
for digital video-recording.  Projects in the first 
Phase  of  . RACE  contributed  596  draft 
specifications  to  European  and  international 
bodies and published over 1700 scientific and 
technical  papers  in  the  open· literature(Ref to 
RACE  I  Final  report).  In  1992,  the 
cOmmission reported on the programme in the 
context of  its Evaluation of  the 2nd Framework 
Programme2),  and  the  RACE. Management . 
· Comniittee  carried  its  own · evaluation  at  the 
request ofCREST3), A Final report on Phase I 
of' RACE  was  communicated  to ·the  Council 
and Parliament in March 19924). 
Phase II (1991-1994) 
The  work  started  under  the  first  phase  of 
RACE  has  now  been  followed-up  and 
broadened  by  R&D  projects  under  the  new 
Specific RTD  programme on communications 
technologies, the second Phase of RACE.  This 
is part ofthe EC's 3rd Framework Programme, 
and provides for EC part.;;funding of  R&D until 
December  1994~. .  Following a  first  Call for 
Proposals in June  1991, most projects started 
work in January 1992, and the overlap RACE 
Phase I projects in 1992 has ensured continuity 
in the work.  With the financial re-inforcement 
of the 3rd Framework Programme in  1993, as 
second  Call  for  proposals  \vas  published  in 
May 1993.  Some key projects have been  re-
inforced  and  extended,  an.d  a  second  set  of 
complementary  projects.  started  work  in 
January 1994, 
2>eommunication ftom the Commission on "Evaluation of  the 
second Framework Programme for rescard! and technological 
devclapment (SEC(92)6" Final), July 1992. 
3>R_eprocluced in Section 3.2.1 of  the final report in RACE 
4>eommurucation of  the Commission to the Council and European 
-·  Puliamcnt,  COM~93)118,  March 1993. 
~) Council  Decision  911352/CEE of 7th June  1991  adopting a . 
Specific Programme ofrescerdt and technology development in the 
field ofCommunicati0111 Ted!nologies: OJN" Ll9218. 16.7.91 .  The  Programme  . wiU  continue  to  make  a 
significant  contribution  to  Europe's  economic 
development and socio-econonlic integration.  It . 
is  accompanied  by  national  activities6  )  and 
international  actions,  such  as  those  of 
EURESCOM'  ),  which  reinforce  the  EC 
·activity, and which  are  reinforced by it The 
RACE  pro8ramme  is  a  unique  fnUitewc)rk 
within  which  Telecommunications  netWork 
· operators, industry and users all co-operate. 
Management  and  evaluation  of the  RACE 
programme 
The. RACE progranune is managed as a  fully 
integrated  set  of tasks;  each  project  bas 
addressed  one  or more  of a  coherent  set of 
.  R&D tasks~ each of  which bas contributed to a 
single  objective  of: the  ''Introduction  of 
lntegrqted  Broadband  Communications, 
taking  into  account  the  evolving  ISDN and 
national  introduqtion  strqtegies,  progressing 
to Community-wide services by 1995". 
The  Workplao  for  the  programme  sets  the 
framework for the work of  each project and for  . 
their interaction.  This  interaction bas  further . 
been  reinforced  by  regular  "Concertation" 
between projects, technical discussions at 6 - 8 
week intervals in which all projects partiCipate. 
The  technical  results  of the  projects  have 
further  been  consolidated  by  a  core  project 
responsible  for  development  of  me 
implementation  strategies  and  interaction  with 
European standardisation bodies. 
6)oro~band  communications trials an underway. in, 
moat EU + Ei':TA countris. 
7lEuropean Institute for reaeareh and 1trategic atucne. 
in teleeommunicatiom GmbH. 
·s 
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The evaluation and auditing of  the work in the  . 
programme bas reflected the strorlgly in~ 
na:tUre of  the programme. 
At the  programme  level,  in  19~.1  and  early.  . 
1992, the first Phase of  work was evaluated, iD 
the  context  of  the  . other  major  IT  and· 
Telematics application programmes ~f~  2nd  .. 
Framework Programme (ESPRIT !Uld DRIVE) 
by an independent Paoel8 )  . 
A Strategic Audit· was  carried out 41  1993  to 
review  the  development  of  advapced 
communications in Europe and the strategic and 
policy  objectives  of the  Community.  The 
results  ·of  this  review  were  presented  to 
Members  of the Eq.ropeao  Parlialnent in  June 
1993. 
The  research  and  technology  development 
within  the  programme  has  been  accompanied 
by  regular  assessments  of the  economic  and 
social  impact  of developments  Q1  advanced 
communications9  )  The  most recent of these 
. assessments  was  carried  out  in  1993  and 
disseminated in March 1994 
At  the  Project  level,  each  project  bas  been 
subject to a ''Technical Audit"  by independent 
experts  in  the relevant  field  of research  every 
year.  Technical  Audits  for  Phase ll projects 
took  place  in  October  1992  and  in  October 
1993.  The results ofthese aooual audits  ~ve 
been used to re-4i.rect or terminate the work of 
Projects when necessary.  · 
These  evaluations  and  audits  have  all  $own 
that the RACE Programme bas been successful 
in relation to its ori~nal objectives. 
8)  The report of the information and communication~ 
technologia reviewd Board, Chaired by 
M~.W.DEKKER,  June 1~2. 
9>  The reportl of tbelle u-Ment• have been 
publilhed and widely ~iueminatild u  the H!"iel of 
. report. on "Penpediva for Advanced Communlcationa. 
iri Europe: PACE". .. 
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\ 1. Introduction 
Today,  the  telecommunications 
industries account for an annual global 
market in terms of  services of  ECU 285 
billion;  ECU 84  billion of which  is .in 
the European Union.  The  equipment 
market  is . worth  ECU  82  billion  at 
world  leve~  and  ECU  26  billion  in 
Europe.  The annual growth in value of 
telecommunications  services  is  now 
about 8%, and 4% for equipment.  The 
telecommunication sector will represent 
about 6% of  European GDP by the end 
of  this  · century.  Investment  in 
telecommunications  network~  and 
services is running at clo8e to 30 billion  . 
ECU · per ·year.  ·. Th¢  revenue  is  stiJl 
largely associated with voice telephony, 
but most Current capital investment is in 
the  new  generations  . of  . digital 
equipment,  which  can . support  the 
integration  of voice,  data  and  image 
communi~ations.  By 2000, as much as 
30%  of telecommunications  revenues 
could  be  associated  with  value-added 
services  using  advanced  data 
communications. . 
World-wide,  all  spheres  of life  are 
affected  by  · the  convergence  of 
information  technology,  broadcasting 
and  telecomrilunic~ons.  The 
combination  of  data  processing 
techniques  with  innovative  iqeas  in 
telecommunications has already  led  to -
the .  implementation  of  Integrated 
Services  Digital  Networks,  but  these 
are only a first step in a rapid evolution 
to a much wider range of multi-media 
services  which  wiU  require ,  new 
technologies,  network  and  service 
management  systems  and  new 
regulatory  systems.  The  combination 
of service  integration  together  with 
optical fibres offering cheap high-speed 
transmission  (a  million  times  greater 
capacity than over copper wires) 
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provide the techno-economic basis for 
a fundamental restructuring of  all of  the 
sectors through  Integrated  Broadband 
Communications  (IBC).  The 
development of  this concept i~ the goal 
of  the RACE Programme. 
The  present  report  documents  th~ 
implementation of the-second Phase of 
the  10-year  RACE  Programme,  from 
1991 to 1993. 
The  context  and  organisation  of the 
Programme are described in  Section 2 
and  3,  ·participation· is  describe4  .  in 
Section 4;  and  proWamme evaluations 
and a~dits are summarised in Section 5. 
Links  with  other  EC  and  European 
actions are described in section 6.  The· 
. results of  the R&D in the first phase of 
RACE  have  already  been  widely 
exploited,  both·  in  development  of 
standards, in  new network and service 
developments, and as a basis for further 
work  in  Phase  ll of the  programme. 
The exploitation of  the results of work 
underway  in  Phase  II  of RACE  is 
described  in  section  7'  and . futUre 
1  . ~uirements and  options for .work  ~t 
&ropean  level  are  descilbed  tn 
Stbion 8. 
R&D projects in Phase It  are described 
in  Annex  I.  The  participating 
organisations are listed in Annex II, and 
statistics on the participation are given 
in Annex Ill.  The recommend~tions of 
the  1993  Strategic Audit of advanced 
communication  developments  are 
reproduced in Annex IV; a glossary of 
technical· terms  is  given  in  Annex  V, 
and  a  list  of references  to the  formal 
Decisions of the  Council  of Ministers 
and  Communications  of  the 
Commission is given in Annex VI. ,;-
2. The context and organisation of  the Programme. 
2.1.  R&D  as  part  of  the  Union's 
Telecommunications policy 
The RACE Programme forms  an integral 
part of the  telecommunications  policy  of 
the  European  Union.  ·Linked  to  the 
' . libcralisation ·  and.  re-regulation ·  of  the 
..  telecommunications sector,  standardisation 
policy· and the information market policy, it 
builds  on  information.  technology 
(  developments  in  the  framework  of 
ESPRIT, and for thc;first time involves the 
European  telecommunications  network 
operators, as major actors, in collaborative 
technology  and  service  development. ·  By 
addressing the future  cost-performance· of 
tlie ·  ··  cOmmunication  infrastructures  m 
Europe,  the  RACE  prograinme  has 
rontributcd  to  development  of the  single 
market, ~e  i~tCrnational cOmpetitiveness of 
.  Europcah  industry  and  to  the  social  and 
economic rohcsion of  tl~.c Union. 
The major g9als of  tiw  telero~unications 
policy of the  Union,  first  set  out  in . the 
Council Resolution of  June 19880, arc to: 
.·  .. ·  . 
. Create  or. ensure  Community-
);.  .  wide network integrity, based on 
the  principle  · of  full 
interconncetivity  ·~  between  all 
\ public networks roncerncd, 
\'Progressively·  create·  an  ·open 
'oommon  .  market  .  for 
tclceornrr1unications services,  . 
· Promote the ·creation of Europe-
wide · . services  acrording  to 
market  requirements .  and  social 
needS, 
. ~~  . 
l)~j  resol~tion of  30th June 1988 ori the development 
of  the COIIII1lOit market  for telecommunications services and 
· . eq"!ipment up to 1992;  88/C 2S7/0l: O.J. No C 257/1, 
4.10.88. 
-~-
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Further  develop  · · an  open, 
·community-wide  ·market  for· 
terminal equipment, 
develop  a.  cOmmon  market  in 
which  telerommunications 
administr:ations  and  other 
suppliers ' can  oompcte  on  an 
equal footing.  · 
continue  Community  measures · 
regarding rommon standards; 
st:imulate  European  C()-{)peration 
at all  levels,  particuiarly  in  the 
field of  research and development 
· of  telecomnimucations,  ·  · · 
' create  a  social  environment for 
the  ··  future  development  of 
telecommunications, and,. 
integrate the  less-favoured  areas 
of tl1c  Community fully  into the 
emcrgmg  Community-wide 
market: 
In 1992 and early 1993, a major review of 
tllc  telerommunications  service  sector 
resulted it~ a Commission rommunication2) 
on  the  findings.  l11e  recommc[}dations 
were  adopted  by  the  Council3).  These 
· 'policies  have provided  ~i clear framework 
within  which  the  development  of 
communiCation technologies has been able 
t() complement changes in  regulations  and 
standardisation. 
2>Communication to the Council and European  Parliament 
on the  ~Italian on  the  review  of the  sitUation  in  the 
telecommunications  services  sector,  COM(93)IS9  final, 
28.4.93.  .  .  . .  . 
3>Council  resolution  of 22.7.9J  on  the  ~view of the 
situation in the telecommunications sector and the need  for 
further  development  in  that  market  (93/C213/0 I ;  O.J. 
C213/l, 6.8.93)  . 
i' 2.2  The  objectives  of  the  RACE 
. Programme. 
The  main  objective  of  the  RACE .  . · 
programme  is  to  Coritribute  to  the..  · 
. ;'Introduction  of JBc4> .  taking  into 
account  the  evolVing ISDN a~  national. . 
introduction  strategies,  progressing  to  ' 
· Community-wide services by 19955)" . · 
'. The SJ,eCWC objectives. of  Phase I. were: 
to  promote  , .the (  . Community's 
telecommunications industry; 
to enable European network operators 
· to  compete  under  the  best  possible 
conditions; 
to enable a critical number of  Member 
States  to  introduce  coriunercially 
viable IBC services in 1995;.· 
.  ; to allow service providers to improve 
'  .. cost-performance  an<i · introduce  new 
·services; .  to  make  new  services 
available af  a cost and on a timetable 
at least as favourable as elsewhere; 
to  support the fonnation  of a  single  . 
· European  market  for · · 
telecommunications  equipment  and 
. services, and to contribute to regional 
development  by  allowing  less 
. developed regions to benefit fully from 
·telecommunications devel~pments.  ·:  · 
.  . 4h• .  "Intc~ed~ nOt .only means "integrated ~ices"  (at  ): . 
.  the user level and allhe appropriate network levels. it  ·· 
also  points to "integrity" of the whole network, ruld  · 
. therefore to the propci interworking of  all its essential 
· constitucrlt, it)cluding the existing and emerging ones: 
telcpbooy( packet-switched  data,  ISDN,  satellite, 
-r  mobile, etc.  '  · 
"B" "broadband" not ~y  rrieans ~  hi~  (in tenns of 
bit-rate) portior{  of  the servioes, it also desillJlales the 
tolal·  mix of  serviCes to be considered, starting .from 
the ;.upper  end" of ISDN  (e.g. cer1ainJY  including 2 
Mbit/s  IICCC&'<es;  and  possibly  .even  64  Kbit/s  in 
specific application areas), up I? :what will be required. 
by a  realistic  introduCtion of video  (irJler:active  and 
·  .distributive) services (e.g. I 40 Mbitsls  ). 
'C"  Commaini~"  .not only· means·: the  "conventional" 
switdringltransion/CPN  fund.ions,  .  it  also 
includes the .OOst advanced feattiies to make services  ·s 
provision ·user-friendly, pcrfonnent and ecOOomicaJJy  sound..  .  •  .  . 
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For Phase· II,  the  objective6)  is  io enable 
the. integr.lted Broad band network to take 
on. the emerging new serVices,  constructed 
on "open" standards, and to ~e  the use  . 
of  . integrated  services  both  flexible  and 
cheaper.  In addition, a nl,litlber of  technical 
objectives· were set out it} Annex ll to the 
Framework  programme  Decision,  and  in 
the-~ex  I to the Decision on the SPecific 
Programme.  The  contiibution  of RACE 
R&D  projects  to  these  objectiv~  .  1s 
described in Table I.  ':• 
Duii.ng  the .  development  and 
implementation  of  the  prograinme,  the 
interpretation. of the .concept of  Integrated 
Broadband Communications has evolved -in 
response to changing market and regulatory 
conditions.  Tite  definition  below  reflects  . 
the conscitsus developed within the' RACE  · 
·. Management Committee ~uring  ·J990. 
..  ·:·. 
'i,  . 
5kounciJ Decision of 14 J)coemlxir 1987 on a Community 
progranune in the field of  telecommunications iechnoJogies • · 
R&D in advanced Communications technologies in ·Europe . 
(RACE  programme);  88128/EEC:  O.J  .. No  L  16/JS, 
21.1.88. 
6)sa out in Annex II to the Council Decision Of 23rd April 
1990;~g  the framework programme of Community 
activities  in  the  field  of  research  and  technological 
de~el~  ( 1990 to 1994)(901221/Eunllom, EEC)  . 
' .  . 
..  ' 3. Implementation of the programme 
3.1 Phases oftmplementation .· 
In  view  of the  rapid  evolution  of the 
telecommunications  sector  in  Europe,  it 
was  decided  from  the  beginning  that  a 
phased  implementation  of .  the  RACE 
programme would be most appropriate, so 
as  to ensure the  necessary  flexibility _and 
responsiveness to changing circumstances. 
Therefore,  the  J>rogramme  began ·with  a 
Definition· Phase  7) during  1986, ·involving 
major  participation  from  industry  experts 
so as to provide a solid· foundation  for the 
future programme. 
This  was  followed  by  Phase  I  of the 
RACE,  which  formally  began  in  June 
1987, and which ended in December 1992. 
· ·Key themes  in  Phase  I of the  progranune 
were  supporting  the  development  of 
standards  for  · the  newly  emerging 
Broadband  communications  technologies, 
the  development  of  necessary  new 
equipment and components, and a series of 
application  . pilots  · to  trial  the  new 
communications  means  which  .  were 
beginning to emerge. 
The RACE progranune had been envisaged 
as  a  ten-year  programme· of work,  to  be 
implemented in two phases; and indeed  by 
1991  an  important shift in  perception had 
occurred.  · What  had  seemed  to  be  an 
ambitious,  almost  futuristic,  vision  at the 
beginning  of the  programme  had  matufed 
to  a  realistic  opportunity  - ·  commercial 
introduction  of  Integrated  Broadband 
Communications  was  now  confidently 
expected within  four  years.  Moreover,  it 
had  become  ·increasingly  evident  that 
telecommunications  and  advanced 
information services would play a key role 
in  _world  socio-economic  development  as 
we approach the 21st century. 
'>council Decision of  2Sth July 198S on a defmition  phase 
for a Community action in the  field of leiCQOIJIDiunications 
ledmologies  •  R&D  Jli'OI!I'8IIIID  in  advanced 
conununicatiODI .  technologies  for  Europe  (RACE): 
I!S/372/EEC; O.J. No L 210124; 7.8.198S 
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These  circumstances  led  the  European· 
Parliament and the. Council of Ministers to 
give  ·priority  to  adoption  of  the  new 
Specific  ProgrammeS},  thus  the·  second 
phase of  RACE was adopted as a Speeific 
· Progranune  within  the  Third  EC 
Framework· Programme  for  research  and 
technology  development  in  June  1991.  It 
was  the  first  of  those  in  the  Third 
Framework Progranune to be adopted, and 
the Workplan was  immediately the subject 
of a  favourable  opinion  of the  RACE 
Managemen~  Committee. 
A first Call for Proposals was published in 
June 1991; the proposals were evaluated in 
September and  October  1991.  Over  200 
proposals  were  evaluated  aild  95  projects· 
started worlc in early 1992.  These projects 
are · scheduled  to  complete  their.  work, · 
within the current budget provisions, by the 
end  of 1994..  Following the financial  re-
enforcement  of  the  Third  Framework 
Programme  by  the  Council  in  December 
1992,  a  second  Call  for  Proposals  was 
published  in  May  1993.  · The  additional 
projects  resulting  from  the  evaluation  of 
these ' proposals  started  worlc  in  January 
1994.  All the RACE Phase II projects are 
detailed in an annex to this document. 
.  ' 
Whereas the projects in  Phase I. of RACE 
concentrated on  the evaluation of options, 
those  in  Phase  ll  prepare  for  the · 
introduction of IBC.  Telecommunications, 
and  Switching  arid  transmission  in 
particular,  is  one. of the  rare  high-tech 
sectors in which Europe is one of  the world 
leaders,  and  the  .  worlc  ,  in  RACE  was 
designed to maintain and increase this lead. 
A  further  important  aspect  is 
hanltonisation, both for the Single Market 
and to achieve the necessary economies of 
scale.  For  example,  a  significant. 
oonsequence  of the. consensus  on  A  TM 
which  has  emerged  is  the  elimination  of 
B) Council Decisi~  91/JSVCEE of7ih June 1991:  O.J. No 
L 19218, 16.7.91 functional  disparities  between  the  various 
operators' future networks.  This facilitates· 
international  intercoonection  and 
interoperability,  and  greater compatibility 
8mong services,  and  it eliminates  delays 
and additional costs caused by adaptations. 
The  reduction  in  cost  also  enables 
manufacturers  to  focus  their  energies  on 
new developments, thus making them more 
cOmpetitive.  Also,  R&D  work  involving 
the  integration of a  range  of sub-systems 
into specific  components  is  demonstrating 
that  the  technologies  and  skills  are 
available  to  produce  system  components 
economically and on a large scaki. 
1be  RACE  ll  projects  reinforce  the 
·collaboration  and  commitments  already 
made  by  industrial  users,  the  telematics 
industry and telecommunications operatorS 
in RACE I.  The focus of  the new R&D is 
on  applications,  services,  operation  and 
management, but maintains a high level of 
·technology development to consolidate and 
extend the key areas needed for realisation 
of.cost-effective provision ofmC serviCe&. 
3. 2 Structure of  activities 
A full descriPtion of  the individual projects 
in Phase ll, and of their inter-relationship  · 
with the Phase I projects,· is available in the 
· programme  Annual  reports  for·  1992 
(RACE '92),  1993  (RACE  '93)  and  1994 
(RACE '94). 
The projects cover the eight priority areas 
for  research  which  were  identified  in  the 
AnneX to the Council Decision: 
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AREA 1  me  (Integrated  Broadband 
Communications) R&D 
AREA2  Intelligence in networks/flexible 
communications  resource 
management 
AREA3  Mobile  and'  personal 
communications 
AREA4  Image  and  data 
communications 
AREAS  Integrated services technologies 
AREA6  Infonnation  ·security 
technologies 
AREA7  ·Advanced  communications 
experiments 
· AREA 8  Test  infrastructures  and 
interworking. 
The distribution of the financial  resources 
of  the  progranune  over  these  areas, 
including the 13.3% reinforCement in 1993, 
is summarised in Table 1. Brief description 
of Work  in each  area  are  given  in  the 
following section. 
The  ways  in  which  Phase  ll  projects 
address the technical objectives specified in 
the  Decision  . on  the  3rd  Framework 
Programme  and  Annex  I  to  the  Specific 
Programme are described in Table 2. 
The  contribution  of each  project  to. the 
PhaSe ll objectives are described in Annex 
I.  The projects in the 2000 series $tarted in 
January  1992.  The  projects  in the  2100 
series  started in January  1994  and end  in 
December 1995. TABLEt' 
SUMMARY OF USE OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES IN PHASED OF mE  RACE. 
PROGRAMME 
PROGRAMME.  DECISION: 
AREA  tMErn 
Area 1  111 
Area2  43 
Area3  S3. 
Area4.  68.11 
AreaS  '  39 
Area6  29 
Area7  - 121 
AreaS  20 
- 3.3 Project activities in each Area 
3.3.1  . Area  1:  Integrated  Broadband 
Communications R&D 
This  area of the progranune is  concerned 
with  Integrated  Broadband 
CommuniCations  R&D.  Broadband 
services and applications are only possible 
if  a  broadband  physical  infrastructure 
exists to support them.  Only optical fibres 
·can  currently  provide  the  bandwidth 
required  by all  the  services  envisaged  by 
IBC.  The , teChnology  iesearch  and  .. 
development :for me  in this  area  of the 
RACE  progranune  is  therefore ·  strongly 
focused  on  fibre  optics,  and  the  Trans-
European  Networks  for 
telecommunications  will  be  largely  based 
on  optical, fibre  technology.  The  future 
optical  infrastructure  must  and  will  meet 
the challenges imposed by the convergence 
of  the  telephony,  data  and  cable'  TV 
networks. The work in this area is therefore 
·concentrated on research and development 
which is highly relevant to the future needs 
of  telecommunications users in Europe. 
A  primary objective  is  to ensure that all 
userS  who  wish  to  have  access  to 
Broadband ·services will be able to do so at 
economic cost, anywhere in Europe.  Users 
will  ~erefore  require  direct  Broadband 
.  · connections  to the  optical  fibre  network. 
REINFORCED  TOTAL 
lMECl))  (MECU) 
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9  120 
~.4  48.4 
9  62 
14  82.11 
4  43 
2  31 
13  134 
8  28 
Another  important  area  of activity  is  to 
develop  the  fixed  fibre  infrastructure 
necessary to support the· growing demand 
for mobile services. 
Thus the main priorities for Aiea 1 are: 
•,.  to develop. the ~ncepts, architecture 
and  definition  of  networks .  and 
transport  systems  based  on optical 
technology 
•  the development· of the network and 
system  technology,  transmission 
techniques  and  network 
management,  closely  related  to the 
development  of optical  components 
and equipment 
•  . the  development  of  .the ·technology 
basis for high perfonnance low cOst 
optical devices and modules 
•  the  advanced  development  of new 
materials,  technologies  and 
transmission  techniques  to  support 
all  requirements  of  future.  me 
networks.  · 3.3.2 Area 2.'  Intelligence  in 
networlcsljlerible  communications 
re~ource  management 
This area of the  programme  is  concerned 
with intelligence  in  networks  and  flexible 
communications resource management. 
The provision of increasingly sophisticated  , 
. services  supported by universal  integrated 
Broadband  communications  requires 
increasing intelligence to be  built into  the . 
operations  and  management  of netWorks 
and services.  The eft'ecthre management of 
their resources has  long been a concern of 
telecommunication  operators  and  the 
advent  of inul~-service/network providers 
has  increased  the  need  for  a  more 
structured  apprOOch  to  be  taken  to 
management.  Considerable  progress  has 
been  made  in  the ·last  few  years  on  the 
standardisation  of ·  a  Telecommunication· 
· Management  Network  (TMN) framework 
architecture  and  activities  within  RACE 
have  made a major  cOntribution  to  these 
standards.  There  is  now  a  need  to 
concentrate  more  on ·the  management  of 
services  and  the  relationShip  between 
various  domains.  of  service/network 
management  in  a  multi-
service/heterogeneous  network 
environment.  Another  area  requanng 
further investigation is customer access to 
management applications.· 
The' planned integration of  fixed and mobile 
communications  offers  the  opportunity  to 
provide  a  new  .  concept  in 
telecommunication serVices in which use of 
· an  identical personalised set of services  is 
available  to  a  person  irrespective  of his 
current location (home, office, car, visiting 
office,  remote site etc.) and irrespective of 
the particular terminal device which is used 
to access the service.  This concept, which 
is  aimed at extending the  UPT  (Universal· 
Persorial  Telecommunications)  concept,  is 
called  the  ' "Personal  Service 
Communications Space". 
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Thus,  the main goals of work in this area 
are: 
•  to  continue  to  make  major 
contributions towards the evolution of 
·  a  standardised  TMN  · ~ 
configuration, 
•  to define coherent and agree4 concepts 
and  architecture  of.  Service· 
~ 
•  to  validate  . the  recommended 
.  management  approaches  by 
undertaking case studies and trials, 
•  to  make  major  contributions ~ 
defining  the  concept  of  Personal 
Service  Communication  Space  as  an· 
extension to the concept of  UPT 
•  to define  aDd  validate the architecture 
and components required to realise this. 
PSCS service 
3.3.3 Area 3:  Mobile and  personal 
communiqations 
This area of the  progfamme  is  concerned 
with mobile and personal communications. 
Recent market developments and initiatives 
taking place in  Japan and North America, 
·  indicate that in order to meet the cballenges 
of  globalisation  ·and  international 
competition, very significant efforts should 
be 'devoted in particular to the development 
of  mobile/persoqat•  communications 
networks,  systems,  products and  services, 
as  a  means  to  capture·. a  significant 
percentage of  the world market.·  Within the 
European  Union,  it  is  hence  of strategic 
importance  that  the  efforts  pursued  at  a 
national  level  be  complemented  by 
Commission-sponsored  projects  aiming  at 
the  development  not  only  of  a  pan-
European  market.  but  also  of  world 
markets. 
Current rrWket studies iDdicate that EurQPC. 
is  mobile-aware  .and  Close·  to  entering  a 
mass;.consumer  market  for  mobile telecommunications.  The most  successful 
national market currently supports a mobile 
penetration of  8bout 10%.  To achieve _the 
predicted  higher  penetration  levels  will 
require .broadening the  user community to 
the  general  public  and  at the  same  time 
offering  more  advanced  and  diverse 
services to the business community. 
Work in this area of  the RACE programme 
contributes  to the  development  of Third  . 
Generation  Mobile  Telecommunication 
Systems,  conceptualised  by  the  Universal 
Mobile  Telecommunications  System 
(UMTS)  and  Mobile  Broadband  System 
(MBS),  intended  to  realise  true  personal 
mobile  radio  communications ·  from. 
anywhere  within  Europe,  and  to  allow 
people  to  communicate  freely  with  each 
oth~r from homes or offices, cities or rural 
areas, fixed locations or moving vehicles., 
The primary objective of the work  in  this 
area,  ~cularly in  the  case  of. projects 
dealing with UMTS, is the contribution to 
standardisation  activities.  Activities  in 
support .  . of  standards  development 
encompass: 
•  the study of  network issues including 
network  management,  mobility 
manag~ent, resource management, 
security aspects, etc.,  · 
•  the  comparative  evaluation  of the 
two  rival  radio  a'ccess  techniques, 
namely  CDMA  and  advanced 
TDMA, through the development of 
common  assumptions  and  the · 
establishment  of  performance 
assessment scenarios, 
•  ·  the study of  all aspects related to the 
integration  of the  UMTS  satellite 
component  into  the  fixed  network 
infrastructure, 
•  the  research  and  development  of 
· technologies,· 
•  the  -marketing  aSpects,  service 
creation,  quality of service,  service 
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requirements, 
.  implementation 
operational 
requirements. 
evolution  and 
strategies, 
and  .  functional 
In the case of MBS,  which  is  the  second 
aspect  of  the  work  in  this  area..  .the 
standardisation stage is likely to be reached 
later.  ·Hence the work  focuses  m3inty  on 
the  development  of  the  enabling 
technologies,  expected  technological 
evolution  and  economic  feasibility  of 
mobile Broadband services. 
3. 3.4  Area 4:  Image  and data 
communications 
This  area of the  programme  is  concerned 
with image and data commUnications. 
The  concept  of  Integrated  Broadband 
Communications is  inherently multi-media. 
The  integration  of  existing 
telecommunication,  broadcast,  '  and 
.  personal computer  ~rvices will  create the 
evolution  space  for  a  vast array  of new 
multimedia services which are more tuned 
to the  totality  of human -senses.  Images 
should ultimately be treated with the same 
ease  as  voice  and  data  are  today,  both 
specifically  and  as  part of an  integrated 
multimedia Communication process.  Image . 
communication will impose new challenges. 
on the network operator (e.g. fast response, 
high  bit  rates),  the  service  provider  (e.g. 
developing attractive multimedia services),· 
and the end u5er (new ways of user-service 
interaction). 
'Among  IBC  services, the most demanding 
information  transmission  requirements 
come  from  image  communication  services 
in  general,  and  from  high  definition 
television  (HD1V)  in  particular.  It  is 
expected  that  services  involving  digital 
video will form a major part of me traffic 
. by the  time  that 8n  integrated  Broadband 
digital  network is  implemented in  Europe. 
Digital vide<> will not only be used for mass 
home  entertainment,  but  will  also  be  an 
.  important  component  of ·  many  image communication  services  in  many 
environments.  A  signifi9&1t  amount  of 
worlc  in  this  area  is  therefore  devoted  to 
optimising the ami.ngements for conveying 
conventional  TV  IHDTV ·signals  through 
. Broadband  network,  thereby  creating  an 
attractive  environment  and  opportunities 
for · further  exploitation  of  these  new 
. teclmologies. 
.  . 
The two main objectives of  the work in this 
area are: 
•  to exploit the potential of me for. the 
emancipation of  image conununication 
•  to develop  systems 'for IBC  for  image 
ootnnninication  and  distribution 
services. 
The  calls  for  proposals  in  1993  have 
resulted  in  a considerable  increase  in  the 
number  of projects  and  extension  in this 
area of work.  The new projects are in the 
areas  of image  transmission,  multimedia 
services  and  in  image  encoding  and 
decodirig chips, and they much improve the 
coverage of  the area. 
3.3.5 Integrated services technologies 
This area of  the programme is concerned 
with integrated services technologies. 
Service  engineering  is  the  process  of 
definiDg,  creating,  deploying  and 
.maintaining user and management services. 
In the increasingly competitive environment 
anticipated  for  the  provision  of services, 
new services will need io be conceived arid 
created  rapidly  and  cost-effectively  .in 
response  to  user  requirements.  Nor  are 
these services expected io remain static. AS 
users gain familiarity with, and confidence 
in,  the  initial  advanced ·  service  offerings, 
new  requirements  will  arise  and  service 
providers  will  need  to  be  continuously 
enhancing  their  serviceS  to  maintain  and 
eXtend their customer base.  · 
The  SerVice  Engineering process  needs  to 
address  the  requirerfients  of the  market 
place for interopeiable services iil a multi• 
servicCtnetwork  . provider,  multi•vendor 
·environment  with  the  hip  ievel '  of 
j:Jerformance,  integrity  and  availability 
expected  of telecommunication  5erviees~ 
services which address the needs of a wide 
diversfu'  of potelitial  users  With  different 
skiii le\rels and perceptions Of requirements. . 
Projects in this area address issues arising 
·from  the  particular  needs  of  service 
engineering. IJi particulai, they address: 
•  the need  for a ,better understanding of 
user  requirements,  iilcluding  thOse 
users with specw needs, 
•  the need to provide a framework for the 
definition  of  re-usable  service 
components  and their interaction with 
other service and network cort.poneniS,-
•  the  need  for  means  io  ensure  cOst 
effective  creation  of  ne-w  services 
within the above framework. 
Thus  activities  within  thiS  area  make  an 
important  contribution  to . defining  and 
investigating  an  Open  Services 
Architecture for teleconununications. 
3. 3 6  Information security technologies 
.  '  '  ., 
This area of the  programme  is  eoncenied 
With irlformation security technologies: 
The basic objective of these  R&D· actions' 
in the field of hifoimation Security can be 
stated  as  that.  of  providing  Vaiidated 
specifications~  guldelines- and  technology 
for  praCtical  and  effective  infortriatiori 
security  for  the  deveiopment, 
implementation, and operation of  adVanced 
commun1cations-based  applications  ·  and 
services,  in  particular  at a pan-Elirc>pean 
level,  for  general  users,  the  business 
eommunity  and  public  administrations, 
without compromising the  interests  of the 
public at iarge. The  economic  provtston  of  tru~orthy 
electronic  info~on  implies  .  the 
application and incorporation of a  variety 
of securitY techniques  ~d  procedureS into 
the  various  components  involved  .. 
Advantage can be taken· of  the fact that the 
same common technology may be used to 
meet  the  different  needs  of  · the 
telecommunications  infrastructure,  the 
service environment, the enterprise network 
and the user space. 
While  technology  may  be  oolnmon  and  . 
local aimS the same, there can quickly arise 
contradictions  between  the ·efforts  of the 
different players.  A communication service · 
may need to be supplied and managed  in 
ways  that  avoid  mud  and  the  actual 
content of  a  parti~lar communication may 
also need  to be protected.  But different 
players Will view the relative importance of 
these two requirements  differen~y, and the 
costs  involved  and  the ·desire  to  assume 
responsibility  may  also  vary  between 
actors.  There is therefore a  need to  ·have 
clear definitions  of what  is  supplied  and 
. what  guarantees  are  given  so  that 
individwlls  and  · companies  can  cost 
· effectively  assume  their  proper 
responsibilities.  Security technology  and 
protocols  have  .  to  .  be  developed  and 
implemented  to  match  the  social, 
commercial  and  contractual  interfaces 
involved. 
Information security systems must protect 
privacy and intellectual property,.allow fair 
competition, and still meet the needs of law 
enforcement  and  national  security.  The 
future  challenge  is  to  meet  the  complex, . 
sometimes  contradictory  needs  of  the 
general  .public,  business  and 
administrations.  While  the ·  security 
elements  necessary  for  the  European , 
information space must be made available 
if  society is to profit from its investments in 
telecommunications  and  broad~g 
systems,  widespread  acceptance  and 
approval by all parties of  these elements is 
also  important  to  safeguard  legitimate 
interests  and  to  prevent  misu.se  of 
information  and  of  security  techniques. 
I  . 
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Actions · ·in  this  field  require  concerted 
efforts  on  technological  development, 
standards,  verification  and  certification 
procedures and regulation .. 
·  3. 3. 7.  Advanced Communications 
experiments 
This area of the programme is concerned 
with  advanced  communications 
experiments (ACEs). 
Advanced  Communications  Experiments 
provide the opportunity for those concerned 
with the provision of advanced services or 
equipment to interact with real  users who 
eventually  will_  be the  customers  for  the 
new services  or equipment.  In  this  way, 
service and equipment providers are able to 
assess the true requirements of  users in real_ 
working situations; and the future users of 
advanced  services  are  able  fu  assess  the 
· feasibility  of  their  requirements  in  an 
experimental  situation,  and the  capability 
of the  service  or equipment  providers  to 
answer their needs  . 
Associated with the full spectrum of needs 
exhibited by users from a  wide variety of 
industrial  sectors,  it is possible to extract · 
commonalities of  requirements and to-bring 
these  together  into  a  smaller  number  of 
I 
"generic  · applications".  This  approach 
provides a common way of supjx>rtitig the 
applications  required  by  many· different 
sorts of  users. 
Each  project  needs  to  maintain  a  good 
balance  between  application  definition, 
1¥Jplication  validation,  and  technol«?SY 
development..  There  is  a  high  priority . 
requirement  to  match  experiments  to 
networks,  to ensure maximuni  community 
coverage, and to' avoid duplication. 
The key objectives for. ACE projects are: 
•  to  advance  understanding  of  users' 
neecu  and .  wants  for  advanced 
communications, •  to  identify · by  a  process  of  trial 
unpi~Qn  the range of ad~ 
communications  applications  and 
services  required  by  many  different 
buSiness functions  and sCctors, and ·to 
detennine  the  benefits  and 
opportunities  provided  by  adVanced 
.  . cOmmunications  in  a  reaUStic 
eXperimental environment, 
•  tQ  promote  awareness  of  realistic 
exploitation  opportunities  offered  by 
~eOmmunications,  · 
~  to  provide  feedback.  particl.llarly  in 
relation to those service attributes and 
system·  specifications  considered 
crucial  to  ·the  viability  of  the 
licati  app  .on. 
•  to  ~ist  in  ~  speeiticatiOQ  and 
verification of  the generic appl.cations, 
•  to verify the economic, eotm,nercial an4 
technical feasibility of applications of 
advanced communications facilities. 
3.3.8  Test infrastructures pnd 
interworking · 
· This area of the programme  is  concerned 
with ~  infrastructures  and interworking: 
Thus  projects  in this  area  !lie  horiZm.rtal 
. R&D activities Supporting the work in me 
other areas.  · 
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The ~  phase  before  the  i$odu~()D Qf  . 
laC teclmplogy by  19.95  ~s to CllSl're that 
all elements will interWork at all levels and · 
satisfy all user ~  and constraints.  This 
implies a timely testing phase of  trials and 
experiments  to  verifY  technology,  ~ 
acceptance,  Quality  of  Service,  BP-4 
compliance with~-- ~~oris.  .  . 
Over  the  •  severai ~  in parallel  to 
RACE's  efforts  in  developing  Broadbapd 
technology, the European network opeiatp~ 
have  installed  a  considerable  optical  fibre 
infrastructure.  In ad4ition,  ~UppO~ by 
national  or  ~  ·  C~s$ion­
sponsored  programmes,  Several  natio~UP 
testbeds  for  Broadband  communi~tio~ 
have  been  or are  being  set  up m  Wrious 
locations; the ~ed  me islands.  'Olcse 
testbeds are based on different technologies. 
· have  different  objt;etives  ~  ~uire 
transborder connections.  Thefefore  Rt\CE 
projects  belonging  to  this  area  identify 
COmmoll  elements' that fonn  the  baSis  for 
introducing  me  interoperability  ~ a11 
levels,  and at the  same  t:inte  use  cun:ent 
av;illable  networks  (P1cluding  the  me 
islands) .  to  provide  a first  step  for  the 
introduction of  IBC. Ari impartant obj~ve 
is  to  StiMulate  thC.  dernonstratio~  of 
Broadband  ~mmunications iQ ~  by 
interconneCting  IBC  isJan4s  and  high 
perfo11llaDCC computing CCJltres  in different  .. 
meniber ~.  ultimately helping to Pf0vi4e 
Eqrope  with  a  u\>iquilolJs  · B~ 
network  - ~e  Eqropean  · initiatives  on 
inforrQation Hignways · TABI..El 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 
Objectives o(Area 1: Integrated Broadband Communications R&D 
Technical objectives  Ways .in  whJch  Phue ll projects 
address these objectives 
Impact of the RACE work 
Common  understanding  of the  me  Identification  of  barmonised  Clear  defmition  of  the  important 
evolution and its implications  implementation strategies, taking into  issues and concepts of me 
account.  the  diversity  of  existing 
infrastructure and user needs 
-
Common  definition  of me  systems  Studies  of optical  fibre  and  ATM  Proposals  and  models  for  pan-
and sub-systems  network  design  and  topology,  European  all-optical  networks. 
extendible to pan-European networks  Harmonisation  of transit  and  local 
network architectures 
Identification oftechnology and R&D  Systems an4  related components and  Enables higher quality and  improved 
requirements  performance  /cost  comparisons,  performance  of  systems.  Cost 
including WDM,IDM, SDH  ATM  reductions of  local access connections 
An  understanding  of  the  cost- Development  of common  tools  for  Common  tools  have  been  developed . 
effectiveness ·  of  alternative  techno-economic  and  operational  for  · technG-eeonomic  analysis,  for 
implementation routes  assessments.  advanced  network  · planning  and 
management 
Analysis of  standardisation  Inputs  to  CMP  and  to  ETSI.  Consensus  on  barmonised  European 
requirements  Generation  of  consistent  set  of  approach  to  me  infrastructure 
reference  models  for  novel  network  specification 
architectures. 
Objectives o(Area 2: Inielligence in networks/Flexible communications resource management. 
Technical objectives  Ways  in  which  Phase  ll projects  Impact of the RACE work 
address these objectives 
To enable second-generation systems  Prototype  implementations  of  Acceleration  of  availability  of 
to exploit foreseeable progress in data  emerging  .  ~nformant  stan~nformant products  from 
processing  serVice and management components  . multi-vendors,  interworking  ·to 
To  !=OJltribute  to  standardisation  and 
defmition of  interconnection protocols 
Development  of  an  architectural 
fn!me\vork for the defmition of inter-
operable  network  and  service 
management systems 
Exploration  of  the  implications 
involved in realising new concepts in 
personal communications 
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..  · 
provide  advanced,  managed  telecom 
services 
Validation of  emCI'2ina standards 
Common functional specifications and 
inputs  · to  standardisation  bodies: 
ETSI,  ITU-T  on  Telecom 
Management Networks  .. 
·  Common functional specifications and 
inputs  to  standardisation  bodies: 
ETSI, ITU-T on the evolution of UPT 
and IN. Obiectives o(Area 3: Mobile and personal communications 
Technical objective~  Ways  Ia wblcb  Phase  U  projects 
address these objectives  · . 
To  contribute  to  the  definition  of  Work  on  plamUng  tools.  tiaffic 
-~  necessary  for  the  3rd  analysis,  fixed  network  integration. 
generation  systems  (UMfS  - The  network modelling  and  management, 
·Universal  Mobile  mobility  mBD8gerne:qt,  adaptive  air 
Telecommunic:atiotls System)  .  interface,  service  creation  & 
deployment,  cell  design.  access 
schemes.  axling  imd  modulation. 
IdentifY evolution and impl~on 
scenarios. Carry out field trials 
To  ~t  the  exploitation  of new  Specification  of a  system  concept. 
hyperfrequencies  in  mobile  design  of  demonstrators  and 
communicat:iODs  (MBS  - Mobile  urillimette  wave  tnmsc:eivers 
Broadband System) .  permitting  datarates  necessary  for 
video  transmisSion.  Expected 
evolution  and  economic  feasibility 
also investigated. 
Obiectives ofArea 4: Image and data communications 
Teclmlcal objectives 
To  integrate  image  into multi-media' 
communications 
To  ensure the development of allied 
protocols and coder-decoders 
Ways  in  wbicb  Pbue ll projects 
address these objectives 
Development  of  i.nteJworking 
technology for transmission by A  1M, 
cable, fibre, satellite and radio 
Development  of multimedia  storage 
system,  video-On-demand  services, 
access  control  and  copyright 
protection  user friendly interfaces 
Development of low bit rate axling , 
cost  effective  · VLSI 
transc:oding VLSI 
DevelOpment  of  3D.  TV 
synthesis and studio CPN 
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.  :·· 
codecs, 
image 
Impact of  tbe RACE work 
Contributions  to the  ~oplllqll of 
Common  Functi~  SpecificatiQns 
aQd  signifi~t  input  to 
standardisation bodies:  ETSI-S¥05, 
CCIR. ccriT  ~ISO. 
"'  .. 
Contribute to the  devel~t  of the 
basic:  eDilbling  techno~ (MMJC 
technology,  .41  ~Cular  ~g 
pf11Th4T  proc:esse!l)  BAA  the~ 
concept$ for  D10~  brqa4band  ~  60 
GHz. 
.. 
Impact oftbe RACE work  .. 
Promote  digital  TV  ~buij.rui' by 
various JJlC8l1S 
Rapid uptake of  audio-visual services 
with European technology ·  -
Impact  on  world  audio-visual 
standards i.e. MPEG 2 
hnproved  support  for  in4~try. 
ed~on.  research,~  and TV 
production Objectives ofArea 5: Integrated services technologies 
Tec:hnical objectives 
To  ensure  the  ease  of use  of new 
service  by  small  and  medium-sized 
undertakings 
To  prepare  ·  the  scientific  and 
technological  basis  for  development 
of  standards 
Waytln wbicb Phase ll  projects 
·addresses these objectives 
Development of design guidelines  in 
the  implementation  of  user-service 
interfaces.  .  ·to  ensure  widespread 
acceptability to users 
User  trials  of  protptype 
implementations  .  of  user-service 
interfaces,  in.  particular  those 
eXploiting  new  ~logy  and 
mechanisms 
Impact of the RACE work 
Common Practice Recommendations 
Validation of  design guidelines .. 
Acceleration  of  the  commercial 
availability  of  adaptions  to  user 
interfaceS  for  peOple  with  special · 
needs  ., 
Development  of  a  hannonised  Common  functional  specifications 
architecture  for  the  definition  of  representing  consensus  on  future 
reusable  service  and  management  architectures providing enhancements 
service  cOmponents,  in  a . multi- to IN and INII'MN harmonisation 
service  provider,  multi:vendor 
environment 
PrototYPe  implementations of service 
creation  envirOnments  (guidelines, 
methods,  tools)  supporting  the 
deplo_}'lllent of  telecom services 
Acceleration 
availability 
environments 
· of  commercial 
of  service  creation 
Objectives o(Area 6: InfOrmation securitv technologies 
Technical objectives 
To contribute to the development of 
technologies for information SCf..'llrity 
Wayt  in  which  Phase  ll projects 
address these objectives  · 
Definition  and  prototyping  of  a 
security architecture. 
Development of  security management 
framework. 
Impact of the RACE work 
Demonstrates  possibilities  for  more 
efficient  imd  effective  security  in 
complex environments 
Provides  a  framework  for 
development  of  a  wide  range  of 
security services .. 
Investigation  of autom.Btic  processes  Demonstrates  initial  .technical 
for  detection  and  neutralisation  of  feasibility  of  enh8nced  behavioural 
malicious software.  surveillance techniqUes 
To  contribute  to  the- defmitian  of  Work on a conceptual framework and 
international  standards  and  inethodology for itltegration of needs, 
verification technologies  liabilities and obligations. 
Development  and  . validation  of  Take-up  of  key  concepts  enabling 
stand8rds  for  security  in - open.  convergence  on  standards  and 
distributed  and  heterogeneous  products. 
environments. 
Development  of  components  to 
defmed  ITSEC  (IT  Security 
Evaluation Criteria) levels 
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Feedback  from  application  of 
European  evaluation cliteria  to state 
of  the  art  components  and 
environments into work  on Common 
Criteria (EUINA). .  .  ~, 
Objectives gfArea 7: Advanced Communications experiments 
Tedudcal objecdves 
T~ veritY the feasibility of integrated 
communications systems 
Ways  Ia  which  Phue D  projects 
address these objec:dyes 
Advanced  communications 
experiments  build  working  pan-
EurOpean pilots of their applications 
in different in!iustiy sectors  · 
Jinpac:t of.the RA~E  wor1t · 
Prototypes  of · ·  iJltegra~ 
comm~ ~  in  many 
industry  sectors.  e.g.  ~uf., 
design.baokiog. . pul>lish.ing,  retail. 
construction.  eulture, . transport.  etc. 
now established 11114 ~ 
Use  and  adapt  currently  a~  Advances state-of-art in leading edge-
equipment  and  services  to  trial  communications 
advanced applications 
Execute ~c  and market  Many  advanced  appJicatiOilll  now 
·analyses of  advanced conunpnic,:ations ~  n:uutetlfeal ~  ~1UlCh 
applications  ' 
Identify generic applications  St~~all  ~~~ber of tmelerlying  generic 
services  and  platforms  developecJ  to 
suPPOrt multiple applications 
To  contribute  to  developing,  Projects  experiment  with  trial  Interconnection  sw,.dards  pjaneered 
disseminate  in  RAC~ form  starting point  for  ~ 
be-established standards 
interconnection standards.  interconnections  and 
results to the industJy 
Real  wurld  tests  reduce  uncertainty 
for  service  suppliers  and 
manufacturers 
• 
Objectives o(Area 8: Test inftastructures and interworking 
Tedmic:al objectives  Ways  in  which  Phase  D  projeCts 
address these objec:tives  ·  ' 
To  validate  sta,ndards  and  fimctional  Ilnplementation  of  functional 
specifications  specifications in prototype equipment. 
Performance  of  ~entation on 
prototypes.  hnplementation  of 
standards on larger scale equipment. 
To  establish  interconnection  and  InterConnection  of  broadband 
interworking systems and protocols  .  components  wittrin  testbeds,  ~en 
interconnection  of testbeds  with  ad 
hoc  solutions,  then  vie  public 
networks.  Applications  trialed  on 
intercormected testbeds 
~-
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Impac:t of  the RACE work 
}iannonisation of staitdards, based on 
practical  trial  experience.  Particular 
contribution to the UNI (user-network 
interfaa:) 
Catalyst  for  the  development  of the 
European  broadbE!nd .  infrastruc~. 
Raises  awareness  of  broadb8nd 
capitbilities  an4  reDJII.ining  tel;lmical 
issues. 4.  Participation in the Programme 
The  117  R&D  projects  involve  the 
participation of  574 different organisations 
and  companies,  including  all  the  major 
European  telecommunications  actors.  In 
addition,  49  different. organisations· from 
EFTA  countries  (Austria.  Finland. 
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland) has  105 
separate participations iD the work. 
4.1  Involvement  of  the  European 
telecommunications  industry  · and 
network operators 
All  the  major  European 
telecommunications  equipment  suppliers 
are  heavily  involved  in  the  work  (for 
example,  the  Alcatel  group  has  60 , 
participations from eleven organisations in 
the group from Germany, Portugal, France, 
Italy and  Norway).  37% of participations 
are from the telecommunications equipment 
supply  industry  and  17%  from 
telecommunications network operators.  In 
terms of  the effort devoted to the work the 
involvement of these organisations is  even· 
stronger:  47% from  the  supply  industry 
and 18% from the network operators. 
4.2  Involvement ofSMEs 
Despite the high cost of R&D in advanced 
telecommunications,  the  second ·phase  of 
RACE has attracted a  strong· participation 
from  small  and  medium-sized  enterprises 
(SMEs).  They  represent  41%  of the  . 
participations  in  Phase  ll  projects, 
compared  with  28%  for  Phase  I,  and 
16.5% for the 2nd Framework Programme 
as a whole9).  Small organisations, whether 
enterprises  or  research  organisations, 
participate  in  over  70%  of  Phase  n 
projects,  compared  with  60% in  Phase  I, 
JUld provide .34% of  the total effort.  ·  · 
9)f:valuatioa Of the aecond F~  Programme of RID 
Report  &om  CREST  1D  Council,  September  .1992. 
CREST/1212111'92. 
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4. 3  Contribution to  economic and social 
cohesion 
By investigating and developing  strategies 
for me introduction all  areas of the  EU,  . 
including  in  less  favoured  regions,  the 
programme  has  paved  the  way.  for  the 
realisation  of Trans-European  Broadban~ 
Communications  Networks  as  foreseen  in 
Chapter  XII  of the  Treaty  on  European 
Union.  Particular attention has  been given 
to the  need  to link  island,  landioeked  and 
peripheral  regions  with  central  regions  of 
the Union 
A  substantial  number  of  accompanying 
measures, workshops and summer schoolS 
have ensured that the R&D quried out has 
been accessible to scientists  and  engin,eers 
from all areas of  the European Union, and 
a  particular  effort .·has  been  made  to 
organise  workshops  and  seminars  in  less 
favoured areas. 
82  projects  (70%)  involve  organisations 
from  less  favoured  reiions  of the  Union, 
. compafed with 60% in Phase I.  . Through ·· 
their  participatioD,  these  companies  are 
contributing to tranfers of technology and 
expertise to these  regions~  About 20% of 
participations  are  by  organisations  in  the 
four  countries  eligible  for  the  "cohesion 
fiuid". S. Evaluation and Auditing of  the RACE_ Programme 
5.1 Evaluation as an on-going process 
In view of  the rapid evOlution of communication 
technologies  and . services,  evaluation  has  been 
seen  as  an  on-goihg  process  throughout  the 
preparation  of  the  programme,  its 
implementation  and  its  execution.  It  has  also 
been a process that has affected every level:  thC 
strategic  orientation  of  the  programme,  the 
operational. management of the programme, and 
the technical direction of  every pro~:  . 
The evaluation process· started with the extenSive 
collaboration  of telecommunications  actors  in 
planning the programme and in development of 
the  Workplan.  Continuing  collaboration  with 
industry  and  telecommunications  operators 
allowed  · a  yearly  up-date  of  the  both  the 
Programme Workplan and the workplans of  each · 
project. In addition. regular meetings between the 
consortia  making  up  the  programme 
(  Concertation  Meetings)  ensure  that there  is  a  . 
.  continuous  informal  process  of  progress 
monitoring and adjustment by all projects.  The 
consistency of  work is assured by the Consensus 
Management Project.  which has close  relations 
. with European standaidisation bodies.  · 
The progress in work in Phase I was reported to 
the  COuncil  of Ministers  and  the  European 
Parliament in 1990 in the "30 month" review and 
in ·1993  in the  Final  re~rtlO)  .. For Phase II, 
. .·  This  mid-term  review·  documents  .  the 
implementation of the programme.  The.  results 
of  the work and the impact of  the programme on 
European telecommunication,  economic  growth 
and employment creation will be summarised in 
the  Final  report  to  be  prepared at  the  end  of 
1994. 
10) R+D inadvanced~onsW:Imologiea  for Europe 
(RACE). Final report OD Phase 1: COM(93)1 18, Man:b.1993. 
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5.2 Programme Audits and evaluations 
The  · work  on  Integrated  Broadband 
CoJIUilUilication  (ffiC)  in  RACE  haS  ·been 
periodically  adjusted  to  respond  to  rapidly 
evolving techno-economic conditions and service 
oPportunities.  Therefore, within the progcimme, 
a periodic critical examination (Audit) has been 
carried out at'two'Jevels: 
A  strategic  review  or  advanced 
communications  . developments, 
including  an  evalUation  of  the 
performance of  RACE as a whole with 
respect  to  mid-term  and  policy 
objectives  of  the  Union  in  an 
international context 
The technical aspects, evaluating the 
performance  of the·  RACE  projects 
with  respect  to  the  programme 
objectives 
5.2.1  Strategic  Audits  and  programme 
evaluations · 
In 1991  and early  1992, the RACE programme 
was evaluated in the contex:t of the other major 
IT and  Telematics  application  programmes  of 
the  2nd  Framework  Programme  (ESPRIT and 
DRIVEl by an independent Panel chaired by Mr 
Dekker  I>.  The  Commission  has  separately 
responded  to  the  recommendations  of  this 
Panell2). 
In  1992,  the  Commission  reported  on  the  first 
· Phase of  the RACE pr~e  iri the context of 
( 
its  Evaluation  of  the  2nd  Framework 
Programmel3).  The  Committee  on  Research 
Science ·and  Technology  (CREST)· was  invited 
by the Council to comment on the Commission's 
report.  CREST passed on the invitation to the  · 
I 
11 hbc report oftbe infCli'IMlico and COIIIIJlUIIic;a ted:mologies 
reYiew Boud, Cbairecl by Mr. W. Delcbr, June 1992. 
12hbc  Conimission·. response to tbe Delckcr RpOrt, January 1993 
1j~  :&om tbe Commission oo•Evaiualioooftbe 
second FI'IUDeWOI'k Propmme for~  and technological 
developmem(SEC(92)67$ Fmal), July 1992. RACE  Management  Conimittee  (RMC),  which  ~ 
submitted·  its  report  in  July  1992.  The 
recommendations  were  reported  in  the  Final 
report  on  Phase  I.  An  independent  Strategic 
Audit  was  carried out  ~ 1993  to  evaluate the 
work  in  respect  of the  strategic  and  policy 
objectives of  the Community in an international 
context.  The main conclusions are reproduced in 
. Annex IV. 
5. 2. 2  Impact assessments and  forecasts 
The research and. technology development within 
the  programme  is  accompanied  by  regular 
assessments of  the. economic and social impact of 
developments in adVanced communications.  The 
reports  of these a$Sessments  are. published  and 
.widely  disseminated  as  the  series  of reports  on 
"P~rspectives for AdvanCed  Communications  in 
Europe:  PACE"  The  most  recent  of these 
assessments was carried out in  1993.  •t focused 
on  the  potential  impact  of  investment.  in 
advanced  commQDications  on  macro-economic 
growth.  The  8nalyses  showed  that  additional 
growth of  up to 6% in GOP cotJld be stimulated 
in Europe by a pro-active policy of  investmen~ in 
both  the  provision of advanced  and  high-speed 
infrastructures  and by  stimulation  of new uses 
and  applications  of serVices14).  This  activity 
provides  the  factual  background  for  the .  yearly 
up-date of  the work under the programme as well 
as  minor  adjustments  during  the  course  of the 
year.  This activity has· been fully integrated into 
the 2nd Phase of  RACE following the provisions 
made  in  the  Council  Decision  on  the  Specific 
Programme on  Communications Technologies. 
· 5. 2. 3  Technical Audits of  RACE  projects 
To  be  able  to  adapt  the  Programme  to  the 
development of  technology and to changes in the 
perception  of· demand,  the  Council  Decision 
provides for an annual revision of  the workplan. 
. All  the on-going projects are annually· reviewed 
with respect to the objectiveS of the programme 
and new needs .. Each project has been subject to 
a  "Technical Audit"  by  independent  experts  in 
the  relevant  field  of research  every  year.  For 
14) The economic imped of  adv8nced ccxnmunications;  Tebibank 
report for 00  xm, May 1993.  · 
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Phase  ll,  the  first  such  Technical  A)ldit  took 
place in October 1992 and the second in October 
1993.  The  results  of these  annual  audits  has 
been used to  re-direct or terminate the work  of 
Projects when necessary. 
The  Technical  Audit  has  consisted  of  the 
following major elements: 
(a)  Each year, the partners in each project carry 
out  a  "self-evaluation"  by  reviewing  the 
· project  ·  in  all  its  essential  aspects  and 
document the  results  in  an  Annual  Review 
Report. 
(b)  These are evalUated by independent external 
experts  (Auditors)  identified  with  the  help. 
of RMC.  Folio~  ·the  evaluation  of the 
reports,  the  projects  are given  a  "hearing" 
under the chairmanship of the Commission. 
The  Projects  have  an  opportunity  .·to 
highlight achievements and to outline future 
work.  The  Auditors,  grouped ·in ·Panels 
according to their respective  expertise,  are 
able to question the projects to complete the 
picture given by the Annual Report and the 
Presentation. 
(c)  The  Panels  consolidate  their  cOnclusionS 
and  recommendations,  and  document  them 
in the Audit Panel Reports to the RMC and 
to the Commission. 
(d)  The Audit Reports are compl~ented by an 
assessment  of the  contractual  deliverables 
by the Project  Officers  of the  Commission 
(~ general  the  deliverables  are  considered · 
confidential  and  are  not  disclosed  to  the 
Auditors). 
This  procedure  has  proved  both  fair  and 
effective.  The Audit reports have  served as  an 
excellent  basis  for  negotiation  of contracts  for 
the detailed workplans,of each project, each year. 
· 5.3.  Dissemination and exploitation of  results 
The  Role of  Concertation  and the  Consensus 
Management Project·  · 
The Concertation mechanism has been developed 
to  improve  information  collection  . and 
dissemination. The mechanisms for Concertation 
are the:. Consensus Management Project,  Project 
Lines,  Common  Interest Circles,  Concertation 
Technical  Groups  and  Concertation  meetings .  ' 
themselves.  Both  Consensus  Management  and 
the  Coru:ertation  mecbaiusms . are  important 
elements  in  the  colJaboration  conCept  for  the 
deVelopment  and  introduction  of . me.  The 
Consensus  Maaagement  Project ·performs  the 
funCti<m of RACE Systems Engineering and has 
the specific remit of  editing Common Functional 
Specifications  (CFS)  ancf  Common  Practice 
Recommendations  (CPR).  The  preparation  of 
CFS and CPR bas been an important output of 
RACE,  and  as  the  programme  moves  from 
. ··~xploring  Options".  to  "Preparing  for 
Implementation"  these  will  become  increasingly 
• driven by the needs of their intended audiences, 
the developers  and  p~rcbasers of products  and 
services. 
Dissemination,  Workshops,  Conferences  and 
Deliverpbles 
.Participants  in  the  RACE  programme  as  a 
whole present aspects of  the programme work at 
conferences  and exhibitions throughout Europe. 
. The  RACE  Directorate  also  organises  and 
supports  a  ·number  of  workshops  and 
COriferences  ·each  · year  · on  important 
cortununications  issues,  including  'fibre  to  the 
'home,  broadband  islands,  intelligent  cities,  and 
business  ·  opportunities  using  advanced 
cortm:nmications.  Approximately  35  workshops 
and ·cxmferences  were . ~  in  1993  and  1994 
should ·match  or exceed  this  number.  A  major 
event  of 1993  :was  the  CEBIT  exhibition  at 
Hannover,  where  II live  demonstrations  were 
hosted  on  the  Commission's  stand,  linked  to 
.·  similar  exhibits  within .CEBIT,  as well  as  to. 
.  communications  ·experiments  in  11  different 
·countries.  The  event  was  coupled  witli  a 
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conference  and  public  hearing  on  the  1993 
Strategic  Audit.  The  range  of dissemination 
measures are also illustrated by the wide  range 
of publications,  contributions  to  standards and 
patents  registered.  as well  as  the database  on 
deliverables.  There  will  be  a  total  of 3056 
deliverables  frOm  RACE  and  accOmpanying 
measures  Of these  1096 will be  in  the  public 
domain,  622  are  restricted  to  the  RACE 
community,  621  are  limited  to  certain  RACE 
projects only, and 618 are for internal use wi~ 
the project.  · 
Exploitation Plan  . 
It  is  a  requirement  of  RACE  that  project 
consortia  specify  their plans  to exploit  r~lts. 
RACE  also uses  a  number  of mechanisms  for 
ititernal  exploitation.  in  which  components 
produced by technology demonstrators are built 
into  sub-system  demonstrators,  and  these 
subsystems  in  tum  are  used  to  build  more 
complex  system  demonstrators.  Further, 
technical information on system perfonnance ·are 
fed to the application  experiments~ whicli in tum 
provide  improved  understanding  of user  needs 
and · opportunities  for  product  and  service 
development.  Exploitation  reportS  have 
described  the  possibilities  for  economic 
exploitation,  whether  of  scale,  scope  or 
integration;  the  impact  of compatibility  and 
interoperability,  systems  developments, 
individual  technology  developments,  business 
sector applications and infrastructure impact as 
well  as  strategic  leverage.  A  number  of 
databases  and  an  "Impact  and  Exploitation" 
questionnaire  have  been  •  used  to  proVide 
additional summarised overviews. ·  6.  LiDks with other EU and European actions · 
6.1  Links with ETNO and EURESCOM 
Links with CEPT and ~  subsequent bodies have 
changed  substantially  during  the  development 
and implementation of  RACE. 
The re-regulation of telecommunications,  in line 
with  the  new  European  Telecommunications 
· Policy,  led  the  CEPT  to  set  up  a  number ·of 
separate bodies, two of which  have  established 
- Strong  linkages with .  RACE  activities:  ETNO, 
the  European  Telecommunications  Network 
Operators  group,  is  now  the  forum  for 
discussions  between  network  operators  on  .· 
regulatory  and  network  interoperation  issues;  · 
and EURESCOM who provides a forum for joint 
applied  research.  -Almost  all  major  European 
fixed  .  network  operators  p8rticipate  in 
EURESCOM,  and  it  serves  as  a  valuable  . 
· interface  between  the  Coriunission,  RACE 
projects and the most network operators. 
6. 2  Links  with  European  and  international 
r  standardisation bodies 
I  . 
As .  part  of .  the  implementation  of European 
teleCommunications· policy,  ETSL  the European 
Telecommunications  · Standardisation  Institute, 
was set up in 1988.  It is now established as the 
major  European  foruin  for  the  development  of 
technical  specifications.  The  pre-normative 
work in Phase I of  RACE provided 596 sepaiate 
contributions  to  the  standardisation  work'  of 
ETSI, CCITT and CCIR.  In addition, regular 
meetings have been held with  representatives of 
CEN/CENELEC, EBU and SPAG. 
6. ~  Links  with  other  Commission 
programmes/European activities 
· RACE  projects  capitalise  on.  ~e results  of 
projects  developing  generic  technolagies,  i.e. 
. ESPRIT (microelectronics. components, software 
tools,  AlP  for  network  management  etc.); 
similarly projects in the specific programme of 
RTD  .on  telematic  systems  of general  interest 
draw heavily on the results of  RACE projects. 
nie  collaboration  with  COST  has  been 
implemented by dose links between related work 
and  periodic  meetings  on  ·the  progralnme 
management level. 
With  the  EUREKA  Initiative,  the  strongest 
interaCtion has evolved in the field of  audiovisual 
technologies.  Part  of the  work. related  to  the 
promotion of  HDTV (EUREKA project 95) was 
complemented by work  under a Phase  l  RACE 
contract;  and  EUREKA  project  256  on  video-
coding  was  associated  with  the  RACE 
integration acti_vities. 
, To establish  a  broader  synergy  in  Phase  II, a 
joint EUREKA-RACE concertation meeting was 
held in September 1992. A total of  30 EUREKA 
projects  are  active  in  these  · areas  of 
communications .  ~esearch;  in  generic 
. telecommunications  systems  and  components; 
local networks and services for industry,  and  in 
the area of  audio-visual media techitologies. 
Continuing  information  exchange  with  RACE 
RTD  projects  is  ensured  through  common 
participants, and though participation in topical 
workshops and conferences. 
Strong Links have been established with research 
in  the  Cost1 fiamework.  Joint workshops  have 
been organised with COST projects in the areas_ 
of  optical  communications  and  mobile 
communications, .and Cost project co-ordinators 
are  invited  to  the  RACE  project  concertation 
meetings. 
6.4  Links with organisations in EFTA. countries 
Organisations from Austria, Finland, Norway, 
Sweden and Switzerland are involved in Phase ll 
of  the RACE programme. 50 organisations from 
those countries participated in 94 projects (126 
pafticipations in over 80% of  the work) 
1 Co-operation in Science and Technology 
26 7.  Implementation strategies, accompanying measures and socio-economic impacts 
Tbe.  development  of  distance  working  -
"telework" - in Europe  is of crucial importance 
for Europe's economic development:  it will be a 
major driver of technology development  in the 
next few years; it will open new opportunities for 
small businesses;  it will ~tribute  to easing the 
problems of  congestion in cities, and it will give 
peripheral and rural areas a  unique opportunity 
to attract a  much  wider  range  of employment 
than in the past.  It can help both tO give industry 
new competitive advantages; it can contribute to 
· easing some of the environmental pressures apd 
can  introduce  a  new  flexibility ·  into  the 
employment  market,  without  detracting  The 
· opportunities  presented  -by  the  new 
communications  technologies  will  have  a  very 
important impact on future economic growth in· 
the Community and the international. division of· 
labour world-wide. Three ·distinct but interlinked  · 
growth processes are at work:. 
Improved access to better information· 
raises  productivity  throughout  the 
economy, 
Improvements in communications raise 
the  utility,  and  consequently  the 
marlcetability,  of both  old  and  new 
services leading to their expansion,  · 
Transition  to  the  new  service-driven 
and  .  information-based  economy 
requires very large public and  private 
investment in new infrastructures, both 
physical - cable, switches,  terminals  -
and  human,  for  the  development  of 
value-added  teiecommunications 
services. 
In the White paper on growth,  competitiveness 
and employment, the Commission has proposed 
that the Member States of the European Union, 
and the  European  institutions,  should  rogether 
focus on five priorities:  Promotion of  the use of 
information  technologies,  particularly  in  the 
public  sector,  but  also  through  promotion  of· 
teleworking;  Promotion of investment  in  basic 
trans-European  services,  for  ISDN  and  high-
. speed  networking;  creation  of an appropriate 
regulatory  framework  to  ensure  competiti~ 
guarantee  universal  service  and  security  of 
information  and  communication  systems; 
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develop  training  on  new  technologies,  · and 
inCrease  industrial  and  technological 
perfonnance  in  European  business,  notably 
through  increasing  research  and  technology 
development.  Specifically in the area of trans-
European  telecommunications  networks,  nine 
prioritieS  for  investment  stimulatiOn  are. · 
identified: 
Establishment  of  high-speed 
communications networks; 
consolidation of integrated  services  digital 
networks across Europe;  . 
consolidation  of  systems  for  electronic 
access to information; 
development  of European  electronic  mail 
services; 
implementation  of  interactive 
services,  .  based  ·on  CATV 
telecommunications  infrastructures 
technologies; 
stimulation of  teleworking; 
video 
and 
and 
stimulation  of  telematic  links  between 
administrations;  . 
development of  teletraiiting services; and 
development  of telemedicine  services  and 
networks. 
A total investment of  over 500 billion ECU ~II 
be  required in Europe by 2005  - from netWork 
operators ·in  infrastructure  development;  from 
service  providers  in  developing  new  service 
· provision  capabilities,  and  from  businesses  to 
. allow them to obtain competitive advantage from 
new infrastructures and services.  The economic 
and  employment  advantages of this  investment 
will  only  ~ realised  if the  key  European 
infrastructure  and  service  developments  are 
technically  compatible,  · operationally 
interconnected, and synchronous in time. 
In order to stimulate and assess the exploitation 
of RACE results by the participants, a  "RACE 
Exploitation  Plan"  has  been  regularly  updated 
throughout  the  period  from  1988  to date.  It 
provides an  integral view of the exploitation of 
the results by participants .. · 7.1  An indicative IBC implementation timetable 
Effective exploitation of  R&D is only possible if 
all actors have a coherent view of the direction 
and  pace  of commercial  developments.  The 
R&D  in  the  RACE  programme  has  therefore 
always been scheduled and specified in relation 
to  _  an  indicative  implementation  plan  for 
Integrated  Broadband  Communications,  which 
has been  regularly updated.  It involves a steP-
wise  introducticm of advanced services,  starting 
with  the  ones  for  which  there  is  business  and 
professional demand as early as 1992/1993.  The 
current · indicative  implementation  schedule,  as 
described in the RACE annual  report  for  1992 
(RACE'92) involved the following milestones: 
'  -
1992/1993: 
1994: 
1995:_ 
Early  introduction  of  business  and 
professional applications; 
Advanced  _  Communications' 
Experiments  to  test  new  services  and 
network  management  systems:  A  TM, 
.  MAN,  and-me in  Customer  Premise 
networks.  -
Procurement/investment  decisions  for 
futUre  pan-European  mCN  and  full 
me services, 
Major standards finalisation, 
_  Completicm  of inter~on  of all 
capitals  of the  Community  and  with 
neighbouring  countries,  based  on  the 
extension  of  existing  optical . trunk 
networks,  but  supporting  voice,  data 
and image traffic, either separately or 
as integrated services. 
Initial  me  network  implementation  ' 
and completion of customer access for 
business· in  centres  of economic  and 
mariufacturing  activity:  At  least 
50,000  corporate  users  of advanced 
services. 
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1996: 
1997: 
Application  field  trials  to  test  a  full 
range of me services (incl.  res~dential 
customers with 2-way video and digital 
video services)  using commercial me 
equipment,-
_  Offer of coriunercial basic Broadband 
services,  based· on  2,  34  ·and  155 
MBitls links, including fast inter-LAN 
data  transmission,  desk-top  video-
ccmfere.Dcing,  video-processing, 
CAD/CAM and telework applications. 
· Inter-operation  of . fixed  Broadband 
networks  with  mobile,  satellite  and 
other .networks.  · 
Availability  of  me  services  to 
business  users  in  towns of more  than 
500,000 inhabitants,  and beginning of 
wide-spread  _  "fibre-to-the-home" 
'  implementation. 
2005-2010: 
50% penetration ofiBC services. 
This indicative timetable will  again ~  reviewed 
in  1994,  in  the  context  of-the  preparation  of 
guidelines for the development of  trans-European 
Broadband Networks,  as  foreseen  in Title  XII, 
Arti~le 129b  and_  c of the  Treaty on  European 
Union. 7. 2  High-speed  information  infrastructure 
development  in  Europe:  accompanying 
,  measures  on  optical  network 
interconnection. 
In a  specific· ~on, the  European  Parliament 
took the  initiative  iri  1992 to provide  financial 
resources  to  stimulate  the  interconnection  of 
optical  fibre  networks  through  demonstration 
projects.  The objective was to interconnect me 
islands and high-perfortll81K:e computing centres 
in  different Member  States.  In implementation 
of this  initiative.  four  projects  were  ~upported, 
each of which ~  helped to improve conditions 
for  testing  and  analysing  the  impact  of new 
services. applications and end-use systems. 
The  ISABEL  project  .  interconilects  two 
Broadband  islands;  . The  RIA  network  _in 
Portugal and the RECIDA network in Spain.  It 
is  the  first trans-border  interconnection  in  the 
European  Union  to  use  _two  A  TM  cross-
connects.  The  intercOnnection  trial.  has 
- supported  co-opCrative  working  and  distance 
learning.  It  involved  collaboration  between 
Telefonica I+D in Spain and CET in Portugal. 
The  TIRONET  project  involves  the 
interconneCtion of a Metropolitan Area Network 
in Dublin and an SDH ring in· Northern Ireland, 
using  two  2  Mbit/s  links.  The  project  was 
demonstrated  at  the  Communications  '93 
exhibition  in  Dublin  in  late  1993.  The  first 
application on this interconnection was of Media 
Communication Software, operating between the 
exhibition  site  and  a  Nynex  office  in  Airtrim 
(Northern  Ireland).  It  involved  a  multi-way 
divided  conference  with  simultaneous  multi-
media: collaboration between the sites. 
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The  second  application  consists  of  a  pilot 
experiment in remote learning usitlg ·multi-media 
databases.  The project bas been managed by BT 
Northern  Ireland.  in  collaboration  .with  the 
University of Ulster, University College Dublin, 
Nynex  Media  Communications  .  Ltd.  Queens 
University Belfast, Telecom Eireann and MARl 
Northern Ireland. 
The BETEL project involves  interconnection of 
three  sites:  CERN  in  Switzerland, ( Sophia 
Antipolis and Lyons in France.  This is the first 
international  network  using  A  TM  technology. 
The BETEL platform interconnects FDDI rings 
in  a  fully  meshed  network  via  routers  and 
terminal adapters, 34 Mbps links and one ATM 
cross-connect.  Applications  include  tele-
teaching.  a  physics  analysis  workstation  and 
distributed  computing.  The  platform  was 
demonstrated  at the  InterOP  '93  conference  in 
· October  1993.  The work was co-ordinated by 
France  Telecom  Expertel  and  involved  co-
operation  with CERN. ·  Alcatel  CIT,  the  Ecole 
Polytechnique F6derale in Lausanne •.  the  lnstitu~ 
Eurecom  and the  lnstitut National de  Phy8ique 
Nucleaire et de Physique des Particules. 
Finally,  the  HPC-VISION project interconnects 
two· Broadband islands in France and Germany. 
The applications supported are vision-based on-
line  inspection  of  manufactured  parts  and  · 
robotics  applications.  ·The  .projeCt  is  co-
ordinated  by  the  University  Louis  Pasteur  in 
Strasbourg. working with the.fraunhofer Institut 
in Karlsruhe. 7. 3  Interactive  digital 
Demqnstraffon  and 
support 
video  -servtces: 
standardisation · 
· At its meeting on 16th June  1993, the European 
Council  of Ministers  adopted ·a ·resolution  on 
advanced  TV  systems  and  invited  the 
Commission  to  present  a -Communication  on 
digital  TV,  addressing  mechanisms  to  allow 
rapid  agreement  on  common  Community 
perspectives  for  market  development :  and 
standardisation,  and  (if necessary)  Community 
financial support in this area. 
The  Europeari  Parliament  in  the  end  of June 
1993  approved  a  budget  of  12  MECU  for 
accompanying  measures  to  RDT  on  .  digital  · · 
image  _ transmission.  This ·  permitted  the 
Commission to launch a call for proposals with 
the following main objectives: 
acceleration  of  European  consensus 
development. on· technical specifications for 
digital  ima8e  transmission  and  system 
implementation strategies; 
demonstration of  digital image transmission 
systems; 
social  and  economic  implications  of the . _ 
'transitioiJ to digital image transmission. 
Retained proposals address all three objectives. 
1.  The first priority is the Euro-lmage proposal 
presented  by  the  European  Digital  Video 
Broadc8sting  (DVB)  project  which  was 
created  on · Sept.  10,  1993  (by  117 
organisations).  The purpose of the proposal 
is  to  create  in  Europe  a  framework  for  a 
hamionious  and  market  driven  development 
of  digital  TV  via  cable,  · satellite  and 
terrestrial broadcasting, ensuring an adequate 
amount  of  interests  among  broadcasters, 
operators,  radio  regulatory  bodies  and" 
equipment manufilcturers.  -The pre nonnative 
work  will  address  satellite  and  cable 
modulation  systems,  common  multiplex  for 
all  transport  media,  service-identification 
system based on  MPEG-2 and consensus on 
· DVB contributions to standardisation bOdies. -
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2. · Due  tO  the  favourable  conditiOil$  of the 
transmission- media  the  pre-normative  work: 
related to satellite and cable systems is  more 
advanced  than  the  work  on  terrestrial  (over 
the air) TV.  Proposal dTib (Digital TV for 
Terrestrial  Broadcasting)  is  the- -European 
project  competing  with the  US  initiative  on 
terrestrial digital Advanced TV Broadcasting. 
3.  In Southern  Europe  terrestrial  and  satellite 
broadcasting is comPlemented by Single Mast 
· Antenna  TV  (SMA  TV)- systems  that use  a 
common  antenna  to  receive  the  broadcast 
signals. This is· di_stributed throusi! cable in a 
building or group of buildings. The objective . 
of project  DIGISMA  TV. is  to  develop  the 
interface from the digital signal received from 
satellite  or  terrestrial ' and  to  adapt .  it  for 
distribution in a community. 
4.  A cheap  Video  Tape  Recorder  (VTR)  that 
can be used both at home and in camcorders 
is  necessary _for  HDTV  to  become  part of 
affordable  consumer  eleCtronics.  This  can 
only  be  made  available  through  digital 
technology as demonstrated by RACE project 
RlOOl.  DART-4  aims  at  demonstrating 
recording  of  MPEG  like  video  services, 
background storage in future Personal Digital 
Assistants  (PDAs),  coupling of recorders  to 
MPEG decoders and to A  TM services, and at 
contributing  to  standardisation  of  digital 
video/data in world standardisation bodies. 
5.  The progress  of digital  technologies  appiied 
to the transmission of  audio-visual  services 
introduces the capability of  delivering several 
hundred  channels ·to  the  end  user  through 
cable or satellite  networks.  Project  AMMIS · 
(Advanced  man-machine  interface  for 
programme  selection  in  a  digital  TV 
multiplex)  aims  at  developing  and 
demonstrating  advanced  man-machine 
interfaces suited to programme selection and 
interactive  viewing  in  the  context of a very 
wide  offer  of  · TV- programmes,  and  at 
analysing  the  impact  of  advanced  man-
machine  interfaces  in  the  evolution  of the 
digital  TV.  terminal  towards  ·  the 
"Telecomputer". It will also. apply the MHEG 
standard for the programmiDg of multimedia and hypermedia objects in order to progress 
towards open multimedia systems. 
6.  Proposals  MEDIATE  and  DIWIC  (Digital 
Wireless  Cable)  merged  to  fonn  project 
DIMMP  (Digital  Microwave  Multi-Point  I 
Multi-chaDnel  Propagation).''  Whilst  dTib 
aims  at  digital  TV  transmission  in  the 
VHF/UHF  bands  where  there  is  spectrum 
congestion but better propagation· conditions, 
project DIMMP aims at the broadcasting of 
in  excess  of 100  channels  .  in  2  GHz  of 
bandwidth (in the US  the FCC  ~located the 
band  27.5-29.5  GHz).  These  Microwave 
Multi-point  Distribution  Systems  (MMDS) 
have  less  favourabie  propagation  conditions 
so  they  will  need  more  dense  transmitting 
. antenna  coverage.  They  consist  of cellular 
based  networks  offering  terrestrial  based 
propagation  of video.  signals  at  microwave 
frequencies.  Due  to their  very  high  channel 
(hundreds)·  capacity  they  are  considered 
credible  challengers  to  dTib,  DBS  and 
CATV and are known in the US  as wireless 
cable. 
7.  ORACLE  studies  the  conditions  for  ~ 
successful  commercial  introduction  of 
image-based  services  and  applications,  and 
·tf!e  impact of digital .image  transmission on· 
the media  industry and other· early investors 
in  the  first  generation  of  Integrated 
Broadband  Communications  services  and 
applications. 
.8.  Digital distributive services such as Pay-per:-
view,  Video-on-Demand,  Pay-TV  arid  new. 
multimedia services will rely more ·and more 
on  personalised'  access.·  It  would  be 
inconvenient for  the  user to have  individual 
de-scrambling  and.  conditional  .  access 
adapters for  each individual  programme  he 
would·  like  to  receive.  Project  ACCOPI 
(Access Control and Copyright Protection for 
Images) develops a common functional model 
and demonstrator for access control that will 
Permit  users  to  have  access  to  different 
. programmes  with the following  capabilities: 
reliability  of  key  distribution, · copyright 
·protection  efficiency,  cost efficiency  of the 
· · system including management. ·  .-
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Intereonnection via Fiber Opties 
Three  projects  , (IBER,  BETEUS,  and 
INTREPID)  are  building  on  the  experience 
drawn by ISABEL, BETEL, and TIRONET (see 
section 7  .2).  They  will  strengthen  the  C?cisting 
interconnection  activities  by  adding 
functionalities ~  connectivity tO their existing 
interconnected ~.  Once these are in place, 
the  projects  will  implement  the  appropriate 
applications  for  multimedia  demonstration 
purposes,  leading. to  a better  understanding. on 
the  issues  related  to  image  'transriUssion  in 
broadband networks. 
7. 4  New  service  introduction  and telework 
development 
A  large  number  of  office  and  information 
management  work  now  involves  the  use  of 
personal computers, electronic mail, file transfer 
and. information  access.  A  rapidly  increasing 
proportion of  these jobs can now be done outside 
a  traditional  centratised  office  environment, 
using telecommunications networks.  New forms 
of working, including teleworking,  are attraCtive 
to large businesses as they seek to reduce fixed · 
costs by de-centralisation and moving their work 
closer to customers, and to small busineSses  as 
fhe1~fonn trans-border groupings to compete in 
EuroPean markets .. 
The business  sectors  most  involved  are  those · 
with a high infonnation content: 
In  high  added-value  .  up-stream  activities 
such  as  ·research,  software  deVelopment, 
product design; etc. 
In  business  management  activities: 
Accounting,  financial  services,  insurance 
claims  processing~  business  services  and · 
;Jnformation management; etc.  ... 
In  media activities: 'journalism; publishing; 
TV, video services and gamC:s  development; 
advertising ~  publicity services; etc. 
In  retail and  distribution:  Transport fleet 
managerneBt;  stock  control;  retail'  and 
cUstomer  services;  commercial  sales 
support; etc. There are 50 million PCs in use in businesses in 
Emope,  half of which  have  network  access 
capabilities.  There  are  already  seven  million 
business  subscribers  to  mobile  telephone 
systems:  one million subscribers to GSM which 
c3n support electronic mail and data transfer as 
well as voice communications.  Estimates of  the 
number ·of people  teleworking  f~r part the time 
are  largely  a  question  of  definition.  The 
poteirtial is however large.  Over 60% of tlie US · 
and  European  workforce  is  involved  in 
information management activities in the service 
sector.  Even if  only  10% of these  made  use of 
new information infrastructures to give them and 
their employers more 
flexibility, there could be  10 million  oCcasional, 
part-time and full-time teleworkers in Europe. 
At  the  European  Summit  in  Copenhagen,  the 
President  of  the  European  Commission 
highlighted the importance of rapid development 
of ne\v  frameworks  for  co-operation  between 
businesses  in  Europe,  of the  development  of 
performant  ·  trans-European  transport  and 
telecommunications  infrastructures,  and  the 
creation ofa common "information space" within 
which  de-centralised  economic  activity  can 
develop  through  interactions  between  srriall 
. businesses.  He  stressed  the  need  to  create  a 
European network of training facilities  for  new 
skills  and  the  need  to · encourage  distance 
working. from the achievements of  social policies 
in the Member States of  the Union. 
In the context of  EU actions related to advanced 
communications  developments,  on  21st  June 
1993  the  Commission  of  the  · European 
Communities  decided  on  a ·  new  set  of . 
preparatory  actions.  It  invited  proposals  for 
actions  to  stimulate  experimentation  .and 
implementati~n  ·of  transnational  telework 
systems  in  Europe  and  to  assess  their  social, 
environmental and economic impacts.  Over 120 
proposals  were  received  by  tlW  Commission 
services by the' deadline of 3rd September 1993. 
The  proposals  involved  403  different  · · 
organisations from all  12  Member States of the 
Union, plus 4 ofthe  countri~ of  EFTA (Austria, 
Finland,  Sweden  and  Norway)  and  five .  other 
· cpuntries (Bulgaria, Canada, Morocco, Malaysia 
and the USA).  .  . 
'1\e  strength  of the  response  to  the  Call  for 
proposals~  and  the  high  standing ·  \ of  the 
organisations involved, confinns that teleworking 
is now a major area of interest and commitment. 
Great strides have been made in the development 
of  the core and supporting technologies, but there 
is.  now  an  urgent  need  to  understand  the 
organisational,  social,  legal  and  fiscal . changes 
that may be needed to allow these new forms of 
working  to develop  in  a  coherent  way  in  the 
Member  States  of the  Union,  and  to develop 
across  national  borders  in  a  second· phase  of 
consolidation of  the European Economic Area. 
Teleworking  development  has  emerged  a:s  a 
major  theme  in  the  RACE  programme.  In 
addition, the Member States of  the Union agreed 
to complement this R&D with a wider "concerted 
action"  on  telework,  tourism  and  telematic 
support  for  small  businesses.  The  European 
Community  Teleworkffdematics  Forum 
.  (ECTF)  h3s  been  set  up  as  the  framework  for 
this  action.  ·  It  provides  a  framework  for 
exchange of 'information ·and  experience,  and  a 
forum for development of  a common vision. 
During  1992  and  1993,  seminars  have  been  . 
organised  in  North  Holland,  Galicia  and 
Mallorca (Spain),  Wales  and  Cambridge  (UK), 
Tuscany  (Italy),  Bonn  (Germany),  Sophia 
Antipolis  (France),  Chios  (Greece)  .and  in 
connection with  major international  conferences 
in the" UK and Montpellier (France).  Over 1000 
comparues  have  already  participated  in  the 
information  exchange  activities:  All  the  major 
equipment manufacturers are" involved, the major 
European telecommunications network operators 
are  active  participants  and  sponsors  of the 
initiative;  and  a growing  number of companies 
undergoing  restructuring  are  now  looking  to 
telework and flexible working arrangements. 
The activities of  ~e  Forum will be supported in 
1994  by  an  Action . Plan . for  stimulation  of · 
telework in Europe.  nie Action Plan will consist 
of  2  pilot  demonstrations  of  ielework  in 
decentralisation  of  large  organisations;  6 
demonstrations  of  trans-European  networked 
telework  centres;  5  demOnstrations  of trans-
border  small  business  networking,  and  one analysis  of teleWork  as  a  mecbaoism of urban 
and inter-urban traffic decongestion. 
Supporting  actions  will  involve  analysis  of 
requifements  for,  .  and  constraints  to 
organisational  n:structuring;  analysis  of legal 
and  regulatory  CODStraints  to  transborder 
telework  in  the  European  Economic  Area; 
identification  of  telework  technologies  and 
systems, and codes of practice for management 
of  telework.  In addition, the actions will involve 
the  setting  up  of a  regional  "help  desks"  for 
organisations  wishing  to  introduce  telework, 
particularly across borders;  reinforcement of  the 
EC  Telework  Forum,  and  compilation  of 
information  on  European  trends  in  the 
development of  telework. 
These  actions  illustrate  the  range  of situations 
and  sectors  in  .  which  managed  telework  can 
. contribute to· both  economic development and a 
new  flexibility  in  employment.  The trials  and 
demonstrations  cover  a  wide  range  of  new 
employment  opportunities;  from  networks  of 
telework  centres  for  the  disabled  to  the 
collaboration  of  highly  trained  engineers  in 
nuclear power plants.  They will demonstrate the 
· opportunities and advantages of  de-centralisation . 
of  employment  to  less  favoured  regions, 
particularly  rural  areas,  and  new  opportunities 
for  employment  within  the  European  Union  in  · 
provision  of specialised  services  to  developing 
countries.  · 
7.5.  Researc~ CtHJperation  with  less favoured 
regions  aiui  with  central  and  eastern 
Europe. 
At the initiative of  the European Parliament, and 
following  the  re-inforcement  of  budget· 
proviSions  for  accompanying  measures  to  the 
Union's research and development actions in July 
1993,  the  Commission  invited  proposals  for 
regional  initiatives  in  the  area  of advanced 
conununications  and  telematics,  to  enable 
organisations  in  leSs  favoured  regions  of the 
Union  to  participate  more  eaSily  and  fully  in 
future  EU  RTD  actions,  and  to  strengthen 
scientific  and  research  collaboration  in  central 
and eastern Europe.  The seven projects which 
will start in January 1994 cover these areas. 
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The objectives are: 
to stimulate  the  establishment  of research 
and  supporting  facilities  in  less  favoured 
regions  in  order  to  enable  a  greater 
participation  of organisations,  particularly 
small businesses, in future EU research· 3nd 
technology  development  in  the  areas  of 
advanced  conununications  and  telematics, 
and 
to  establish  teleworking  .facilities  and 
· networks  in  central. and eastern  Europe  in 
order to strengthen  research  links  with the 
European Union. 
These  actions  are  complementary  ·to  those 
carried out under the Action Plan for stiinulation 
of telework in Europe,  and will complement the 
development  of research  infrastructures  in  the 
Union under the STRIDE and TELEMA  TIQUE 
programmes,  and  research  infonnation  access 
and  technology transfer actions  in the vALUE 
and SPRINT programmes. 
7. 5.1  Establishment  of  adv!mCed 
communications  and  telinnatics 
research  and  supporting  facilities  in 
less favoured regions of  the  European 
Union  · 
The objective is to stimulate the establislunent of 
research  and  supporting  . facilities  in  less 
favoured  regions  In  order  to  enable  a  greater 
participation of organisationS, particularly small 
businesses, in future EU research and technology 
development  in  the  areas  of  advanced 
communications and telematics. 
The projects cover contributions to: 
the  establislunent  of research  facilities  in 
less  favoured  regions of general interest to · 
organisations  throughout  the  Union  and 
supporting facilities in less favoured regions 
that caq be of  general value to EU R&D~ 
the.  development  of  advanced 
communications  services  both  tO  facilitate 
access  to  information  and  co-operative 
working  With  partners  in  the  development and  execution of R&D projects,  and as a 
research. tool for experimentation with new 
uses  of  advanced  communications  and 
telematic systems; 
the  development  of  a  network  of 
organisations  which  can  work  together  in 
· the  stimulation of interest in  EU  R&D, in 
stimul8tion  of working  contacts  betWeen 
scientists,  researchers  and  industry 
(particuJarly  SMEs)  throughout  Europe, 
and in research exploitation by SMEs. 
.  . 
The BINET project (G  1001) will. plan, develop, 
install; · configure  and  operate  an  Advanced 
Broadband  Interconnection  Network,  based  on 
A  TM  technology,  .linking  four 
telecommunications  research  and  development 
centres  in Spain  and .  Portugal  and  a  high-tech 
Industrial Park in Portugal.  This will build on 
the  BETEL  project  and  extend  the  Trans-
European  A  TM trial  into  Spain  and  Portugal, 
stimulate usage on this trial network, and illlow 
the  interconnection  to other  research  networks 
and  R&D  laboratories  in  other  European 
countries. 
The SUNRISE project Will plan, develop, install, 
eonfigure and operate· a VSA  T -based system for 
research  collaboration  between  small  and 
medium-sized businesses and universities -in the 
less favoured regions of Greece,  Italy, Portugal 
and Ireland.  It  will .  be  based on the  systems 
developed  for  distance  learning  in  the  JANUS 
projects  (DELTA)  and  will  involve  the 
identification of  businesses and universities with 
complementary  research  interests  in  the  less· 
favoured  regions  using  a  geographical 
information  system  on  ·the  socio-economic 
characteristics of  less favoured regions. 
The  EPRI-NET project  will  establish  research 
and  supporting  facilities  in  the  less  favoured 
regions  in  Spain and  east Germany in order to 
enable a  greater participation of o~sations, 
particularly  small  businesses, ·  in  future  EU  . 
research and technology development in the areas 
of advanced communications and telematics.  A 
VSAT network will be established in Spain and 
east  Germany,  connecting  some  100  central. 
contact points, open to all less favoured regions 
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of  the European Union.  It will also be eXtendible 
to Central and Eastern Europe. 
The  INTELLEC  project  will  facilitate  and 
stimulate  the  research  co-operation  between  · 
SMEs and ·universities in both the Irish Republic 
and the  UK  province of Northern Ifeland,  with 
organisations  in other regions  of the  European 
Union.  It will involve a significant improvement 
to the international inter-operation of  systems for 
research  information  exchange  to  and.  from 
Ireland and the i~tifications of  oomplementary 
research  interests  of  a  wide  range  of 
organisations.  The project will provide logistical 
and  co-ordin3tion  support  to  four  "common 
interest  groups"  in  the  areas  of R&D  in  IT, 
telecOmmunications and telematics; in publishing 
applications;  in  related  software  development, 
and  in  education  and ·training applications  and 
initiatives. 
The  WISE  project  will  build  on .. the  very 
eXtensive INTERNET· systems of  inter-operating 
research  information  networks,  to  which  over/ 
200,000  European  research  organisations  are 
already  connected,  to  facilitate  access  to , 
infonnation in  a  simple and consistent way by 
· organisations  throughout  Europe,  including 
SMEs in less favoured regions.  The project will 
complement the actions of  the SUNRISE, EPRI-
NET and  INTELLEC  projects,  as well  as the 
new  actions  in  central  and  eastern  Europe. 
Special  actions  will  be taken  in  Germany  and 
Portugal  to  ensure  that  th~re  are  appropriate 
access  facilities  to  world-wide  infonnation 
systems. 
?.5.2  Science  and  technology  teleworking 
and  information.·  r:elay  networks  in 
ceniraland eastern Europe 
At .the initiative of the European Parliament, the 
European  Union  is  implementing  a  number  of 
actions  to  strengthen  scientific  and  technical 
links  between  the  European  Union  and 
researchers  in  central  and  eastern  Europe. 
During  1992, a first series of actions involving 
support for a mobility scheme, for conferences, workshops and seminars,  and for joint research 
·projects was Iaimched. 
Access  to  informatiOn'  and  the  ability  to 
collaborate  across  national  boundaries  with 
.  colleagues  with similar  scientific  and  technical 
interests  is  the  lifeblood  of research.  · At the . 
initiative of  the European Parliament, additional 
resources have been made available in  1993 to 
re-inforce and further stimulate working contacts 
between  scientists  and  researchers  throughout 
Europe. 
These additional actions are is intended to be of 
practical  and  immediate  benefit  to as  large  a 
number of  scientists and researchers as possible, 
within  the  framework  · of  a  coherent 
implementation  of  scientific  teleworking 
networks and research information relay centres. 
The  actions  complement  the  development  of 
research  infraStructures  in central  and  eastern 
Europe  under  the  PHARE  and  TACIS 
programmes,  ·and  research  information  access 
and technology transfer actions in the IMPACT, 
VALUE and SPRINT programmes. 
The  objective  is  to  establish  tele'working 
facilities,  research  information  networks  and 
relay  centres  in  central  and  eastern  Europe  in 
order  to  strengthen  research  links  with  the 
European  Union,  particularly  through 
development  and  use.  of  advanced. 
communications,  telematics  and  information 
· services,  allowing  scientists  and  researchers  to 
collaborate  freely  with their  colleagues  in  the 
Union. 
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The  TELESERVE;  project  (Cl002),  · in 
partneiship  with · National  Authorities,  will 
identify scientists and researchers in a target list 
of IS countries.  It will procure and deliver PCs 
and  modems  and  ensure  that  the  identified 
scientists  can  oonnect to international  services . 
Existing networks and local services will be used 
wherever possible.  .  .  . 
The project will  provide an easily used English 
language interface, initial training and on-going 
supj,ort.  It is expected that of  the order of 2000 
end users in central and eastern Europe will  be 
· linked  . to  European  telematics  networks 
supporting teleworking and research information 
exchange by 1995. 
The ESATT project (CIOOl) will take a longer 
term:  approach.  It  will  involve  a  review  of 
· currently  available  information  sources,  an 
assessment  of . the  needs  of  scientists  and 
researchers  in  eastern Europe,  and  draw· up  a 
functional  and  management  profile  for  science 
and  technology  relay centres.  The project  will 
organise a major regional conference on telework 
and information services in late 1994. 8.  Future requirements and options for R&D on communications technologies at · 
European level. 
In  June  1992,  the  RACE  Management 
• Committee  set  up . an  ad-hoc  group  to 
identify  ·priorities  for  future  European 
R&D  in  the  area  of telecommunications. 
The report of  the group is ~  reproduced 
in the Final report of Phase I of  the RACE 
programme (Ref. Filial report on Phase I of 
·RACE (1988-1992) COM(93)118;  March 
1993). 
Many of  these i~  and themes for future 
EU  R&D  ·were  refl~  m  the 
Commission's  Working  Document  of the. 
4th· Framework Programme, notably in the 
proposed themes  of "~e  technologies", 
"high-perfonnance  computing  . and 
networks",  "functional  integration  in 
manufacturing"  and  "Advanced 
Communications". 
In preparation for the follow-up of RACE, 
sector  actors  were  invited  to  contribute 
vieWs  on the  requirements  and  options  in 
Advanced  Communications  Technologies 
and Services (ACTS) during the latter part 
of 1993.  From these contributions, a first 
. draft  document.  - Requirements  and 
Options  in  ACTS  - was  prepared  and 
distributed for  comment.  In  October and 
November, a series of  workshops was held 
to refine and develop the ideas offered. 
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A  total  of 407  p8.rticipations  from  ·17 
countries were made to the eight workshops 
which covered: 
Multimedia image communication and 
di  .tal TV·  81  ' 
Technologies for photonic networks; 
High speed netWorks; 
Mobility and personal 
~unications; · 
Intelligence in networks and service 
engineering; 
Quality of  service, security and safety 
.  in communications networks and . 
services; 
Service usage trials; 
Horizontal actions in support of  the 
above. 
The  results  from  the  workshops  were 
. consolidated into a second draft document, 
distributed  to  the  workshop  participants,  -
which  is  currently under  review  following 
comments  received.  This  material  will 
form  the  basis  for  the  development  of a 
workplan  for  the  proposed .  ACTS 
Programme. RACE D Mid Term Review  ' r:\race\midterm\draft2.DOC 
Status : 08/02/1994 
Annul 
PROJECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO RACE OBJECTIVES 
Area 1: IBC (Integrated Broadband Communications) R&D 
Project  Main Deliverable(s)  Impact 
RlOOl WTDM  A  pilot  broadband  c:ustomef  premisa  Pilot implementatioa of me wbic:h llllllfums the advantages 
network (CPN) using wavelength and time  of  Optical tec:bnology.  More widespread inlroductioa of IBC 
muhiplexing  techniques  (WIDM)  eaed by the developnent of optic:al  components supporting· 
installed  in  a  broadcasting  produdiaa  bisb drmity WDM (lam) and bish bitrale TDM. 
centre  (NRK),  and  used  to  support TV 
productions operations. 
IU005MODAL  Optic:ally  supported  micro-wave  and  Exploill the  IYDCI'BY hm iulercoaoedioo of optical  fibre 
millimetre  wave  anlennae  8)'lltans  for  ~  to  mobile/wireless  8)'lltans  in  a  cost4ective 
broadband/personal  communication.  Two  DI&I1IICI' 
'  demonstrators will be built operating at 30 
GHz & 60 GHz respectively. 
Rl006 WELCOME  Hishly  advanced,  fully  . packaged  and  Provides  bish  peftonDIIICe  componenlll  necessary  for 
l)'lllcm tested  quantum  well  (QW).baaed  enhulciDa me, to be used in the next generation of (bigber 
componenta,  cb:rete  and  monoli1hically  apeed) tnna-Europem fibre ilctworb 
integrated.  Includes  lS  S,Omn lranllmiUcn 
and  980mn  pump laaen for  high  lpCed' 
8)'lltans operating at and beyond I  OGbitiL 
Rl010 POPCORN  Low  cost,  hisb  performance  polymeric  Subslantial  cost  reductioa  of passive  optical  components, 
passive  oomponents  for  single  mode  essential for cost-cffedive fibre customer aa:esa connections 
optical networks, including fully packaged 
power splitlcrs,  lllllr couplers,  wavelength 
multiplexers, and hybrid lnP deviceL 
Rl011 TRAVEL  Technology  to  upgrade  existing  filn  Enablca the lpCed and cap8City of  existing: filn 1mb to be 
networb to lOGbitla or 20Gbitla  increased, while ensuring COillpGibility with next-generation 
networks 
'. 
Rl011HIPOS  4oobitls Optical Time Division Multiplex  Ultr8-high  capacity  networks  can  be  realised  by  Optical 
(OTDM) transmissioa system, using ultra- Time Divisioa Multiplexing 
fast  (2ps)  polymer-baaed  all-optical 
switdles. 
' 
RlOlJ EDIOLL  A wholly new class of optically pumped,  Such devices have a wide range ofkcy applications in future 
integrated  1ascn  in  LiNb03  malcrial,  optical  networks,  including  his~H!-l  and  analogue 
including  tuneable  and  mode-locked  l)'lllcmL 
laaen.'  Monolithic  integration  of Jasen 
and modulators  .. 
. 
Rl014FIRST  A  FTTH  trial  in  Aveiro  using  passive  Promotes WJdentanding of  how to inlroduce fibres  into the 
optical access network.  Supply of optical  local  loop  cost  effectively,  and.  a  common  European 
amplifiers,  . optical  1ni:Jlsmitters  and  approadl to SlandarciUI1ioa !)(fibre loc:al access. 
~vera, and  utilisation  of sub  carrier 
multiplexing for telephony.  Trial includes  r 
network management.  Demonstration of 
analOgue and digital  TV distribution.  A 
·study and a tool for life cycle prediction. 
Rl015 ARTEMIS  Optical  filn su~  for  use  in  the  Provides  -wai 1echn0Jogy  for  future  generations  of 
generation  of  ultra-Molt  pulses,  optical  networb,  operating  at  apceds  of 40Gbitla  and 
amplification, switching and transmission.  beyond. 
Rl016  '  Evaluation  of  striJig  mode  algorithm.  Will  drastically  improve  the  throughput  of  broadband 
STRATOSPHERIC  implemCntation  specifications  for  a  high  networks while gaining &am IUtittical multiplexiug.  These 
speed switcb and string mode.  specifacations  IUpplllt'  the  implemenlation  by  Ju023 
(UN  OM) of  two ATM broldbiDd demoosaraton operating at 
up tO 2., GBitiL 
...  ,, R2018GAIN 
R2024BAF 
R20l8 MWI'N . 
R20J8FLUOR 
R2039ATMOS 
lU048 HIBITS 
R206l COMFORT 
R2065COBRA 
· ,R2068LACE 
Rl069UFOS 
R2070MUNDI 
2 
Realjytioo  of  optical  fluoride  fibre 
amplificn for all tine  optical trammiaaioo 
wiDdowa  800nm,  l300rm and  1.500rm. 
An  cWyail. of  the  impact  of tJ.e 
COdlpOiiCIIII" 011 network desisn. 
F.oo- 1be  pcrformmoe  and  capahilitica  of the optical 
...-a. ~the  quality of  ..vice  and reducea ClOIIIa. 
T~  eYBiuatioo  of  four  lnipon.ut -ibulioo  to l1lllildioa of  infi'alruclure com in 
broadband  FITH  ~coea  ll)'lllcmL  the ~  Na-t.  Part fll a IUjar cft"art to refine  alllt-
Tcdmic:al implic:ations of  choice of._  elfoctiw imrocludioo -a. 
system, including. fibre management at the 
Clldlange, and - of  supporting varioua  -w.. 
A demonstnUor of  an all-optical transport 
layer.  Comprising  a  muhi-wavelenglb 
transport network based 011  •  combinatioo 
of optical  amplificra,  optical  IWitdaca, 
tuneable optical_ filters and lasers. 
This tylltaD dllopltbe toPology and inaeues tbe capacitf 
fll  optical  IIDwb  and  _.,.  adYmced  network  _M...,.... tecimjqne  Tho adYmced camponeniB wiU be 
expJoilocl  ia ,_  procb:ill to advance  the  imrodudi011 of 
me. 
Pr-dopod  optical  amplifill'll  at  1300rm  Tho  availability fll optical  amplifien at ·1300nm  Cllllbles 
wavekingth, based 011 novel halide gl-.  oxilling  fibre ~  to  be  upgJ'Ided,  with  inaeluled 
Clpacity.  . 
A  demonslrat.i011  of new  coru:epts  for  Providea · viable  I01utiool  for  the  inlroduction  of optical 
adlieving  high  speed  ~2.SGbil/s)  and  IWildring.  lmpada tbe COil and pCrfOI"'DDIDCe of  ATM-based 
hip l:ap&City  awitdting  aystems  (l'bit/s)  natworb supporting me. 
for ATM based optical networks. 
New  cJearo..optical  intenxJnncl:tion  Reducca  tbe  COlli  of iJJtcnionDol:tion  and  of broadband 
technology 1hat solves intm:om problems  ~  equipmeaL 
inside  a  broadband  switdL  A  feasibility 
study  of 2.4  Gbitfs  self routing  A  TM 
switdlcs.. 
Erbium-doped  fibre  amplifter  (EDFA) 
tel:br)ology  and component  packaging.  A 
tolally iulegrated broadband network. to be 
built as a demonst.ralor. 
Three  demonstratiOn.  of c:Oherent  multi-
dlannel  systems  (CMC): 
Videoconferencing at 140 Mbit/s;  flexible 
business  COIIIIeQions  at  I SSMbit/s; 
TI'8DSII1illsion  and  routing  of  digital 
HDTV  .. 
The development and implementation of  a 
broadband  CllltGmer  Premises  Networtc. 
(CPN)  including  ATM  switching  and 
Gigabit LAN elements.  Demonstration of 
a Practical application in co-operation with 
adualusen.  ) 
Tuneable  semiamductor Jasen  operating 
at  •  hip  speed  and  at  higher 
tanperaiures.  A low cost single frequency 
laser.  DFB l..aseni with 3run turning range 
and DBR Jasen with ova- 30 nm tuning 
range.  CAD package for design of  lasers. 
Development  of  low  cost  packaging 
tochniques. 
A  ranse  of  IXJDIIDIIRliall  ...,..  COiiiJIOIICidll,  for  tbe 
implemcntatioo of  COil cfl'ective fibro-to-tbc-home networks. 
Some  of these  compo11eats  81'0  alJeady  being  exPloited 
COiilll1lli'l:iy. 
Cobcrcnt wavelenglb multiplexing ~  tbe capacity of 
optical networb, giving inhcRnt advantages in transmission 
tnmspanncy  and  flexibility.  Demonstndors  increase 
·- ofpafOI1JIIDCO capahiliticl. 
Dllmonstntca 1hat A  TM tec:hnology being iDtrocb:ed within 
tbe public B-ISON is able to 111pp01t oonnectioalea IICiMces 
between LANs in c:ur-plallisG. as pleYiously adJieved 
e.g. via lcued linea. 
Redudion of coat of .._  t1JrouP  increued ·production 
yield.  Reduced  COil  of  l)'ltellls  through  •  higher 
eovironmealal  tolennce and hip  output power.  These 
Jasen 81'0 desigJICICI putic:ularly  fill' exploitation in coherent 
and WDM ll)'lllcmL 
Design  and  construction  of  two  Major impaa on waveleogtb diviaion multiplexing (WDM) 
demonstrators:  one based oo a moderate  technology,  providing by compooeuls  and demonstrating 
deosity  WDM  for  distributive  systems  cost savingl and pafOIIIIUIIle  benefits  fill'  both distributive 
(digital  multH:hannel  TV)  and  another  and intaral:tivo ICI'Vice pnwiaioo. 
based  on  higla  deilsil)i  WDM  for 
intenwtive service provision. 3 
IU0730MAN  A  oommoa  ·~  Opto-Electronic  Colt~.  of  telocoml oquipmcallnd I)'IICI1III  by. using 
bUgntecl  Cin:uit  (OEIC)  dUp  OEICa in 'll'lllumo -r.dun. 
~  Uld  pl'lkagin3 todinology 
for  future  u.e  in  Europelll  foundrieL 
Production of  ICWnl prototype OEICa  . 
IU088TOPIC  A  verif1C8lion  technology  for  IBC,  Validalelliandardl related lo  QoS llld lllllwork pcrfOI'IIWXle. 
inCluding a methodology llld a tool ld for  ~  ooatributioa 1o liandardl on FOT1 (e.g. SDL, WTOS 
Quality  of  Service  (QoS).  validaled  exllmiom ~  feaaurm for bmd1ing liming llld performance 
tbroup .  a  danooslrator  using  real  IBC  ~).  EabaDcel  Clplbi1ities.  lo  tell  broadbind 
envirclanJid.  OOIIIp  m  wbich haw lo opcnto Uld ~  lo achieve 
• si-QoS deliwred lo-. 
IU096BUNI  lmplemcntable  specification  of the  User  Enlblel  .-vice  llld  terminal  providen  lo  test  and 
Ncilwork ~  (UNJII'B  inlcrface)  clemonlb.,. their apcrimeiUl equipment in a representative 
tHing  into  ICCOUIJl  CIDCII'ging  cooceptL  lllllwortt  SJVironmcm.  IDI:reaecl  1eadenbip  of partnen  in 
Experimeatal broadband IWitdled network  related tqJica (SDH,  SDHI A  TM  relatioasbip)  llld strongly 
iJxlorporatin8 results &om .evcral  RACE  ~the  .......... of  producls  and  standards 
I pojectl on wbic:h the UNI interface can  activBi&  lmpalt aa the dewliopDed of components  and 
be validated  JIIOCb*.  ere...l IYI*IY  bcltweal  ldivities  of .evcral 
pl'(!jectl md proviclea a tallbocl for RACE activities. 
- IU097 ATD  Studies  oo  A  TM  specific  issuCs:  traffic,  Availability of  a tallbocl for RACE U lld.ivities. Development 
sigoalling.  network  . managemenl,  ofATM  fAidmotosy  md  -inl:reued  awareness  of  the 
evolution  and  network  introductioo  implicatioas  of the  ·lldoption  of pure  ATM  principles. 
planning. Development_ of  components Uld  Availability of ATM  con1poneru Uld  products  paving the 
inlogration  of  •  tochnology  tallbocl  way lowanll COIIIIIICI'Cialiulion.  Strong impact oo standards 
inllorporating  a  representative  of all  the  bodieslld.ivities (ETSI, m;.  TS). 
main  network  elements,  both  &om CPN 
md public  networks  (terminal  adapters, 
residential  and buaineaa NT2,  NTl, local 
and transit cxdJanges. remote units). 
1Ul03CAPS  Low  coat  components for  fibre  customer  . Substanlial  COlt  reductiaa  in  optical  nelwont  transceivers, 
access  systems,  based  on  Active  Silicon  leading lo cornmcn:ial implemcnta1ion of  fibre access for the 
integrated  Optical  Circuit.  (ASOC)  residential sector. 
manufacturing technology. 
IU109 LIASON  1 x N IOialess optical splitter implemented  Cost  effective  implcmenta&ion  of  the  customer  access 
u  1111  active imcg,ated planar waveguide  Cormcctioo by fibre lll:tworb. 
device operating at l'SOnm wavelength. 
-
IUlll BISIA  An  A  TM  based  access  network  for  new  Reduced  coat llld time8cales for  introduction of broadband 
~ve-w.to~w~~~~ intend.ive -w.  in the resiclenlial aec:tor. 
existing infraslrudllres where appropriate. 
.:· 
'· 
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A  l  Intelli  'N  ks/Fl  'bl  c  Res  Man  rea  .  aeencem  etwor  exi  e  ommunacations  ource  182tment  . 
Project  Mala Dellvenble(s)  '.  Impact 
R2001GEMA  EY8hwiao  md ~  of Oawric:  IJ¥0Hmrlll  of  ... ........  IIIII ~  of 
i  Mailil~ toob  IIIII  technology  by  ~  t.oolla-led to -iiUin larp halclrogaloous,  . 
impl  .........  etjoq of dcmonslnlon in  two  OIIIIMIQ .....  IIIitWulb. 
Broadband lllaoiiL 
Rl003 MOBILISE  1be coacept. IIIIII'Yicca IIIII ardtitoc:ture for  .......  Qi!IIM~- will  provide  all  uscn  with 
• rer-.1  Service~  Camnwuicatioal  tnullplnlll-to I ..-Jiled  profile of  scrviCCII OD 1D 
Space  (PSCS).  Demonslration  of the  iDI.cmatioaal--
preliminary  application  of a  PSCS  Mail 
s.vice.  -
R2004 PREPARE  A  Communicati0111  IJIIIli88CIDeld  Expedite~ 1be  ialrocluGtioG  of ilar-opnble  IIIIIDigCIIDell 
demonsbator  ..,.;cmcally  tailored  to  pocbU in 1be marlt4 Ellplonl.-tocbaologia to' IDIIDIIge 
validate  end-to-end  inter-domain  end-to-cud  OliiiiDCiivity in .IQ ~  cuvironment. 
IIUDIIgemen1  issues  (e.g.  intcrfaca,  Iiopada CJDit.IDdarclilati (x interface aad VPNs) IIDil Clll the 
protocola,  maaaged  ol!jccta,  relationship  WIXk ofEURESCOM. 
between  service  IIDil  natwodt 
11111118jp11Cnt}. 1be testbed includcl A  TM 
nodes,  DQDB  ATM  nodes,  ATM 
switd!iog  capabilities  aad. a  number  of 
token rings. 
\ 
R20ll DESSERT .  Application  of  lntelli!cnt  Da:iaion  Givca  aenoice  proviclcn  the  ability  to  tab  "informed· 
Support  Systems  (DSS)  for  Service  dociaionl•  rogardina  .-ice piovision.  Advances  the 
Management.  Provision  of  an  applieatioa of  AlP to telecommunicati 
mdUtocture,  AlP  tochnologios. 
~  aad  a  too)  kit 
enviroamcnt. 
.. 
R204lPRISM  Definition of reference configurations  for  Strong impad on the deaip of  fidure service IZIIIIIIIgCIIIC 
the  management  of IBC  services,  the  ~  Major  ooa&ribulioas  to  Conanon  Functional 
aaocialed  resources  IIDil  the  external  Spocificaliaal aad to  IIIDdarclll  bodies.  Stroas  potcimal 
ICileSS lo those management services.  1be 
generic results (e.g. on CIJIItonJcir aa:ess 1o 
impact in inlematioaal initiatives; e.g. EuresconL 
management facilities,  security in service 
management)  arc  applied  1o  VPN  and 
UPT.  Development of  ISM Stax database 
IIDil a PRISM animation pac:bgc. 
R20S91CM  Dcfmition  of a  TMN  ardlitecturc. aad  Furthcn the deliF. prodw:tioo aad validdion of TMN and 
fiuM:tioos to be implemented in 4 different  IBC  natwodt  comporiCIIIL  Provide~  management 
BB  uetworks  in  order  1o  demonstrate  comporoenla to Clpll'llioaal TMN 1JY1km1 ~  IIJ!8I1Ided to 
componcrd8  integration,  to  verilY  IBC. 
pafonnancc and to evaluate results.  Also 
development  and  usc  of  a  network 
llimula1or. 
' 
R2104 PERCOM  SpecifY, design and implement a Personal  PERCOM bridge. the pp  bctWoeo conceptual wort c:uried 
Communica1ioos  Space . (PCS)  Service  out in Rl003 and the prw:tica1 rcaliJation ofPCS. 
Node.  . 5 
Area 3: Mobile and Personal Communications 
Project  M•ln Dellvenble(s) .  JJDp•ct 
' 
Rl007 PLATON  Algorithms  for  the  planning  of third  Contributioa  to the  IIOftWare  tools  available  for  planning 
peration mobile ll)'llems  third Jllllldioo mobile OOIIIIJIIIIIK:a ll)'llems. 
Rl020 CODIT,  Definition of radio  jlroCoool  requirements  lmpld  . oo  the  11p0Cificatio11  for  lpi'C&Ikpec:trw  based, 
IDII udliteaure.  FUDCtional specification  multiple ~  ldlamea appliclble to 3rd genen1ioo mobile 
of a test bed. . Implementation of a radio  CDIJ1IIUiil:ati  lyalaDI,  in  partiall.r  through  the 
dwmel simulator.  Channel measuranenla  devclopmalt of  a real time 1ellbed. 
to  produce  a  preliminary  propagation 
·'  model. 
Rl066MONET  Defmition  of UMTS  requirements  and  CoalributAil to the  ..,ecificatiaa of third generation  mobile 
llODIIIraints.  UMTS network scenari01 IDII  COIIIIIIIIIIH:U  -~  in  p.rtic:ular  through  the 
key fimctions.  UMTS services  ciCfinition. ·  devclopmca of  NDM•Iatim toola. 
Specifications . of the  simulation  tools. 
Draft requirements for UPT and UMTS on 
IN  llOIICCpiB.  AllocatiClll  of  ICCIII'ity 
.W.IIld  sCrvjge levels. 
Rl067MBS  Demonstrator  specifications, .  system  Contributes to the specification of  future  broadl}and mobile 
ardlitccturc and fimctionality.  Defllli!ion  C0111111Wlication  ll)'llans in  the  60 OHz frequency  band,  in 
of  the radio su!HYstCm requirCments.  particuw through the development of  a laboratary 1ellbed. 
Rl084ATDMA  Advanced Time Division Muhiple Aa:ess  Conlributei  to  the  ltandudiaatioa  of ATDMA  schemes 
(ATDMA)  syslern'  defmition  aod  applicable to 3rd Jlllllftliaa mobile CORIIJIUIIicati llysteml, 
specification  of  a  real  time  testbed.  in particuw through the devclopmcnt of  a real time testbed. 
Construc:tion  of  chamel  mode  Ia  &om 
adual  propagsUClll  measurements. 
ldentificatiClll of  key fixed netwmk issues 
related  to  mobile  access.  Contributions 
towards  the  defmition  of conunon  test 
scenarios. 
Rll08 TSUNAMI  Teclmological development and field trials  CoalribUtions  to  Blandards  bodies  based  on  the  impact  of 
in  adaptive  Ultennas  for  mobile  adaptive anterma technologies to the UMTS. 
applications.  Optirnwn  componerit 
ardlitccturcs  and  designs,  antenna  array 
deSign  aod  BBBOCisted control  algorithms. 
Examines the. intcnu:tion between adaptive 
Ulterma · tedmologies  and  the  multiple 
aa:ess schemes (COMA aod TDMA). 
Rlll7SAINT  Operational  and  functional  requirements  Contribute~ to lltuKWdiaation in ETSI SMOS,  in a nwnbcr 
for  UMTS  satellite  integration.  of  aspects'  ClliiQCtiJjng  the  integration  of  the  satellite 
Development.'  of  UMTS-Satelliae  component into tlie UMTS. 
c:omponent  inlegration  scenario. 
lnterwork.ing  of the  satellite  component 
with other networks. 
Rll23 GIRAFE  Low  voltage,  low  power  and  high- Reduced  battery  QOIIBUIIIPlion,  yielding  savinp in  weight, 
inlegration components for  use  in  mobile  volume and OOil of  mobile lenninals  . 
terminals 6 
A  4Im  dD  c  rea  . 
uu~e an  ata  ommumcatlons  . 
Rl0l6DART  Tedlnology ~  IIDd  lllandarda  WiD  CIDible  ~  HDTV  IIIII  IBC  IICr\'iClel . in  CIOIIIIUIIICr 
for  digital  WJoo  tape  reoordit- for  DWb:U. 
COIIIIUDIIIrB,  usina  MPEG2  +  .ATM 
formatted aervicca.  ....  ·• 
R2045 DISTIMA  Dcmom:lrator  of  complete  digital  Improved TV appliclliom in induiUy (MPEG2). 
lknollaJpic TV  sy~~an:  C1U11Cr&,  A  TM 
tnllllmimon, IIIII display. 
R 2051 MONALISA  Eledrooic  liCit  clrmooslnJor  (ELSET)  Rab:tioo of TV ..........; produdioa com~  tbi: real· 
· iDtqnding  todmolosic- nqujral for the  time 111ixiDa of real IIIII  lynlbetic imapl and  advances  in 
CODIIIructioa, haodliDs aud fast synthesis of  fiJelllllic ~image  l}'ltcmiL 
3D models for creating image &eqUCDCC:L 
R2053 MORPJ:iEco  Software  demoostrator  of  a  lleCXlOd- Cc:1lllributicm  to -zjua ltandatcll  for  lleCCJOd.gcoenWon 
generation  object-based  coding  and  very-low bitnde coding IUCib u  MPEG4. ' 
decoding  scbeme  for  still  and  moving 
images. 
R2055 TRANSIT  llardware  demon1ltratonl  of hig}Hjuality  Providea aolutiom to bridp the pp  between diff«a~t image 
image format CDIIVelllion systems, oriented  fClfmllla, facilitating the oonvcrgeoce of  video and computer 
'  towards future consumer markets.  tccimologjea 
I 
R2056AMICS  Data .Sinlclurcs for  an  open  an:hitecturc  The ~on  or image fonnata enabling better ~ 
for multimedia image communications • a  exchange. 
dmnonstraior  of an  image  interchange 
gateway. 
R2064 FLASH-TV  hmovalive  modulation  and  coding  Speeda-up  the  clevelopmall  of  HDTV  in  Europe  by 
' 
scbemes  with  improved  availability  of 
lllrYice  and  high  picture  quality,  for 
demonlltnWng the r-ibility of coalribution links _for  high-
quality television. 
satellite  contribution  links  interwoOOng 
with ATM.  ' 
R2072MAvr  New  Coding  Algorithms  for  UMTS  and  Leading  the  ficlda  of w.y low  bitnte  audio  and  video 
DECT,  optimising  low bitrate  coding  in  coding.  md mobile  lranlmission of audio-visual  B«Viccs. 
terms  of video  IIDd  audio coding delay.  SIIJIPOl1S  the  inlroductioo  of 1111W  appliadicns  into  the 
Some based on aUTelll.standards (11.261,  exiJting  DECT  and  GSM  lllllwolb.  Key  player  in  the 
MPEG,  JPEG)  and  oChers  based  on  clevelopmalt of  a joint European pruposal for the MPEG 4 
cleveloping standards.  Definitions of  audio  coding llandanl. 
and video services suitable for mobile use, 
and input video formats for those services. 
R2075 HD-SAT  Implementation of the ftnal  demonsUator  Demonslration of a  COil  effective  l)'ltem delivering studio 
for  wide  RF  band  high  defmition  digital  quality  imapl to  the  homo.  Propou11  for  W-HDTV 
TV  (W·HDTV)  via  satellite  cable  and  8landards. 
ATM. 
R208lDTTB  Standards proposals for a European digital  Speeds-up the trmmition  to a more  efficient  laTeslrial  TV 
terrestrial  TV transmission  system  •  A  transmissioo system. 
demonstratar  of  such  a  system, 
inlerwodong with cable and ATM.  . 
R2105 DIAMOND  Demonslration  of  Video  on  Demand  Speeds-up the introduction of nwllimedia Rltrieval  services 
service chains on ADSL and CaTV with a  like VIdeo on Demand. 
low  cost  delivery  platform,  video  Oil 
.demand  server  and  appliclllion 
IJI8IIII&CDICII system. 
R2110 HAMLET  Hardware  den;tonstrator  of an  MPEG2  Enables other projects to demoosu ate  MPEG2-based  real· 
scaleable TVIHDTV encoder (high 1440, ·  lime digital TVIHDTV broadc:asting, paving the way to the 
spatial and SNR scaleability).  inlroduaion of  digital TV services. 
R2111 MOSAIC  Reliable  metboda  for  the  subjective  lmprovea  the  I  smcat  of audio  visual  COIIIIDIIIIicat 
I  1111:111  of  image  quality  and  ll)'llteml. 
dejvedation. 
L,  -~ 7 
R2l22 COUGAR  DCmoaauator of flexible  codec  hardwani  Rapid puU-cbrc:iugb ido Europem dlip-eda, equipmeut  and 
implementing tbo  MPEG-2  video ~  l)'llalil - of tbo !up body of  kJ~c:~wleclge and  experieuce 
lltandard at SNR  Profile  IQd  Main  level  gained. by Europcm -dlln  ill tbo  developmcat of tbo 
VHDL  modela  o{  video  codec  MPEO video coclins lluldarda.  . 
ardUtoc:tura1  blocb,  design  and 
fabrieation of specifiC  VLSJ  devices  and 
iuvcatiption  of liOUn10  pi'HDIIdilioning. 
eapocia1ly for images dcri~  from film. 
( 
i  -A  S  Se  '  E  rea  .  mce  . 
Project 
Rl009 IPSNI D 
Rl017SCORE 
IU049 CASSIOPEIA 
IU076BOOST 
R20119 ASCOT 
R209lLUSI 
IU094MITS · 
-
IU114 DRAGON 
IU1l4 EURSAF 
: 
8 
nemeenng  -
Main .DeUverable(s) 
Specific:atim of • ~  CllllUIIklr.  A 
medllnilm to lllppolt efredive doaip of 
-~ce  inlafaccs. 
The  developncnt  and  evaluatioa  of 
mdbods and tools for aervice cnialim. 
()pea  Scmce ~  fiamewortt 
(OSA)  llll)liiOiting  a  8ei'Vice  c:ngineaing 
.  environment  able  to  promote  the  quidt 
iDirodw:tioa of  new and enhanced acrvicea, 
and their managemeoL 
An  objec:t  oriented  service  aeation 
enviroruOent,  based  on  adaptation  of 
existing software engineering tools.  I 
Defines  a U88F  fhunework  model  and a 
usage  refenmoe  model  for  service 
Configuration. 
Ouidclinca  for  broadband  -~llO 
inlerfaoes.  Creates desip targets for wrer-
service  interfaces  for  use  by  the  general 
public. 
User  service  inlcrfacc  models  and 
mclapbors  Specification  for  those 
interfaces. 
Pradical  demonslration  of the  feasibility 
of  applying  RACE  conoepls  for  the 
provision  of Services  on  top  of real 
broadband networks. 
Definition of  an elllendcd ISE architectural 
fr.mewortt  and of a migration  path  from 
current  state-of  -!he-art -practice  towards 
advanocd  an:hitecturcs.  Liaison  wilh 
lllandarcb and other world-wide initiatives. 
/ 
/ 
( 
\ 
i 
Impact 
,_  the nnle of people  adively leCIItin&  to  take  up : 
uap otmc iavica, 
Such mdbocla and tools for crating a wide 1'11118" of  services 
that c:an be implancded ...m-ty, over 1he bcCerogenooua 
DCtwub ofF.uropc. 
Pavea the -Y  to the lldoptiaa of inacrnmooal  standards in 
the-ofOSA  Provide~ a diveni1y oftdocom ador1l wi1h 
the - for COil d'oclive provisfoo  and mauagement of  . 
..tYIDlOd broadband ..w-. 
Such tools !lborten the time required to bring proven services 
to the marltet and will lisnificandy COIItribute to the uptake 
ofWiei'Vice engineering' by the service induslry. 
Rcauha  of llOIISidaablc  significance  to  service  providers 
having to cope wi1h the requirements for coofiglirability. 
Better  ..-vice  penelnlion  and  take  up  of such  services, 
wi1hin what wiD becxJme a con¢ilive  multet. 
Pradicallllppolt for clesipn of Computer Supported Co-
operative Working (CSCW} and nuhimedia services during 
the des!P of  user~  imaf-.  · 
Pradical validation ofiSE concept&.  Transfer oftecbnology, 
and gcnerdion ofinlcrest for commercial exploitation. 
Stimulakl adoption of ISE principles by both TOs and SPs. 
Influence lllandarcb and olbcr world-wide initiatives. 9 
Area 6: Infonnation Security 
Project  Main Deliverable(s) ·  ~pa~ 
IU050  MethodoiOSY fi'aiDewort.  IDaeuod a-of  the complexity of  IUpplying security 
PALINDROME  in muJti.domain, ~  CIIIViroamciiU. 
IU051 SESAME  Working act of  CCMupooeull Uld pnlCOC01a  Exl.cllliOo  of 100p0 of IOCUI'e  diilributecl  applicuions  and 
forming the an:hi1octura1 &amc:work.  opcntio111, baed 011 a lilt of  protocola. ICI'Yiccs, and assured 
~  baed up by lllltablilhmlla of international 
Uld indullry llalldardL 
IU057 SECURENET  Ardli1eaural  desip  and  functional  Showa  the  fcuibility  of lpplying  novel  leclmiqucs  for 
apecifications for active protection ll)'lllan.  DrilWolk protec:lioa. 
IUOSI SAMSON  Prototypes  of  management  aavica~  ProYidel  a fi1uDework  for  the .maMgcmmt of security  in 
inlegratecl  into  •  security  management  IICitworbd eaviromneniL 
ll)'lllan. 
IUllJ  Prolotype  8)'lltem  for  real-tinie,  active  Showl the ~  fcuibility of protecting networb in 
SECURENET II  nctworit  protection  against  malicious  an 8u1cmatecl fubicll1. 
software. 
'  -- ..  ----------i-1  ---
1 
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Area 7: Advanced Communication Expenments 
RlOOI EUROBRIDGE 
Rl019AGORA 
R2022 BARBARA 
Rl015MIMIS 
R20Z7BANK· 
RlOZ9ESSAI 
RlOJO APTITUDE' 
RlOJl PAGEIN 
Rlo;t3 
TELECOMMUNITY 
Rl034EDID 
RlOJSTIBAS 
Rl036 TRAPPIST  1 
Rl037 DIDOS 
Rl040 MOEBIUS 
lmplcmentation  of  several  service 
prototype~,  iDtqrated  on  one . IICfVice 
platform.  These include: multimodia mail, 
video confcnnce, clillributod co-opentive 
WOii. remote multimedia clatabue accea 
and  eecwity  IICfVices.  These  services 
IUppOI1 in a flexible mamcr, aeveral lBC 
applica1ion lriala. 
Availability of  EuroBridp ..W.  in sevcniiBC blanda in 
Europe, clcmonslnbly able to,IUppOI'ta f1118C ofapplic:ati0111 
Uld tO~  ~lyon  exittiognetworb. 
Dalcrmines the fuiUnl evalwllion noods of  Provided nual applicatioal J1R!io1* in RACE  with a direct 
nual applic:alions, and bring$ togc:tber key  linb to Nlatocl policy iuilialiwa Uld work  in Ollber' RTD 
adon in the rural broadband ioctor.  prog~--. 
FoEbility  studies  and  fiux:tional  Rai8oc1  - of  the  potential  of  'advmcecl 
!!pO"ifiadi0111  for  nual ecleshopping  and  CIOIDIIIIIIicll  for nn1 comm•mitia 
fl:lo.twinning  of IICboola.  As ............. of 
U8aiiC requiranenls. . 
A  multimedia  demonstrator  providing  Conlributions to llandlrds in the  domain  of conferencing. 
conference and co-operative work facilities  Promotioo of  markd awuaaa for multimedia oonfcrencing 
based on ATM networking.  ll)'lilcml baed on fuiUnl ATM natworlt tedmologias.  . 
Dcfmition  and  implcmcntation  of pilot  Validation  of application  concept:  to  uac ~ 
systems providing multimedia scrvil:CS and  broadband services to 1Upp011 conmon fiDancial  functi0111 
common financial functions to the banking  ~the  banking cuvironmllnL 
scdor.  ' 
A  lcleshopping system  to  be installed  at 
public  trial  sites  in  Milan  and  Basic, 
selling real goods to real wslomcnl for real 
money. 
Implements  a  tA:Icworking  system  for 
clecentralised regions. 
Pioneers public-site 1clcshopping services. 
lnaeasoa awareoeas of the opportunities presented  by new 
tA:leworking applicatiOOL 
Trials super-c:omputing in a belcrogcncous  Stimulating the adoplion of  bigb performance nctwoltting in 
terminal  and  network  environment,  the~  sector. 
clen101lllllating  remote  collaborative 
design. 
Definition of  a set of  requirements for end- Redw:tioa of  IIOCial .-vice  <XIIIU.  ldentific:ation of  the needs 
user ·  groups,  addressing  - issues  of  for video-lelephany in tbia sector. 
older/disabled people. 
Demonstration of collaborative design  in 
the  aerospace;  industry,  based  on  A  TM 
tcclmology and a high speed LAN. 
DefuUtioo of a  series  of services for  the 
automotive  and  automotive  supply 
induslries. 
Definition  of  slanclarcls · and  working 
prococlures for distributed, llOIHiestructive 
testing (NTD) methods.  Definition  and 
implementation  of  field  trials  for 
valiclatiOIL 
Trials a distributed service, centre concept 
in  publishing  and  communications, 
specifiCally in technical documentation for 
manufacturing industry. 
A mobile (  oontaineriscd) multimedia  test 
and  applicatioo  platfonn,  having  IICICCSS 
through the INMARSAT satellitA: nctwori 
to the ISDN .  , 
Commercial produda, eabmcing the competitivcncsa of  the 
European lla'lliiJNICC indullry. 
creaia awarene&~ of  the pouibilitica to reauce ~ 
cycle times through uac of  advmcecl eonmwiic:ations. 
Stimulating  demand  for  high  capacity  ecrvicea:  NDT 
methods  will  be  one  of  the  111011t  'blmdwidlb-hungr 
ii_Miustrial applications. 
Provides  a  IIOUDd  undcnitanding  of common  requirements 
and identifies  inlcgratioo l)'lll!l'8ics for  applications in tbia 
scdor. 
Demonstndea the beoefita of .dvmcecl  COIIIIIIIIJiial0111  in 
marine and remote tcrrclltrial applic:atiOIII. 
L,{ 11 
Rl04l  Triall of  an opco publilhing an:hiteaWe,  leldl to  a  flexible.  dillributcd  but inlegraled  publilhing 
EUROPUBLISHING •  iDcluding  dillributcd  cloauned  IY*m  available thrOughout Europe. 
~--to  image udlive~,  011- ' 
line dclivay of muhimedia .  publicatiom, 
IIIII  the  tni:kiDg  of  cclitoriaJ  IIIII 
production proceBICI. 
Rl043RAMA  A  .pionccriog  mullimedia  information  Enbancoa public .-a'bility  of  cultural  ..  'lrcuures' protcctcd 
IICrViClc  for  majCll'  European  miiiiCIIIJII.  by-.  8uppol1a  multimodia  lcJo..working  uxl lei~ 
·- 'Allows remolc aa:a111 to DIWJCUIII an:bivcs  lcmWJa lpptic8tioal.. 
f<ll'  rcscan:ben,  publisben,  students  etc. 
tbroul!hout Europe. 
Rl046 ARAMIS  Trials an airaaft mainlcnance information  Socb to improve the luanagcmrat of  aircraft, mainlcnance at 
ll)'lllem.  through  a  real-time  distribulcd  remolc  li1cL  Demooslnlel  the  cflicieoCy  of reducing 
applicatioo.  Uaes  digitised  aircraft  dcciaioa time IIIII out1G'Yice COlli. 
mainlcnance information in a multimedia . 
environment.  Study on the <ll'ganislitional 
impact of  IUCb capabilities. 
.Rl047VERA  Four  applicAtion  experimenls  exploiting  Expands the eleclrooic IUppOI'l available to rural enterprises, 
dilllribulcd  multimedia  systems  in  the  making them  more  cfl'cdive  in their  own  markets  of e.g. 
agriculture sector.  Cattle  breeding.  dairy produdion  and animaJ/aop  disease 
conlrol. 
Rl054 VIRMAS  Develops and tests broadband  monitoring  lnlrodiwes new COIIIlepls in visual verification to the security 
uxl  surveillance equipment.  induslry. 
Rl063 DITI'TO  Defmition  and  implementation  of field  Contribules to lhe evolving 111ructure and functioning of  the 
trials  f<ll'  distribulcd  multimedia  ~  . future office environment. 
handling ll)'lllcm8 in the insurance sector. 
Rl071 CHARISMA  Implements  a  distribulcd  generic  case  Validate&  and  prQmotca  applications  requiring  advanced 
handling  system  based  on  an  ATM  communications leclmologies in the area of  case handling. 
network. 
Rl077  Specification of  a lcleshopping application  WiU  be  developed u  a commercial system,  addressing the 
TELE~TPLACE  exploiting · existing  phone  and  CATV  lclc-shopping~ 
networks,  using  advanced  speech  .. 
I'IXlOgl!ition equipment. 
Rl078TIM  Investigates  the  use  of a  Europe-wide  Creale8  new  commercial  opportunities  by  enabling  direct 
netwod  of  multimedia  infonnation.  control  of tourism  product  development  and  nwketing 
services to support the marketing of travel  amongst  point-of-offer  and  point-of-sale  organisations 
and tourism products.  distribulcd la'08S Europe. 
Rl079 NETMART  lmplementaticin  ;  of  a  multimedia  Widens  availability  of llllll'ket information  f<ll'  this  sector. 
conference  ·  service  for  markets  in  lhe  Creates a  .. virtual marketplace. 
European pig-meat sector. 
·' 
Rl080BRICC  Mobile  multimediA  wOrkstations,  remote  Improves  the  economic  efficiency  of lhe  construction 
video  monit<ll'ing  of site  progress  and  induslry by offering shared real-time  IICceiB to infonDation 
shared interactive databases are  tested  in  for all relevant professionals.  . 
/  real working conditions. 
Rl098 SOCRATES  Bring together lhe  key  actors  concerned  Improved  the  quality,  reicvance  and  co-ordination  of 
wilh  identiJYing  the  major  fact<li'S  f<ll'  subsequent  J'1lllellldl  projocta  under1aking  application 
successful  implementation  of  advance  experimenla in rural areas. 
communications  experiments  in  rural 
areas. 
RllOlAREA  Provides an integralcd ·multimedia service  Improves support services made available to Canners  in this · 
supporting  Mediterranean ·  rural  area. 
'  communities  .in  identifYing  plant 
pathologies. 
Rl106 LAMBDA  Offers inhabitants of remOte rural areu a  Practical  demonslrati~ of  lhe pOaential value of broadband 
range  of  multimedia  counter  services  hued .-vicea  to rural areas.  ·  · 
supporting adminisiration and professional 
advisory .-vices. 12 
Rll07 ACI..ARA  Trials  a . mubimedia  oommunications 
~)'Stem for local authorities in rural areas.  . 
R21llSMAC  Develope multi media 10ola for  Comput.ci-
Supported CcMJpcntive. Working (CSCW) 
.,._ ~  COOiplllild IIUJIPiicn 
-~~~~~~~~-
Rlll!l BRITEUR  Will  trial tho ·~  of ATM  and 
CATV aervieal in a runl-. 
\ 
l 
\ 
Shows  whare· lldva1lcecl OCIImlllllicati ll)'8tems can  offer 
·efficiencies and adler bcndita in 1be administnlioa of  rural 
communitia 
Redudioa  of tho  ~~MarUI"  for  - automotive 
procUda  dlrouab  a  llipi&ua  llrealnlinina  of  tho 
proc:urciiiiCid ..-. 
Providea a-of  1lrillgiDg lldYimced te~ 
.W.torunl-. 13 
Area 8: Test Infrastructure and Interworking 
R2023UNOM 
R203l COMBINE 
R2044 MAGIC 
R2060CIO 
R2061 EXPLOIT 
R2074 CATALYST 
R2081 TRIBUNE 
R21011MMUNE 
R2US HIPERNET 
R2116TOMQAT 
R2118BRAVE 
Three broadband applications will nanning 
on  tbe  UNOM  teslbed . ill  a  realistic 
environment.  Teslbod fwtber used for tbe 
testing of  inlcnxlnnec:tion perfortniiiiCO 
Signalling  network  an:hitedurc  and call 
COIIIrol protocols. 
Prototypes  multimedia  teleservic. 
(multimedia  mail  and joint viewing and 
telo-opendion),  to  be  implemented  in 
aevera1  broadband  islands.  Examination 
of interworking  and  CXliiiiiiOII  tnnsport 
protocol issues. 
Develops  and  builds  interworking  units 
between ATM, PDH transmission systems 
(2MBit/s  and  140MBit/s)  and  existing 
uetworkS  and services  like  N-ISDN  and 
Frame Relay. 
Implementation  and  test  of  a  first 
demonstrator,  providing an ATM satellite 
link.  Design and development of systems 
and  equipment  to  be  used  in  more 
advanced demonstrators. 
A  broadband  User-Network  Interface 
(UNI)  testbed  for  third  parties,  centred 
around an A  TM switch. 
Distributed rcstciralion  systems  for  ATM. 
Design  and  planning.  of  fauh-tolerant 
networks.  Will  eslablish  coherent 
survivability  lllrategies  for  public  and 
private IBC network 
Integration, installation and verific:ation of 
a  higlt-perfortniiiiCO  gigabit  A  TM 
multimedia network, to support distributed 
language training in an application trial. 
DefmitiOO, implementation and testing of  a 
tolal quality management system.  . 
lnteroonncaion  of two  ATM  platforms 
and exploitation of experiments with real 
tnffK:  IIOWQCII  to  .  validale  Retwork-to-
oetwork  operability  and  private  domain 
management  func:tions.  Reconunends 
solutions  for  A  TM  traffic  control  and 
resourc:e management. 
Much  improved  WldenlandiDg  of issues  related  to  user 
perceptioa  of broadband  communic:ations.  This broadband 
ialand  will  laW  putic:ipate  within  a  Pm-European · 
broadband in&aslrudure. 
Promotion  of iDiqrated  1C01111ept1  and  soluti~ rclaled to 
broadbuld ISDN  lipalling for .  11111lti-t«Yice  applications. 
Major  110U1C0  of coatributiolll  to  Common  Functional 
Spoci&atioolllld llandudl bodies. 
E.-tbe ~  of  IUd! broadband islands to offer 
pao-Ew-opean saviclcL Aa:cJcnlea tbe deployment ofiBC. 
Interworking  units  will · permit  tbe  integration  of future 
broadband  networks  (buecl  on  ATM)  with  existing 
1ransmission ayBICIDI  and IICIVK:ea,  allowing rapid evolution 
toiBC. 
Demonslrates tbe utility of satellite technology to support 
initialiBC appliCI1ioos,  in particular iD peripberal and rural 
areas ladcing temllllrial broadband in&aslrudure. 
Facilitatel  tbe  widespread  introduction  of  broadband 
networks  in Europe by giving exlemal  uaera  8C'*S to tbe 
testbed,  linking this to other broadband  islands,  providing 
feedbadt  to  lllandarda  bodies  on  B-UNI  standards,  and 
improving  tbe tellbed  IIICII'I  ability  to  validate  their  own 
implementations. 
Will establish coherent survivability Slndegies for public and 
privm IBC  networb, and rcccinwendationa for  optimiaed 
A  TM awi1dl COIIIrol udJitel:turcL  . 
Will  yield  ~ly  viable  mb-ayBtems  for  high 
performance multimedia networb, miting a wick range. of 
applications uad scales. 
Provicka  Network  Operators·  and  Mariufacturcn  with 
methodologies for perf011111111CC monitoring, quality of  service 
management and quality of  -w:e •  m:rent. 
lnl:rcases understanding of  ATM traffic behaviour and ATM 
muhiplexing issuCs. \ 
\ 
14 
A ceo  Measures 
Rl083CMP  A  priority  plan  for  tbo  prepanliOB  of  By widrmiDa tbo e-n  lldlieved, tbo projoc:t improves 
Oomnloa  Fuoc:tiooal  - SpecifiAiions  tbo ~  md IICillpW1IlO.of RACE RIIIUha.  The 
(CFSs).  lbia plan rdlCdl tbo view of  all  CFS  plan belpl  projec:ll  and  lll.lndlrdiUtio  bodies  fine 
RACE  projOCCB,  COIIIIOiidalcd  with  tho  tunina their own 'WOlle plana. 
IWidardilalioo bodia priorilieL  Ped'orml  -
llllll8geDICD  . within  RACE. 
Providel  medwnii!N  for  001111111111& 
widening  The.  compilation  UJd 
publicatiOB  of CFS  developed  by  RACE 
projecla  DisseminatiOB within  RACE. of 
prognss _.  in lllaDdardisatio (outside 
oftbo~). 
R1085INTERAcr  Provides  tbo  RACE  COIIIIIIW1ity  with  an  8uppMa  tbo varioul ~evaluations  peri'ormed 
illlegrated  eo-line  information  service  by RACE projeda, povicliDg a Clllllilk:nt bue from  whidl 
(ududing fo<bn  -10111ic UJd aandatdt  broadbad clevelopDa -a  may be ......t. 
iaformation). 
R20861AF  Macro-ecoocmic  models  estimating  to  A IOUI'ClO  of policy ncommendations  for me deploymc:u1. 
whit degree me inveslmcnt will  iaaease  t.Wng ido aciXIUI& .IUdl .-Is of IIOCicty  that  may  be 
white  eollar  productivity,  UJd  lead  to  provided lhrouglllldvanced communicatioa. 
lliiiiiUiativc  i:naanrmtal  growth  rates 
within the European Union. 
R1087TITAN  A fully operational tedmo-economic tool .  The modelling tool makes poaiblo tbo development of  cost-
for  cost  evaluatiOil  and  comparison  of  effective  optical  Clllnponaala  and  baa  lbown  under which 
different  an:hiteclures  of  tbo  IICCCIIB  condition~ FTfC IJocorMI a cost cffilctiw 10b.atioo. 
DlllWork. 
Rl090 PALAcE  .  Provides •  aylltcms engineering office UJd  F.IK:ourapl  active  ClO-Oplftlion  UIIOII(pll  ACE ~ 
rapporteur fundion  to  Project · Line  7 of  working in areu of-idcnsL  ArtK:ulaJel PL neulta 
RACE- tbo  advanced  communications  in tbo fOIUI  of COIIIribulionl to CFSs, CPRs md standards. 
experimenls(ACE).  bodies. 
Rl091 URSA  me  deployment  scenarios  and  budget  ComributA  to  Cmmon . Func:tiamal  .  Spcci6cuions  for 
c:rcJII&oflow analyses.  generic applicati0111 deriwd &elm iiWegratins tbD RIIIUlts of  all 
AC& UJd other aec:tor cise lltudiCI peri'ormed in Europe. 
IU093RIO  To  provide to the  RACE  community,  a  Should  aid  the  filnctioaiDg  of tbo  RACE  program  by 
gcaeral.  tAIXl  based,  on-line  information  enabling usen to  loclie  md cxdlangc  inf0111181ion  more 
8)'lllem, having in addition messaging UJd  effectively. 
file lransfcr facilities . 
Rl095BRAIN  Organi:sation  of  Summer  schools  and  Raila the ·-of broUbmd iauel and providel • 
various seminars.  Some sessions  within  lhorougll  knowledse  to )'ClUII8  ...p-a.  Hoipl  addrea 
auc:b  schools  to  lake  place  at  multiple  pnu:tical  iuuai  arising  &om  real  time  broadband 
locations,  interconneclcd  via  broadband  intcrconncction. 
links. Annex II 
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Participating Organisations 
Project  . Role•  Company  Councry 
IU042  p  FAW LINZ-AUSllUA. 
Rllll  p  UNivERsiTY OF VIENNA 
R209S  A  AlB - ~ITE  N1.JCL£ADtE  II 
Rl()4.1  r  A  lEA  0 
RlOn  p  BABBAGE lNS1TT FOR ~E  4  INFO TECH  0 
Rl016  A  BARCO NV KOR TRIIK  D 
R203l  s  BARCO NV KORTRIJK  ,  D 
RlOi'2  p  BARCO NV KORTRllK  ll 
Rl061  p  Ba.GACOM  B 
R2032  p  Ba.L lR.EPHONE MFG CO(ALCATEL-BEll)  B 
Rl044  p  BELL TELEPHONE MFGCO(ALCATEL-BEU.)  n 
Rl04ll  c  BEll  TELEPHONE MFG CO(ALCA  TEL-BELL)  B 
Rl061  p  BEll TELEPHONEMFGCO(ALCATEL-BELL)  B 
IU066  p  BELL TELEPHONE MFG CO(ALCATEL-BEU.)  B 
R2074  p  BELL TELEPHONE MFG CO(ALCATEL-BEU.)  B 
R20B3  p  BELL TEL.EPtiONE MFG CO(ALCATEL-BEU.)  B 
Rl097  p  BEll TELEPHONE MFG CO(ALCATEL-BELL)  B 
Rll01  c  BELL TELEPHONE MFG CO(ALCATEL-BEU.)  B 
R2J17  p  BELL lE..EPHONEMFGCO(ALCATEL-BEU.)  B 
R2166  p  BELL TELEPHONEMFGCO(ALCAIEL-BEU.)  B 
R2034  p  DIM SA/NV  B 
R20S4  s  DAEDALUS N.V.  B 
R2064  A  EBU RES. CENTER  B 
Rl04ll  p  FRAMATOME CONNECroRS BELGIUM NV  B 
R2033  A  .  GASELWEST  B 
R2027  p  GENERAl.E DE BANQUE  B 
Rl039  p  IMECVZW  B 
Rl048  p  IMECVZW  B 
R206S  p  IMECVZW  .B 
R2069  p  IMECVZW  B 
R209S  A  IMECVZW  B 
R2097  p  IMECVZW  B 
R2101  p  IMECVZW  B 
R2077  p  INIEGAN  B' 
R2077  p  LERNOUT  4  HAUSPIE SPEEaiPROD.  B 
R.20l3  p  tdUNlCIPAUTY KOil11UJK  B 
Rl083  c  RACE INOUSTlUALCClNSORllUM  B 
Rl016  A  RAYNETNV  B 
R:te87  p  RAYNETNV  B 
R20J6  p  REFER NV  B 
R2023  p  REFER NV  B 
Rl041  p  REFER NV  B 
Rl08S  p  REFERtN  B 
R2090  p  REFER NV  B 
iuon  p  SHERPA NV  B 
R1on  c  STENTOR SPEECH PROOUCTS  B 
R2061  p  UNIVERSITY GHENT  B 
Rl009  p  UNIVERSITY LEUVEN (CAlHoi..lC)  B 
RliJO  p  UNIVERSITY LEUVEN (CAlHOUC)  B 
R2060  p  UNIVERSITY LIEGE  B 
R2061  A  ALCATELSTRAG  CH 
R2029  p  ASCOM AUTEI.CA AG  CH 
R2003  p  ASCOMT£0{ AG  CH 
R2006  s  ASCOMTECH AG  CH 
Rl020  p  ASCOMTECHAG  CH 
Rl0l4  p  ASCOMTEO{AG  CH 
R2029  p  ASCOMTECH AG  CH 
R2032  p  ASCOM TECH AG  CH 
R2039  p  ASCOM TECH AG  CH 
Rl04J.  p  ASCOMTECH AG  CH 
R20S9  p  ASCOMTECH AG  CH 
R2061  p  ASCOM TECHAG  CH 
IU066  p  ASCOM TECH AG  CH 
R2081  p  ASCOM TECH AG  CH 
RlliS  p  ASCOM TECH AG  CH 
R2166  p  ASCOM TECH AG  CH 
Rl061  c  ASSOCIATlON SWISS PTTIASCOM TECH  CH 
R2039  p  EIDGENOSSISCHE lH  ZORICH  CH 
R2060  p  ElDGENOsSISCHE n1  ZORICH  CH 
Rllll  p  EUROPEAN BROADCAS11NG UNION  CH 
R2110  p  LTSIEPfl.  CH 
R2013  p  PAtJL..SOIERJtER.-INSTTTUTE ZURICH  CH 
R209S  A  SWISS fED£RAL INSTTTUTE OF TEOINOLOG Y  CH 
R2061  p  SWISS TELECOM PTT  CH 
Rllll  p  SWISS TELECOM PTT  CH 
R2006  p  UNIVERSITY LAUSANNE (POL YT. FED.)  at 
Rl024  s  UNIVERSITYLAUSANNE(POLYT. FED.)  ·  CHI 
R20S3  p  UNIVERSITY LAUSANNE (POL  YT. FED.)  CH 
R2072  p  UNIVERSITY LAUSANNE (l'OL YT. FED.)  CH 
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uon  ACIT  D 
IU060  I'  A.::OI'EC GMIJII  D 
R2002  T'  ALCATEL SEl. AG  0 
R200S  c  ALCATEL SEl. AG  0 
R.l006.  c  ALCATEL SEL AG  0· 
RlOII  c  ALCATELSELAG  0 
RlOII  s  ALCATEL SEL AG  D 
RlOIS  p  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
RlOll  c  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
RlOJ9·  p  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
R.J042  p  ALCAlEL SEL AG  D 
R204a  p  ALCAlEL SE1. AG  D 
R2061  p  ALCAlEL SEL AG  D 
R2062  p  ALCAlELSELAG  D 
R2066  P.  ALCATEL SEl.. AG  D 
Rl076  p  ALCATEL SELAG  0 
R2078  p  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
RlOII  A  · ALCAlEL SEL AG  ri-
R2083  p  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
R.2089  p  ALCAlELSELAG  0 
R2096  p  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
R2097.  p  ALCAlEL SELAG  0 
R2104  c  ALCAlEL SEL AG  D 
R2108  p  ALCATEL SEL AG  0 
R2114'  p  ALCAlEL SEL AG  0 
R2166  p  ALCAlELSEL AG  D· 
'Rl062  p  ANTNAaJRJan'ENTEOI  GMBH  0 
R2012  p  ANTNAaiiUOIIENl'ECHNIKGMBH  D 
R2106  A  ASC:ifA  BURO CENIEll  0 
R203S  p  BA  YERJSaiE MOTORENWERICE AG (BMW)  0 
R2il3  p  BAYERJSOIE M01'0RENWERICE AG (BMW)  0 
Rl037  p  BERlEL.SNANN AG  0 
R208S  p  BillA  0 
R2091  p  BillA  D 
R211l  p  BillA  D 
R2107  p  BREWEN INSTJ1UlE OF DmtiSTIUAL  TEOIN.  D 
R2040  A  BRENERINS111UT FURBE'IlUEBSmCHNDC  'D 
IU094  c  BREMERINS111UTFUR  B£T1UEBSTECHNIK  D 
·.  R2040  p  BREMER ~VERBUNDAG  D 
Rl036  A  BUNDESANST. F. MAT.fORSOl U. -I"RUEF.  0 
R2036  A  BUNDESANST.·F. MAT.FORSal U. -I"RUEF.  D 
R2036  p  BUNIESANST. F. MAT.RlRSCil U. -I"RUEF.  D 
R2042  p  -~ONBH  D 
Rl061  p  CADISGNBR  D 
R2081  p  CEU.WARE GMBH  D 
R2096  p  CEU.WAREGMBH ·  D 
R204l  A  COMPART  .D 
R20S2  p  DAIMLER-BENZ AG  0 
Rl061  A  DAIMLER-BENZ AG  D 
Rl072  p  DAIMLER-BENZ AG  D 
R,2011  p  DBP TE1.EIC.OM (FIZ)  D 
R2023  p  DBP  1ELEICOM (FIZ)  0 
R20i4.  p  DBPTELEKOM (FIZ)  D 
.RJ044  p  ·  DBPTELEKOM (FIZ)  D 
R.J04S  p  DBPTELEKOM(FIZ)  D 
R2060  p  DBP TELEKOM (FlZ)  D 
Rl061  p  DBP TELEKOM {FTZ)  D 
Rl070  p  DBP TELEKOM (FIZ)  D 
Rl082  p  DBP TELEKOM (FIZ)  D 
Rl087  p  DBP~(FIZ)  D 
R2109  p  ·DBP TELEKOM (FIZ)  D 
R2084  - p  DE 1E  MOBU.E  (DEt1TSOIE TELEKONI)  D 
R.2008  p  DETEBERKOMOMBH  D 
Rl036  c  DETEBERKOM GMBH  D 
Rl031  c  DETEBERKOM GMBH  D 
R2042  c  DETEBERKOM GMBH  D 
R2060  c  DETEBERKOM GMBH  0 
R2076  p  DETEBERKOM GMBH  D 
R2078  c  DETEBERKOM GMBH  D 
R2093  p  DETEBERKOM GMBH  D 
Rl067  p  DEUI'SOIE AEROSPACE AG.  o· 
Rl0l6  p  DEUTSOIE AEROSPACE AIRBUS GMBH  D 
R2027  p  DEUI'SOIE BANK AG  ·o 
R.l006  p  DEUTSOIE BUNDESPOSTTELEKOM  0 
R208l  p  ~  BUNDESPOSTTELEICOM  0 
Rl089  p  DEUTSOiE BUNDESPOST TELEKOM  0 
Rl091  p  DEUTSOIE BUNDESPOSTTELEKOM  0 
R20S2  p  DEUTSOiE FOR.SOIUNOS. FIJER LUFT AAAUMFART  0 
R2026  p  DEUTSOiE THOMSON-IIRANDT GMBH  0 
R2082  p  DEUTSCHE THOMSON-BRANDT GMBH  0 
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ltlOlO  s  OT.  FORSckAJ~ST  AL T f. LL'f",.l 1.11Ali  •.  {FIJ{'a  D 
· RlOSl  p  DVS DIGIT  ALF  VIDEO!> YSIEME t:>!l.itiH  D 
lU040  c  EMIT GMBH  0 
RlOll  p  EMPIRJCA GMBH  D 
RlOll  s  EMPIRJCA GMBH  0 
RlOOJ  p  EMPIRJCA, GES.F.KoMM .U.TEOIN.FOR.SCJ:IUNG  0 
RlOOl  s  EMPIRJCA. GES.F.KOMM-U.TEOIN.FORSCHUNG  () 
R1003  c  ERICSSON EUROLAB OEUl'SOil.ANO GMBH  0 
R200a  c  ERICSSON EUROLAB D£uncHLANO  GMBH  0 
R10I4  p  £SG El.E)..'"lli.ONIK-SYSTEM .t  LOGISTIK  GMBH  0 
R1041  p  £SG El£KTRONIK-SYSTEM GMBH  0 
RlOH  p  FAWtJU,(  0 
RlOJS  p  FHG-IGO  0 
R1112  p  FHG-IGO  0 
iUIN2  p  FHGIIAO  0 
R1037  p  FOGRA·  0 
Rlilll  s  FRANICFt.JRTEJt VER.aAND FCIIl A+B ffil.fl': E. V.  0 
RlOJO  p  FRAUNHOFER GESEU.SOWT- lSI  0 
RlOS6  p  FRAUNHOFER INST. F. GRAPJl DATENVERARB.  D 
Rl107  p  ·  FRAUNHOFER INST. F. GRAPJl DATENVERARB.  D 
R100S  p  FRAUNHOFER INST.F .ANG.FESTKOERPERPHYSIK  0 
RlOSI  p  GES. F. MATHEMATIK UNODATENVERARBEITUNG  0 
RlOSS  p  GESELl.SOWT MAlHEMA'IlK UNO DAlENV.  0 
Rl060  p  GESELl.SOWT MAlHEMA'IlK UNODAlENV.  D 
Rl004  p  GMDFOia.JS  0 
Rl04J  p  GMDFaruS  0 
Rl049  p  GMDFOKUS  0 
RlOS6  s  GMDFOJa.IS  D 
R1068  p  GMDFOialS  0 
R2116  p  GMDFOiaJS  0 
R2042  p  Gt.m-IPSI  0 
R2026  p  GRUNDIG EM  V.  0 
R20S2  p  GRUNDIOE.MV.  -·o 
R2101  p  HAGENUK GMBH  0 
R204S  p  HEINRICH HERTZ IN$TlTUT  D 
"RlOSS  p  HEINRICH HERTZ INSTI1UT  D 
Rl064  p  HEINRICH HERTZ INSTlTl1T  D 
.  IU069  p  HEINRICH HERTZ INSTlTl1T  D 
RlllO  p  HEINRJCHHERTZ INSnn1T  0 
Rlffi'  p  HEINRJCH-HERTZ-INSllTUr  D 
R2071  p  IABG  D 
R202l  p  IKOS SOFTWARE SERVICE GMBH  0 
R204I  p  IMM INSTI1UT FUR. MIIIJtOJEaiNIK GMBH  D 
R2021'  p  Dll'ORMGMBH  D 
R104S  p  INS1liUT  FUR. RtJNDFUNJaEaDIIK GMBH  b 
R201S  p  INSlTIUT  FUR. RliNDFUN1Cl:EOIN  GMBH  D 
JUOa2  p  lNSTTlUT FUR Rt.INDFUNJCIEaiN  GMBH  D 
R2040  A  lNSTTlUT FUR SEEVERKEHR UNO LOGISTIK  D 
Rl014  p  KABELRHEYDT  D 
RlOil  p  KRONEAG  D 
RlOOI  p  lEHRS1lJHL INFORMATIK IV  0 
Rl042  p  LINOTYPE-HEU. AG  0 
Rl036  p  LllflHANSA AG  0 
Rl060  p  MEDIA PORT BERLIN GMBH  D 
RlOIO  p  MICROPARTS GMBH  D 
IU024  p  Ml:JcROELElCTRONIK ANWENDUNGSZENTRtJM H'BURG  D 
Rl032  .  p  MIICROEUJCTRONIK ANWENDUNGSZENTRUM HAMil .  0 
R2061  p  MIKROELElCTRONIK ANWENDUNGSZENTRUM HAM&.  D 
R2106  A  MUNICIPAlJTY DOMMITZSCH  D 
R2106  A  MUNICIPALITY ELSNIG  D 
Rl107  p  MUNICIPALITY GANDERKESEE  D 
R2011  p  OSITRON SODdiOT OHG  D 
Rl042  -p  orro  VER.SAND  0 
RlOO  ...  PERGAMON MUSEUM  .D 
Rl036  A  PHILIPS IND. ROENTGEN  D 
R2020  c  PHD.IPS KOMMUND:ATIONS INDUS11UE AG  D 
RlOSS  p  PHILIPS KOMMUNIKATlONS INDUS11UE AG  D 
iU061  p  PHD.n'S KOMMUNIKATIONS DIDI..lSTJUE AG  D 
R2066  p  PHILIPS KOMMUNIKATIONS INDUSTRIE AG  D 
RlOIJ  p  PHILIPS KOMMUNIKATIONS INDUSTRIE AG  D 
JUOa2  p  PHILIPS KOMMUNIKATIONS INDUSTRIE AG  D 
R2097  p  PHILIPS KOMMUNIKATIONS INDUSTRJE AG  D 
R2101  ~  . PHILIPS KOMMUNIKATIONS INDUSTRIE AG  D 
R201S  A  PROOUTEC GMBH  D 
RlOIO  p  QUANTE  0 
RlOll  ·p  ROBERT BOSCH GMBH  0 
R2064  p  ROBERT BOSCH GMBH  D 
Rl012·  c  ROBERT BOSCH GMBH  0 
RlOIO  c  ROBERT BOSCH GMBH. FORSOIUNGSINSTJTUT  0 
Rl011  A  SCHENKER-RHENUS REISENKOLN  0 
R204J  p  S!EMENSAG  0 
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R204S  c  SIEMENSAG  0 
R2046  p  SIEMENSAG  D 
R.20Sl  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
R.20SS  c  SIEMENSAG  0 
R.lOSI  c  SIEMENSAG  0 
R2060  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
Rl06l  p  SIEMENSAG  D 
Rl06S  p  SIEMENSAG  D 
IU066  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
Rl069  c  SJENENSAG  D 
R.2070  c  SIEMENSAG  D 
Rl07l  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
R2073  p  SIEMENSAG  ·o 
iUos3  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
R20&4  c  SIEMENSAG  D 
R201B  p  SIEMENSAG  D 
R2096  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
RlliB  p  SIEMENSAG  0 
R2166  p  SIEMENSAG  D 
IU027  p  SIEMENS AG. OEN ZL P  D 
R.20Sl  p  SIEMENS NIXDORF INFORNATJONSYSTEME AG  D 
R203S  p  SIEMENS PCN.alRPORATEUD  D 
R2112  p  SIEMENS PO«X>RPPRATE UD  D 
R2063  p  SlGOS SYSTEMINlEGRATION GMBH  ·  D 
RlOSI  s  SNI ASSOCIATED USERS  D 
R2029  p.  S1Z.  GESEU.SOIAFTFUEil SOFTWARE TECH.  D 
R20l7  p  TEKOM  D 
R209l  p  1ELEMAT1C SERVICES GMBH  0 
R20S6  ·c  ~GMBH  D 
R206I  p  TELENORMAGMBH  D 
R2083  p  ~GMBH  D 
R2004  p  ~GMBHBOSOITELECOM  D 
R2008.  p  "IELESGMBH  0 
IU02S  p  .  "IELES GMBH  0 
R2079  p  "IELESGMBH  0 
R2102  p  "IELESGMBH  0 
R20I6  p  1E1.MARK GMBH  0 
R2003  p  UNJVEJtSITY MOlEN  (RWIH)  0 
R2117  p  UNIVEJtSITY AACHEN (RWIH)  0 
. Rl067  p  UNIVEJtSITY MOlEN  cmatNICAL)  0 
RlOJS  A  UNIVEJtSITY BERLIN  0 
R2112  A  UNJVERSlTY BERLIN  0 
R2060  p  UNJVERSlTY BERLIN cmatNICAL)  0 
RlOII  p  UNIVEJtSITY BERLIN ('IEQOOCAL)  0 
R2116  p  UNIVEltSITY BERLIN {IEQOOCAL)  0 
R209l  p  UNIVEJtSITYBONN  D 
R2040  A  UNIVERsiTY BREMEN JNST.F.HF·TECHNIK  0 
R2010  p  UNIVEJtSITY OORn.ruNO  0 
R2024  p  UNIVERSITY HAMBURG-HARBURG (TECHNICAL)  0 
R204S  p  UNIVEitSITY HANNOVER  0 
R20S2  p  UNJVEJtSITY HANNOVER  0 
Rl07l  s  UNIVERSITY HANNOVER  0 
R2110  p  UNJVEJtSITY HANNOVER  0 
R2044  A  UNJVEJtSITY IUENAU (TECHNICAL)  0 
IU02S  p  UNIVERSITY KOLN (BIFOof.)  0 
R2030  p  UNJVEJtSITY KOLN (BIFOof.)  0 
R2106  p  UNIVERSITY LEIPZIG  0 
R2006  p  UNlVERSITY MARBURG  0 
RlOll  p  UNIVERSITY PAOEIUIOIQI  0 
R2028  p  UNIVEitSITY PAOEIUIORN  0 
Rioo6  p  UNIVERSITY SlUTTGAXT  0 
R2024  p  ,UNIVERSITY snmGidlT  0 
R2031  - p  .UNIVERSITY STUlTGART  0 
R2060  p  UNIVERSITY SlUTTGidlT  0 
Rl061  p  UNIVERSITY STUlTGART  0 
. R209S  A  UNIVERSITY STUlTGART  0 
R2060  p  UNIVERSITY Ul.M  0 
R20S2  p  VAP vmEOidlTPRODUCllONGMBH  0 
..  R2091  p  VOIIVDE-IT  0 
R2116  .P  WANDEL. OOLTERMANN  '  0 
R204l  p  WMDGMBH  0 
R2046  p  COMPUTER RDOURCES INTERNATIONAL. AIS  OK 
R2037  -A  COURSEWARE SCANDrNAVJA  OK 
R2037  p  DANISH 1ECKNOLOGICAI.INS1l1UTE  OK 
R20S9  p  DELTA SOF"IWARE ENGINEERING  OK 
R2104  p  DELTA SOF"IWAR£ ENODEElUNO  OK 
R2016  p  . ELECllU>MAGNEtlCS INSnnnE  DEPT CBT  OK 
R2096  p  EL£1Cl1lONIK CENl1IAl.£N  OK 
R2029  p  EUJ,."lltONIKc:ENl"RAU:N  OK 
R2081  p  ELEKlltONIKCENTRALEN  OK 
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R10)6  p  FORCE~  OK 
P.2()81  s  (:IJEa.tJ  01.: 
RlOJ7  r  GRUNDFOS  01.: 
Rl()j.t  p  JYDSK lELEFOIJ  01.: 
R2061  p  JYOSI.: TELEFON  01.: 
Rlil97  p  JYDSK 1B£FON  OK 
RllOJ  p  JYDSI:: TELEFON  OK 
Rl004  c  KTAS(OOPDIHAGENTELEPHONECXlMPANY)  OK 
RlOll  c  t...IAS (a:Jf£HHAG£N TEL.EPHONE CXlMPANO  OK 
Rl041  p  KT AS (OOIPENHAGEN TEI.EPHONE COMPANY)  OK 
Rl046  p  KT AS (COPENHAGEN TEI.EPHONE COMPANY)  01.: 
R20S9  p  KTAS (OOPDIHAGEN TELEPHONE COMPANY)  OK 
R2061  p  KT AS (<Xli'ENHAGEN TEI..E.PHONE COMPANY)  OK 
R2004  p  L.M ERICSSON AIS  OK  ' 
R2014  s  NE1ldAN  OK 
Rl004  p  NJCTELErl'RONIJ( AIS  01.: 
R2014  c  NKT  ELEJmtONIX A1S  OK 
R20J4  p  PER UDSEN CO. AIRCIIAFT INDUSTRY  OK 
R2046  c  SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES SYnEM  01.: 
Rl0l9  p  1ECHNlCAL  UNIVER.SJTY OF ll£NMARK  OK 
R2083  p  lEI.£  OIINMARK A1S  01.: 
Rl017  p  lEI.£  OIINMARK RESEAROI  OK 
112082  p  TELECXJt,( OENMAR.K  OK 
JtlOij  p  lEI..£00NMI  OOCA.TIONS RESEARCH GROUP  OK 
Rl049  p  1FL TELECXlMRESEARCH LAB  OK 
R2108  p  UNJVERSrT'Y OF AAU30RG  ~ 
Rl078  p  ALCATELFYCSA  E 
Rl061  p  ALCA1ELSESA  E 
R2066  p  ALCA.TELSESA  E 
R2081  p  ALCA.TELSESA  E 
R2084  p  ALCA.TELSESA  E 
R20!J6  p  ALCA.TELSESA  E 
R2097  p  ALCA.lEL SESA  E 
R2101  p  ALCA.lEL SESA  E 
Rl104  A  ALCA.1ELSESA  E 
Rl071  c  APDSA  E 
RlOl3  p  BANCODELCOMERCIO  E 
R2030  p  CENTilO DE TEXTOS ElECTltONICO  E 
Rl938  p  D£PI'J'lSICA. UNIV. AI.TTONOMA BARCELONA  E 
R2108  p  DETYCOMALE.  E 
R20I2  p  EN1E PUBUCO RE'IEVJSJON  E 
R2078  A  . GENEltAUTATDE CA.TA.liJNYA  E 
RJOSJ  p  IBEitWA11CA  E 
R2119  A  INMAK  E 
R2078  p  INSTJ11IT CERDA  E 
R2080  p  JNS1lTUT  CERDA  E 
Rl091  c  INSTJ11IT CERDA  E 
R2079  p  MEI!CXV I EIDA  E 
R.2043  A  MUSED ARCHEOLOG1CO NACIONAL  E 
R.2043  A  MUSEONAOONAL DEL PRADO  E 
R207B  A  RElAL Al1TOMOBU. a.uB  DE CATALUNY  A  E 
R2064  p  RETEVJSION  E 
Rl019  p  SEMAGROUP SAE  E 
R2079  c  SEMAGROUP SAE  E 
R20S4  ~  SYSTEMAS AVA!CAOOS DE CONTROL 
I  E 
Rl020  p  TnDONICADE ESPANA SA  E 
R2023  p  lELEFOHIC\ DE ESPANA SA  E 
R2024  p  TElDONICADE ESPANA SA  E 
R2025  p  TEL.EfONICA DE ESPANA SA  E 
Rl041  p  TELEfONlCA DE ESPANA SA  E 
RlOSS  p  TELEfONlCA DE ESPANA SA  E 
R2066  ,.  TELEfONlCA DE ESPANA SA  ·E 
Rl069  p  lUERlNJCADEESPANASA  E 
R2072  p  TEl.ERJNlCA DE ESPANA SA  E 
R2076  p  1UERlNJCA  DE ESPANA SA  E 
R2087  p  m.EfONIC\  DE ESPANA SA  E 
Rllll  p  Tn.EFONlCA DE ESPANA SA  E 
R2166  p  TE1.EFONICA DE ESPANA SA  E 
R2073  p  1UEfONICA I.R.D.  E 
R2016  p  TEl..EFONJCA INVESllGACION Y OESARaOLLO  E 
R2061  p  TEL.EfONICA. INVESTIGAOON Y OESARROU.O  E 
Rl092  p  TEL.EfONICA INVESTIGAaON Y OESARROl.LO  E 
Rl043  p  1EI.EJONICA SJSJCMAS  E 
R2071  P·  TRANSTOOLS  E 
R2018  s  UNIVEJWTY  MADRID(Al.TTONOMA)  E 
Rl052  p  UNIVERSITY BALE.AIUC ISLANDS  E 
R2024  p  UNtVERSITY CA.  TALONIA (POL  Yna~N!C)  E 
RlOH  (:  UNIVERSITY CA.  T  ALONIA (POLYTECHNIC)  E 
R2061  p  UNIVERSITY CA.  TALONIA (POL YTEOOOC)  E 
Rl066  A  UNIVERSITY CATALONIA (POL Ylr:CHNIC)  E 
~. 
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Rlon  p  UNIVEP.Sm'CATALO!-.'lA(P()l:YJEOOOC)  E 
R20ll4  s  UNIVDtSm' CAT Al.OiliA (POL  YTEOOOC)  ·  E 
R209~  A  UNJVE.R.Sm' CA TALOt-nA (POL YTEO{}o.lC)  f. 
Rllrnt  r  UNIVERSITY CAT Al.ONIA (POL  YTEOOOC)  E 
R2166  s  UNIVERSITY CATAl.ONIA (P()l  YTECHNlC)  E 
R2043  p  UNIVERSITY MADRID (P()l  YiEaooCJ  E 
RlO~  p  UNJVERSTTY MADRlD (POL  YTEOOOC)  E 
RlOII  s  UNIVERSITY PAIS V/ISCD  E 
RlOII  s  UNIVERSITY ZARAOOl.A  E 
R2046  p  AEROI'ORTS DE PARIS  F 
R2034  A  AER0SPA11ALE  F 
R2034  p  AEROSPA11ALE  F· 
R2011  p  ALCATEL ALS1HOM REO!ERCHE  F 
RlOIS  s  ALCATEL Al.SJHOM REO!ERCHE  F 
R2018  c  ALCATEL Al.SJHOM REOIEltCHE  F 
.  R2039  c  ALCATEL AL.SJHOM RECHER.CHE  F 
R2048  p  ALCATEL AL.SJHOM REOIEltCHE  F 
R2104  ·A  ALCATELALSlHlM RECHERCHE  F 
R2034  p  ALCATELCIT  F 
R20J9  p  ALCATELCIT  F 
R2044  s  ALCATELCIT  F 
R2083  p  ALCATELCIT  F 
R2064  p  ALCAm.ESPACE  F 
Rl074  c  ALCATEL ESP  ACE  F 
R207S  c  , AI..CATEL ESP  ACE  F 
R2078  p  ALCATEL ESP  ACE  F 
R2117'  c  AI..CATEL ESP  ACE  F 
R2025  p  ALCAm.JSR  F 
R2041  p  AI..CATEL JSR  F 
R20S9  p  ALCAm.JSR  F 
R2116  p  AI..CATEL JSR.  F 
R2rnt4  p  AI..CAm. RADIOJELEPHONE  F 
R2117  p  AI..CAm. RADIOTELEPHONE  F 
.R2064  p  ALCAm. nl.SPACE  F 
R2074  p  ALCAm.  nl.SPACE·  'f 
R2078  p  ALCATEL 1TlN  AHSWARE  F 
R2034  A  AI.LL\NCE QUAlJT£ LOGJCJEL  F 
R2016  p  ARECOM1El.£COMPARJS  F 
R2064  p  ARECXlMlEL£COMPAIUS  F 
RlOSl  p  AIWINES  F 
R2071  P.  BAYEJlDIAGNOSTlC:S  F 
R20SO  p  BEimNETaE  F 
R2080  c  IIOUYGUES  F 
R20Sl  .s  BtiU. ASSCX:IA'IED USERS  F 
R2076  p  BULl. SA  F 
RlOSI  p  Btn.L  SA  ECHIROI..U:S  F 
R200l  p  CAP GEMINI INNOVATION  F 
R2017  s  CAP GEMINI INNOVATION  F 
R2047  p  CAP SESA ltEGJONS  F 
R2003  p  CAP SESA lEL£COM  F 
R2017  p  CAP SESA lEL£COM  j: 
R211S  p  CAP SESA lEL£COM  F 
R2045  p  CCETT  F 
R2064  p  CCETT  F 
R20n  p  CCETT  ' 
F 
R2038  p  CEMA. UNIVERSITY DE RENNES  F 
R20TI  p  CENIER MORJIUOLOGICAJ. MAnt  F 
R2025  p  CETIA  F 
R2096  p  a..EMESSY EJ.ECTRONIQUE  F 
Rlrntl  p  a..EMESSYSA  F 
R2088  p  a.EMESSY SA '  F 
R2006  p  OlETRANCE'IUECOM  F 
R2014  p  OlETRANCE  'IELECOM  F 
R2of7  p  OlET  RANCE  'IELECOM  F 
R2018  p  OlET FRANCE TEl.ECOM  F 
R2028  p  OlET  FRANCE lEl.EcOM  F 
R2034  p  OlET  RANCE  TEl.ECOM  .F 
R20l9  p  CNETFR.ANCE m£COM  F 
R2049  p  CNETFRANC£ TEl.ECOM  F 
R20S7  p  OlET  FRANCE 'IELECOM  F 
R2062  p  OlET fRANC:t lEI..E.OOM  F 
R2066  p  OlET  FRANCE TEl.ECOM  F 
R206t  A  CNETFRANCE m.EOOM  F 
R20n  p  OlETFR.ANCE TEl.ECOM  F 
R207S  p  OlET  FltANCE lEl.EOOM  F 
•R2012  c,  OlET  FRANC£ TEl.ECOM  F 
R2014  p  CNET FRANCE TEl.ECOM  F 
R20S7  c  OlET  FRANCE TEl.ECOM  F 
R2110  c  CNET RANCE TEl.ECOM  F 
Rllll  p  CNET FRANCE lEl.ECOM  F 
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R.llll  p  CNET FRANCE TElJ:alM  F 
R.l07I  A  C0MrT£ W.  Ot1 TOUIUSNE DE l'HtRAULT  '  R.lOS4  p  COAPAGNIE G£NERAl£  DE PROTECOON ET SEC£  f 
IUl010  p  CORNING EUJlOI'E  F 
R.liOII  c  CORNING EUilOI'E  F 
R.l007  p  OASSAULT AUJtiMATISMEs ET TEI...ECC>MMtJi  T.  F 
R.lOS7  p  DASSAULT AuroMA  TIStdES ET l'EI.ECOMMUNJCAT.  F 
R.lOII  p  OASSAULT AUJtiMATISMES ET l'E1.ECOMMUNICAT.  F 
'R.liU  p  DASSAULT AUJtiMATISMES ET 1'EI..ECOt.O.fUT.  F 
R.l037  p  OIGITAL·~FRANCE  F 
R.lOS6  p  DIGITAL ElldiiC  F 
R.l036  p  El.ECTRJCITE DE FRANCE  F 
R.l034  p  EUROI'EAN AEROSPACE N£JWORK SERVICES  F 
JU043  A  Etm;US  F 
R.l023  p  EUTEI..SAT  F 
R.l064  c  EUTEI..SAT  F 
R.l074  p  EUTEI..SAT  F 
R.l03~  p  Fa  FRANCE 1'EUOOM  F 
R.l014  s  FJlAMAroME  OONNECTOitS FRANC  F 
R.lOll  p  fRAMENl'B:  F 
R.l08l  p  FRANCE 1'EUOOM  F 
R.l107.  p  FRANCE lEl.EOON EXPEJtl'El  F 
R.llll.  p  FRANCE'IEJ.ECOtd EXPER1El  F 
R.l064  p  FRANCE1'El.EC:OM m  F 
R.l016  p  GEMlNJ OONSULTING  F 
R.lOSI  c  GROUPE BUll.  SA  F 
R.l004  p  • GSIERU  F 
R.l0l7  p  GSJ-TECSI  F 
R.ll07 .  p  HCJJ'ELDE ~  aiA.lEAUDULOIR  F 
IU004  p  IBWFRANCE  F 
R.l017  c  IBM FRANCE  F 
R.l020  p  IBM FRANCE  F 
R.lOl7  c  IBM FRANCE  F 
R.lOl4  c  IBM FRANCE  F 
R.l03S  p  IBM FRANCE  F 
R.l041  p  IBMFRANCE.  F 
Rl046  p.  IBM FRANCE  F 
R20S&  p  IBN FRANCE  F 
IU068  p  IBM FRANCE  F 
R".lll  p  IBN FRANCE  F 
!Um  c  IBM FRANCE  F 
R.l07S  p  lnt.TE  F 
R.lll9  ...  lnt.TE  F 
~  A  IEWNiliiS JJJ.1E UNIVERSITY  F 
Rl019  .  A  IG1A-CENl1lE I'OLYTEaiNIQUE  'sAJNr LOUIS  F 
R.l09~  A  INS. DE RlRMAT. D'ANIMAT. E CONS. EN11t  F 
R.lOOI  p  INSTJlUNENTS SA JOBIN.  \'\ION  F  ~ 
RlOOI  p  ms  F 
R.l07l  p  ms  F 
R.l071  p  rn.o  F 
R.lOS3  p  I.ABORATOIRES O'EU1.CTRONIQUE PHJLIPS  F 
R.lOSS  A  I.ABORATOIRES D'ELEC11lONIQUE PHJLIPS  F 
R.l061  p  I.ABORATOIRES O'EUCTRONJQUE PHD.lPS  F 
tUon  p  I.ABORATOIRES D'EI..ECJ1lONIQUE PHJLIPS  F 
R.lll7  p  I.ABORATOIRES D'ElECI1IONIQUE PHil.IPS  F 
R.l067  p  I.ABORATOIRES OEI..EC1ltONIQUE PHILIPS MICROWAVE  F 
lU004  A  MARBEN  F 
Rl079  p  MAitBEN  F 
Rl019  p  MARO!E OU PORC BR£TON  F 
R2020  p  MAmA CClMMlJNICAnON  F 
R.lOl3  p  MAmA t'lClt.o.ft1tGCnON  F 
R2030  P.  MATitA eot.CMtJNICAnON  F 
R.lOS~  - p  MAmACXIMMUNICATJON  F 
R.l07l  p  NAmACIOMNUNICATION  F 
IU02l  p  . MAntA  MARCONI SPACE  FRANCE  F 
Rllll  s  NERaJRE  F 
R.l016  c  MET ClOio.tMUTAnON  .F 
IU02l  c  MET COMMUTATION  F 
R.lOI~  ...  MET COMMUTATION  F 
R.l0&7  p  METOOMMUTATlON  F 
R.l078  s  MINISTeR£ OU TOURlSME  F 
R.lOS9  p  MONElUSA  F 
R.l04l  p  MUSE£ DORSA  y  F  \' 
R.lOll  c  ONERA  F 
R.lOl-4  p  ONERA  F 
Rl0l9  p  OST-OUEST STANI>.UO ~nQUE  ·  F 
R.l0)4  p  OST-OUEST s;'"  ANDARD TEl.EMA.TIQUE  F 
R.l030  p  PBS-TRG  F 
R.lOSO  c  PROTEXARMS  F 
RlOOI  '  p  RAOIAU.  f 
Rlll2  p  RENAUlT SA  F 
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IU021  r  SE.MA-GROJI'  F 
IU032  r  sr.s 1110M5011 MJCROE.I£Clli.ONICS SA  F 
RN'J  I'  so;;.. TIIOMSON MJCP'JEU:Cll!ONICS SRL  F 
R203S  r  Sl.EMENS AlJTOMOllVE S A  F 
Rllll  p  SIEMENS AUTOMOTIVE S A  F 
',  - IU014  s  sli...Ec  F 
R2034  p  SLX  F 
R2014  p·  SOCIETE ANONYME.DE '1E1BX)t.(MUNlCAllON  F 
IUOil  p  SOCIETE ANONYME DE '1E1BX)t.(MUNlCATION  F 
IUOI7  p  SOCIETE ANONYME DE l'EUOOMMUNJCATION  F 
R2076  A  SOCIETE FRANCAJS DE GENIE LOGICIEL SA  F 
R2034  A  SOCIETE POUR L  1NFORMATIQUE INDUST1UEU.E  F 
IU042  p  SOGITECS.A  F 
R2103  p  - SOITECSA  F 
R2071  p  SOPHA MEDICAL  F 
R2029  p  SYSECAS.A.  F 
IU086  c  TEOINOLOOY INVESTMENT PARTNERS  F 
R2074  p  lEUCOMPARJS  F 
Rl084  p  lEUCOMP~PARJS,  I'JlANC£  .  F 
IU097  p  TEI..EOOtdMUNICATIONS JIA!)IO EiEcnuQUES  'F 
R2007  c  TELEDIFFUSION DE FRANCE  F 
IU064  p  TELEDIFFUSION DE FRANCE  F 
R207~  p  TELEDIFFUSION DE FRANCE  F 
R2023  p  TEIElYSlEMES  F 
\_  R2041  p  TEIElYSlEMES  F 
R2049  p  TEIElYSIEMES  F 
~· 
A  TEIElYSIEMES  F 
R2078  p  TEIElYSlEMES  F 
IUOIO  p  TEIElYSlEMES  F_ 
R2092  p  TEIElYSlEMES  f. 
R2114  p  TEIElYSlEMES  F 
R2043  c  TEIElYSlEMES INNOVATION  F 
Rl079  p  -lEWARTsA  F 
R2116  p  l'ELMATCOMMUNICATIONS  F 
~  p  tHESEus INSTITUTE  \ 
F 
R2102  p  1HESEUS INSTITUTE  ·F 
R2039  p  1HOMSONCSF  F 
R20SS  p  lHOMSONCSF  F 
R207S  p  1HOMSONCSF  F 
R2013  p  1HOMSONCSF  F 
IUOil6  p  lHOMSONCSF  F 
R2110  p  1HOMSONCSF  F 
R2067  A  1HOMSON CSF CNl  F 
R200S  p  1HOMSON CSF LCl!.  F 
R2006  p  1HOMSON CSF LCl!.  F 
R2029  p  1HOMSON CSFLER  F 
R204~  p  THOMSON CSF LEJt  .F 
R20Sl  c  THOMSON CSF LER  F 
IU064  p  THOMSON CsF LEJt  F 
R2067  A  THOMSON csFLER  F 
R2072  p  THOMSON CSF LEJt  F 
IUOil  p,  THOMSON CSF LER  F 
RlOOI  p  THOMSON CSFUJULCR  F 
R2067  A  THOMSON CSFRCC  F 
R2067  p  THOMSON CSF SEMICONDUCTORES SPI!CIFJQUES  F 
R206l  p  ·THOMSON HYBRJDES  F 
R2047  s  UNION R£GIONAU: COOPERATIVEs ELEV AGE  F 
R2067  A  UNJVERSJTY Llll.E  F 
R2011  s  UNIVER.SITY RENNES  F 
R2017  A  VERILOGSA  F 
R2017  p  VERILOGSA  F 
R2018  c  VERILOGSA  F 
R20SS  - p  VITEC  F 
R2106  p  01  PUROFOR.OO  GR 
R20S9  p  AI..J'HA SYSTEM ANALYSIS INT£0RA110N LlD  GR 
R2104  p  AI..J'HASYSTEMANALYSIS OO'EORATIONLlD  GR 
R2116  c  AU'HA. SYSTEM ANALYSIS rNTEGRATION LlD  GR 
R2074  p  CENTRE OF PLANNING a: ECONOMIC RESEAROf  GR 
R2119  p  EPSILON INTERNATIONAL SA  GR 
R20S7  c  EXPERTNET  GR 
R2113  c  EXPER.lNET  GR 
R2009  p  FOUNDATION Of  RESEAROf AND TECHNOLOGY  GR 
R2043  A  GOUI.JU>mRJS MUSEUM OF CYa.ADIC ART  GR 
R20il  A  HEL.LENIC MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE  GR 
R2022  p  IN1'£GitA  TED INFORMATION SYSTEMS  GR 
R2001  p  INlltACOM SA,  .  GR 
R2016  A  INlltACOM SA  GR 
R2037  p  INlltACOM SA  GR 
R2041  p  IN1ltACOM SA  GR 
R2045  p  INTRACOMSA  GR 
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IU049  p  IN11lNXlN SA  GR. 
RlOSS  p  IN11lNXlN u  GR 
IUIIO  p  IN11tA(lOM SA  GF. 
R2114  p  INJRA(X)U SA  GR 
R2116  p  JN11lA(X)M SA  GR 
R2076  p  INIJtASOfT SA  GR 
Rl09l  p  INIJtASOfT SA  OR 
Rl09l  p  rt'ELLlD  GR 
R20l0  ·P  :  U.lOAOIAIA  HEALTH qRE  CENr'R£  GR 
R204l  p  L-CUB£ INI'OIUU.TION SYSTEMS SA  . GR 
Rll06  s  l.ANBRAKIS FOUNDATlON  GR· 
iuo4o  A  NARAC EiicntoNics  OR 
R202l  A  NAT. RESEAROICENTRE DEMOI3UTOS  GR 
Rll06  A  NAllONAL CENTRE FOR saENllFJC  aESEARQ{  GR 
R2066  p  OlE  SA  GR 
Rll06  s  OlE  SA  -CiR 
R2166  p  OlE  SA  'OR 
R2019  p  PLANET SA  OR 
R20l0  p  REG10NAL UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF  PATRAS  OR 
R202l  A  SJIEISSEilVJC£PROVIDEil  .  OR 
Rl040  A  TECHNISYSTEMS L  1D  GR 
RllO:Z  p  UNlONOF YOUNG FARMERS  ·  GR 
R20S7  p  UNJVERSITY AEGEAN  GR 
Rllll  p  UNJVERSITY AEGEAN  OR 
R2119  A  UNMiRSln'  AEGEAN  OR 
R201S  p  UNIVEJtSD"Y AlHENS  OR 
R2073  p  UNIVERSITY AlHENS  OR 
R2087  p  UNIVERSITY AlHENS  OR 
Rl022  p  UNIVEJtSD"Y AlHENS(AQRJCULl'URAL)  OR 
RlCOS  p  ·' UNIVERSITY AlHENS(JmJA)  OR 
R2007  p  UNMiRSITY AlHENS(NIUA)  OR 
R2016  p  UNIVEitSITY AlHENS(NIUA)  GR 
R202l  A  UNlVERSli'Y A'DIENS(JmJA)  GR 
Rl02l  p  UNlYERSlTY AlHENS(NTUA)  GR 
Rl024  p  UNIVEitSITY AlHENS(NIUA)  GR 
.  R2037  p  UNIVEitSITY ATHDIS(NIUA)  GR 
R2040  p  UNIVEitSITY ATHENS(NIUA)  GR 
lU044  A  UNIVERSITY AlHENS(NIUA)  GR 
R2061  p  UNIVERSITY AlBENS(NIUA)  OR 
R2064  p  UNIVEitSITY AlBENS(NIUA)  GR 
R2071l  p  UNJVERSJTY ATHENS(NIUA)  OR 
R209S  A  UNIVEitSITY ATHENS(NIUA)  GR 
Rl097  p  UNIVEitSITY ATHENS(NIUA)  GR 
R2104  p  UNIVEitSirY AliiENS(NIUA)  GR 
R2106  A  UNIVEitSirY A'IIIENS(NIUA)  GR. 
R2114  A  UNIVERSITY AlRENS(NIUA)  OR 
R2116  p  UNIVERSITY AlHENS(NI"UA)  Gil 
RlUS  p  UNIVERSITY AlHENS(NlUA)  OR 
Rl022  s  UNIVERSITY PATRAS  GR 
Rl030  p  UNIVERSITY PATRAS  Gil 
Rl04S  A  UNIVERSITY PATRAS  OR 
R204S  p  UNIVEJWTY  11tESSALONDCI  GR 
JUOS3  p  ZENON SA  GR 
R2066  .p  ALCATEL FACE 
R2067  p  ALCATEL FACE 
R2084  p  ALCATEL FACE 
R2083  p  ALCATEL lTALIA SPA 
R2166  p  ALCATEL lTALIA SPA 
R207S  p  ALCAlEL TElE1TilA 
R207S  p  ALENIA SPAZIO 
R2078  p  ALlTALIA  I 
RliO:Z  - p  ASS. REGION. PUGL.IESE TECNlCI E lliC. JN AGR.  I 
Rl02J  p  BANCA POI'OUIRE Dl MILANO  I 
. R2009  c  CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE RICEROIE  I 
IU048  p  COilONA  I 
R2029  c  COSlSRL  I 
R2018  p  COS! Sill.  I 
R2030  p  CRAI  I 
R2102  p  CROSSOVER. Sill.  I 
R2003  p  CSCLTSPA  I 
R.2009  p  CSCLTSPA  I 
R2017  p  CSCLTSPA  I 
R2011  p  CsaTSPA  I 
R2020  p  CSCLTSPA  I 
R.20l4  p  CSELTSPA  I 
R202S  p  CSELTSPA  .. 
IUOU  ·P  CSCLTSPA  I 
R2039  p  CSELTSPA  I 
Rl041  p  CSELTSPA  I 
Rl044  p  CSCLTSPA  I 
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R2049  p  CSELTSPA 
IUOSI  p  CSELTSPA  .. 
R2066  p  CSELTSPA 
R2072  p  CSELTSPA 
R2082  p.  CSELTSPA 
R2087  p  CSELTSPA  I 
R2117  p  CSELTSPA  I 
R2166  .p  CSELTSPA  I 
R2028  p  ERJCSSONFATMESPA  I 
R.l044  p  ERJCSSONFATMESPA  .I 
IU068  c  ERJCSSON FAYME SPA 
R2083  p  ERJCSSONFATMESPA 
Rl049  p  FONDAZJONE UGO BORDONI 
R2066  A  FONDAZJONE UGO BORDONI 
Rl061  p  f'ONDAZJONE UGO BORDONI 
R2084  p  FONDAZIONE UGO BORDONl 
. R2166  A  FONDAZIONE UGO BORDONl  I 
R2080  p  FRATEUJ DIOGUARDI SPA  I 
R2078  p  mJEF-GEJE  I 
R2076  p  INlECS SJS1EMI SPA  I 
R2012  A  IR.OE  I 
R2012  p  fSllTl1TO GUIDO DONEGANI  I 
R2020  s  ITALTELUT.SPA  I 
IUm4  p  ITALTELs.LT. SPA  I 
R2028  p  ITALTELs.LT. SPA  I 
Rl066  A  ITALTELs.LT. SPA  I 
IUOI2  p  ITALTELs.LT. SPA  I 
RlOil  p  ITALTEL s.LT. SPA  I 
IU096  p  ITALTELs.LT.SPA  I 
R2118  c  ITALTEL s.LT. SPA  I 
R2080  p  MIXEJlCONSORTIUU  .I 
R2013  c  PIR.E1U CAVI SPA  I 
R202J  p  ·  PJR.EUJ CAVI SPA  I 
R201S  p  PIREUJSPA  I 
R2064  p  RAJRADIOTELEVISIONE IT~  I 
Rl07S  p  RAJ RADIO TELEVJ:SIONE ITAI.JANA  I 
R2082  p  RAJ RADIO TELEVJSJONE ITAI.JANA  I 
R2111  p  RAJ RADIO TELEVISION£ ITAI.JANA  I. 
R2078  p  SAIUTEl. SPA  I 
R2089  p  SAIUlELSPA  1 
R2093  c  SAIUTELSPA  1 
IUOS.S  p  SELEOOSPA  1 
Rl082  p  SELEOOSPA  1 
R2029  p  SEVA -SEII.VIZI A VAI.ORE AGOIUHTO SPA  I 
IUOI2  p  SGSllDCSON~cSSRL  I 
R2016  p  SGS-TIDCSON MIC2tOE'tEC:TROCS SRL  1 
R2023  p  SGS-lHOUSON MICilOEUCIRONICS SRL  1 
IUOS.S  p  SGS-llfOMSON MICRO£LECntONICS SRL  I 
R2083  p  SIP  1 
R2041  p  SJR.TISPA  I 
IUOS8  p  SJR.TISPA  1 
R2064  p  SPACE ENGINEERJNG SRL  I 
R2074  p  SPACE ENGINEERING SRL  I 
RlO.SO  p  SYNTAX SISTEMI SOFlWARE  I 
R2102  c  ~CSATANOVUSORTUS  I  . i  R2086  p  1'EICNIBANK  1  / 
/  R2064  A  TELESPAZIO SPA  1  ( 
R2102  p  .TELESPAZIO SPA  1 
R2117  p  TELESPAZIO SPA  1 
R21f7  p  UNIVERSITY F1RENZE  I 
R2042  p  UNIVERSITY GENOVA. DIBE  1 
R2016  A  UNIVERSITY TOIUNO (POLYTECHNIC)  I  - R203S  p  UNIVERSITY TR£NTO  '1 
R2112  p  UNIVERSITY TR£NTO  1 
R2078  A  BORD FAILlE /IRJSH TOURIST BOARD  IRL 
R2022  p  BRAY INFORMATIONlEOOIOLOGY  IRL 
R2004  p  BROADOOM EJREANN RESEAJlO{ lDT  IRL 
.  R2008  p  BROADOOM EIR.E.ANN RESEARCH lDT  IRL 
·R2017  p  BROADOOM EIR.E.ANN RESEAJlO{ lDT  IRL 
R2021  c  BROADOOM EIR.E.ANN RESEAJlO{ LDT  IRL 
R2041  c  BROADOOM EIR.E.ANN RESEARCH LDT  IRL 
R.2066  p  BRoADooM EIR.E.ANN RESEAJlO{ lDT  IRL  "·  R2166  p  BROADOOM EIR.EANN RESEAJlO{ lDT  IRL. 
R2033  p  CABLE MANACiEMENT INl1. SERVICES LTD.  lRL 
R20S4  p  CABLE MANAGDAENT INl1. SERVICES LTD  IRL 
RliOS  p  CABLE MANAGEUENT INl1. SERVICES LTD.  •IR.l. 
R2119  p  CABLE MANAGEUENT INl1.  SERVICES LTD.  IRL 
R207S  p  CABLE~  JR.El.ANDLTD  JR.L 
R207S  A  CABLE MANAGEUDIT IRELAND LTD  IRL 
R2008  p  CJR.CUTTS TEST AND SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY LTD  JR.L• 
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R111~  '  /.  CREDCOLTD.  1Rl 
Rll~  r  r..Dl..'.S-THE IRISH SCIENC:E.t l'EO{NQLOGY A<i£NC  IRl 
~"011 - A  fiNANCIAL COURSEWARE lJMJlED  IRi.. 
IU047  r  INFORMATION TEOII«lLLGY c:ENIU  IRL.  .. 
Rl066  " 
!RISH SCIENCE AND TEatNolooY AGENCY  IRl 
Rl166  " 
llUSl-1 SCIENCE AND TEOINOLOGY AGENCY  IRL 
RlOll  A  NATIONAL REHABIUTATJON BOARD  !RL 
Rl106  p  NEXUS  DU; 
R2019  p  NEXUS EUROPE LTD  IRL 
IU091  p  NEXUS EUROPE LID  IRl 
Rl027  p  NORCONTEL  !RL 
RlO]]  A  NORTH WESTERN HEALnfBOARD  IRL 
RllOl  p  OPTRONlCS IREUU'ID  IRL 
Rl119  A  RADIO TELEFlS EtREANN  IRL 
R2105  p  SCREENPHONES lID  IRL 
R2119  c  SCREENPHONES LID  IRL 
Rl09S  p  SHP SYSl'EMS SERVICES  IRL 
Rl008  p  SOFTWARE AND SYS'TBG  ENGINEERING  IRL 
RlOll  s  STAR TEUMATICSLID  IRL 
Rl01S  s  STAR TELEMATICS LID  ·IRl. 
Rli19  A  STAR m.EMATICS LID  IRL 
Rl047  p  TEAGASCOAJCPARK RESEARCHCENlltE  IRl 
R.20'22  p  TELECOM ElREANN  IRL 
R2113  p  TELTEC  IRl 
R2112  A  l1RAC  lRl. 
Rl022  A  UDARAS NA GAELTAOJI'A  IRL 
R2106  p  UDARAS NA GAELTAOJI'A  IRl 
R2021  s  UNIVERS1TY DtJB1.JN atY  IRL 
R2066  A  UNIVERS1TY LIMEIUCII:  lRl. 
Rl166  A  UNIVERS1TY LIMEIUCII:  IRl 
Rl012  c  UNIVERS1TY 'IR.INlTY CXlU.EGE DUBLIN  -IRL 
Rl01S  p  UNIVERS1TY 'IR.INlTY CXlU.EGE DUBLIN  IRl 
R2021  A  UNIVERS1TY 'IR.INlTY CXlU.EGE DUBLIN  lRl. 
R2022  A  WICKLOW<XJUNTY COUNCIL  lRl. 
Rl091  p  WORK RESJiARCH CEN11tE  lRl. 
tuoi6  s  PALO ALTO MANAGEMENT OROUPJTI PARniERS  l 
R2086  s .  T. I. PAJtlNER trV SA  L 
Rl017  A  ABB CORPORATE RESEARCH  N 
Rl017  p  ABB CORPORATE RESEARaf  N 
R2117  p  ABB CORPORAll! RESEARaf  N 
Riosl  p  ALCA.Ta. TELEOClN NalWAY  M  N 
Rl07I  p  NORSIC. REGNESEN1JlAL  N 
R2001  p  NORSIC.~  N 
Rl017  A  NORWEGIAN OOMPUTINOCENI'Eil  N 
Rl017  p  NORWEGIAN OOMPUTINOCENI'Eil ·  N-
R2041  p  NORWEGIAN TEL.ECIOMRESEAJtCH  N  • 
Rl060'  p  NORWEGIAN TEI.ECOMRESEARaf  N 
R2061  p  NORWEGIAN TEI.ECOM RESEARaf  N 
Rl067  p  NORWEGIAN TEI.ECOM RESEARaf  N 
R.2087  p  NORWEGIAN TEI.ECOM RESEARaf  N 
R2060  p  SIEMENS AS  N 
Rl033  p  SINTEF Sl CENTER FOR DIDUS11UAL JtESEARCH  N 
Rl078  A  TROU. PARK UI..L£IIAt.o.IE a.  YMPICDEV. ASS.  N 
RlOIO  p  AKZO ELECTRONic PRODUCTS GROUP  NL 
RliiS  p  AND SOFTWARE BV  NL' 
R2024  c  AT.t.T N£1WORK SYSl'EMS BV  NL 
Rl044  p  AT.t.TNFnNORKSYSl'EMSBV  . NL 
Rl061  p  AT.t.T NFnNORK SYSl'EMS BV  NL 
Rl062  p  A.T.t.T N£1WORK SYSl'EMS BV  NL 
R2066  - A  AT.t.T NETWORK SYSl'EMS BV  Nl;_ 
R2066  p  AT.t.TNEnNORKSYSl'EMSBV  NL 
RlOil  p  A.T.t.t NETWORK SYSTEMS BV  NL 
Rl097  p  ·AT.t.TNFDNORKSY~BV  NL 
R2109  p  AT .t.T NETWORK SYSl'EMS BV  Nl 
R2166  p  AT&T NETWORK SYSTEMS BV  NL 
Rl022  p  BURIE ONDERZOEK EN ADVIES B.V.  Nl 
Rl019"  p  BURIE ONDERZO£K EN ADVIES BV  Nl 
Rl06l  p  eot.G'UTER TASK GROUP (EUROPE)  NL 
R2022  A  COMTELBV  Nl 
R2022  A  DE 12 REGia'S  NL 
R2063  p  OELTAU.OYDVEltZEXERJNGSORN.V  ..  Nl 
Rl06l  c  OlGITAL EQtJtPMENT ENrERPIUS£ BV  NL 
~  s  DOOilNHEIN DE VRIES INTERNATlONAL  Nl. 
R2020  p  ERICSSON BUSINESS M08JLE NElW'ORKS B.V.  _.  Nl. 
Rl003  p  ERICSSON'IEI-ECOMMUNICAnEB. V.  Nl. 
R2079  p'  IDE  Nl. 
Rl009  p  INSTinJTE FOR RE.HABIUTATioN RESEAROI  Nl. 
RlOB  p  INSTITIJUT VOOR DOYEN  Nl 
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Rl043  r  M'JSF.ON  Nl.. 
RJOn  r  NV. DE S'l'ERRENBERG  Nl.., 
R2026  c  NEDEJUANDS£ I'HillPS ll£m.  rVEN B V  Nl.. 
R2062  r  NEDERI.ANDSE PHILIPS BEOR YVEN BV  NL 
R206S  c  NEDEJU.AN0S£ PHILIPS BEORYVEN BV  NL 
Rl069  p  NEI>£JU.AN0S£ PHILIPS BEDitYVEN 8\'  NL 
R2073  p  NEDERUNDS£ PHILIPS BEORYVEN BV  NL 
IUOII  p  .  NE0ER1.ANDSE PHILIPS BEDRYVEN BV  NL 
RliOS  p  NEDERJ.ANDSE PHILIPS BEORYVEN BV  NL 
RliiO  ·  p  NEDERU.N0SE I"HHLLPS BEDRYVEN BV  NL 
Rllll  p  NEDER1.ANOSE PHILIPS BEilRYVEN BV  NL 
R2031  p  NUl.  NL 
RlOll  A  P. KARSTEN HOLDING LlD.  NL 
RlOll  A  PBC GRONINGEN  NL 
R2070  p  PHIUPS  NL 
Rl083  p  PHIUPS C'OMMUNJCATION SYSTEMS BV  Nl.. 
R2097  p  PHIUPS c:oMMuNICATION SYSTEMS BV  NL 
Rl079  p  PRODtJIC'1'SOW' \10011. VEE EN VLEES  Nl.. 
R202l  p  PROVINCJE FJUESI.AND  Nl.. 
R2009  A  ROY/IJ.. PTT NEDERLAND NV  NL 
Rl017  p  ROY/IJ.. PTT NEDERLAND NV  NL 
R2021  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDERLANDNV  NL 
Rl060  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDERLANDNV.  Nl.. 
R206S  p  ROY /IJ.. PTT NEDEIU..AND NV  NL 
R2CI9o4  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNED£Ri..uiD  NV  NL 
RlOOI  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDEIU..ANDNV PTT RESEAJlOl  ~ 
R2003  P.  ROY /IJ.. PTT NEDEIU..AND NV PTT RESEARCH  NL 
Rl024  p  ROY/IJ..PTT NEDERLANDNVPTT RESEARCH  NL 
lUOlS  c  ROY/IJ.. P'JT NEDERLAND NV PIT  RESEARQf  NL 
Rl032  p  ROY /IJ.. PTT NEDEIU..ANDNV PIT  PESEAR.Cli  NL 
Rl042  p  ROY/IJ.. PIT  NEDERLAND NV PITPESEARQ{  NL 
Rl044  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDEIU..ANDNV PIT  RESEARCH  NL 
Rl04S  p  ROY /IJ.. PTTNEDEPLANDNV PITPESEARQ{  NL 
Rl049  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDEIU..ANDNV PITPESEARQ{  :NL 
Rl0151  p  ROY /IJ.. PTTNEDEIU..ANDNVPITRESEAJtQf  NL 
R206S  A  ROY /IJ.. PTTNEDEIU..ANDNVPITPESEARQ{  . NL 
R2066  c  ROY/IJ.. PITNEDEIU..ANDNVPITRESEAROI  .Ni. 
R2072  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDEIU..ANDNV PIT  RESEAJlOl  NL 
RlOSI  c  ROY /IJ.. PTT NED£1tl.ANDNV PIT  RESEARCH  NL 
R2087  p  ROY/IJ.. PTT NED£1tl.ANDNVPTT RESEARCH  NL 
Rl096  p  ROY/IJ..PTTNED£1tLANDNVPITRESEARQi  .  NL 
R2097  ·p  ROY/IJ.. PTT NED£ItLAND NV PTT RESEARCH  NL. 
·RliOI  p  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDEitLANDNV PTTRESEAllCH  NL 
Rl166  c  ROY/IJ.. PTTNEDEitLAND NV PIT  RESEAROi  NL 
R2016  A  mamNGMAlHEtdAllSCHCENllWM  NL 
R2117  p  TNO PHYSICS A EI.EC11tONICS LAB.  NL 
Rl073  s  UNIVERSITY DELFT  Nl.. 
Rl026  A  UNIVERSITY DELFT cn;.aiNJC/IJ..) ·  NL 
R204S  A  UNIVERSITY DELFT cn;.aiNJC/IJ..)  NL 
Rl070  s  UNIVERSITY DELFT cn;.aiNJC/IJ..)  '  NL 
R2024  p  UNIVERSITY NUMEGEN  NL 
Rl061  p  UNIVERSITY NUMEGEN  Nl.. 
. R2044  A  UNJVER.SITY TWENlE  Nl.. 
R2049  p  UNJVER.SITY TWENlE  Nl.. 
R2066  A  UNIVERSITY TWENlE  NL. 
R2166  A  UNIVERSITY TWENlE  NL 
R2119  p  WlERDA. OVERMARS 1.: PARniERS  NL 
R2002  p  /IJ..CATEL FOR~  SA  p 
Rl047  p  ASSOCIODESENVOLVJMENIODA £ABL  p 
R2002  c  CET TELECOM PORTUG/IJ..  p 
JUOOS  p  CET T'EI.£OOM PORTUGAL  p 
R2007  - p  CET TELECOM PoRTUGAL  p 
Rl019  c  CET TEI..EOOM PORTUGAL  p 
RlOll  p  CETTELECOM PORTUGAL  p 
Rl041  p  CET TELECOM PORTUGAL  p 
R2047  p  CETTELECOM PORTUG/IJ..  p· 
Rl049  p  CET TELECOM PORTUG/IJ..  p 
RlOS9  p  CETTELECOM PORTUGAL  p 
R2060  p  CETTELEOOM PORTUGAL  p 
R2061  p  CET TELECOM PORTUGAL  p 
·~~/  R206S  p  CET TELECOM PORTUGAL  p 
/  R2074  p  CET TELECOM POR11JGAL  p 
"'  //  R2076  p  CETTELECOM PORTUGAL  p 
J  R209S  c  CET TELECOM PORnJcw.  p 
;.  R2117  p  CET TELECOM PORTUG/IJ..  p 
R209S  p  CIFAGSA  p 
RlOII  p  OOMPANHJA PORTUGUESA RADIO MARCONI SA  p 
R2041  p  OOMPANHJA PORTUGUESA RADIO MARCONI SA  p 
R2067  c  OOMPANHJA PORTUGUESA RADIO tdAR.CONI SA  p 
R2074  I'  COMPANHJA PORTUGUESA RADIO MARCONI SA  .P 
/ 
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Rl117  p  COMPANHlA I'ORluot.IESA RADIO lo.l#JI.COHI sA  l'  ,' 
RlOIO  p  FACULD. DE CiENC. UNIVEBS!IJAD.e 0)  1'\)l'.TO  I' 
RlOll  p  FACUU>ADE OE M01111CIDI.IE HUI..tANA  l' 
R2017  p  INESC  l' 
RlOlO  p  JNESC.  p 
RlOll  p  I'NESC  l'. 
R20])  p  INESC  p 
Rl061  p  INF..SC  p 
~!20M  p  I'NESC  p 
Rl06I  p  INESC  ' 
p 
R2097  p  INESC  p 
Rl060  p  !mERSIS  p 
Rl022  p  MUNICIPALITY MAHGUAIDE  p 
Rl0:\.4  p  PROSECOM  r 
R2008  p  TELECOM POR.lUQAL SA  p 
R2014  p  1"El£COM PORTUGAL SA  p 
RlOlO  p  TELECOM POR.lUQAL SA  .P 
R2083  p  lELECOM POR.lUQALSA  P. 
Rl033  p  1El.EFONES  DE  USBOA E POim)SA  p 
R2041  p  TELEFONESDEUSBOA E POitJO  SA  p 
RlOOS  p  UNIVERSITY AVEDlO  p 
R2011  p  UNtVERSITY AVEDlO  p 
R2014  p  IJNI\IERSITY AVEDlO  p 
R2076  A  UNIVEJWTY AVEDlO  p 
lUlX7  p  UNlVERSlTY A  VEDlO  p 
Rl09S  p  UNlVERSlTY AVEIRO  p 
R2011  s  UNIVERSITY. CIOIMBIIA  p 
RlOOS  s  UNJVERSITYUSBON (1ST}  p 
R2011  s  UNlVERSlTY LISBON (1ST}  p 
IU067  p  UNJVERSITYUSBON(JST)  P. 
R2012  p  UNIVERSITY USBON (1ST)  p 
Rl073  s  UNIVERSITY USBON (1ST)  p 
R2008  p  EU.EMTEL ~SYS'IEWSUB  s 
IUD20  p  ERICSSON RADJOSYSlEWSAB  s 
R.l066  p  ERICSSON RADIO SYSl"BoG AB  s 
Rl\66  p  ERICSSON RADIO SYSTEtdSAB  s 
Rl017  p  ERICSSONlEI.ECOM.AB  s 
IU028  p  ERICSSONlEI.ECOM.AB  s 
R2049  p  ERICSSON1ELEOCitd .AB  s 
Rl013  p  ERICSSONlEI.E.alW  .AB  s 
IU042  p  w.sm  m  nJEl.ECDlONJCIWAGING  .AB  s 
Rl069  p  INDUSTlUAL~CEN'IEJI,  s 
R2017  s  TE1..ELOGIC WALMO.AB  s 
RlOOl  p  TELIA.AB  s 
Rl014  p  TELIAAB  s 
R2017  p  TELIAAB  s 
R2020  p  TEUAAB  s 
R2028  p  TELIAAB  s 
R2033  ,  p  TELIAAB  s 
R2041  p  TEUAAB  s 
R20S8  p  TELIAAB  s 
Rl06I  p  TELIAAB  s 
R2017  s  TEJ.IA PROMOTUR tJPPSA1.A AB  s 
'ltl037  A  ABO AJCADENl UNIVERSITY  Sf 
R2051  p  CCC SOFTWARE PROf'ESSIONALS UG  SF 
Rl119  A  EUROCONSEILS  Sf 
.  R2008  p  HELSINICJ TEI.EPHONE alNPANY  Sf 
Rl061  A  HELSINICJ TELEPHONE alNPANY  SF 
Rl105  p  HELSINICJ lEl.EPHONE CONPANY  SF 
R2057  p  INSTTTUTE OF INRlRM. PROCESSING SCIENCE  Sf 
IU040  -A  NESTE SHIPPING OY  Sf 
·RlOS9  p  NOKIA CORPORATION  Sf 
Rl061  p  NOKIA OOIU'ORATION  SF  . 
R2066  p  NotaA  CORJIORATION  Sf 
Rl068  p  NOKIA CORPORATION  SF 
Rl087  p  NOKIA CORPORATION  SF 
R2166  p  NOKIA CORPORATION  SF 
RlOI4  p  NOKIA CORPORATION RESEAROICENTEJt.  SF 
JUC»4  p  NOKIA CORPORA nON RESEAROI CENTEJt  SF 
RlOI4  s  NOKIA MOBD.£ PHONES  Sf 
'R2066  A  OY L M ER.ICSSCN AB  sF 
Rll66  A  OY L M ERICSSON AB  SF 
R2066  s  POSTS AND~TJONsOFFJt4.ANO  SF 
RllO~  p  RESEARCH INSTITUTE FORJNFORMAnON lEOIN  sF 
R20S6  p  RJIT~PL  SF 
RlOll  A  SONDIOY  sF 
Rl017  p  TELECOM F1N1.AND  Sf 
R.2040  p  UNIVERSITY HELSJNKJ (TEO(MOLOGY)  Sf 
Rllll  p  . UNIVERSITY OF OULU  SF 
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R2006  p  UNIVERSITY T  ~(TECHNOLOOY)  =-~ 
Rl008  r  UNIVEJt:!;ITY T  AMPERE (lEOINOI.OOY)  ~ 
Rl040  A  VISTA COMMUNICA  TlONS INSTRUMENTS  ~; 
R2008  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI CENT1lE FJNU.ND  !>i 
R2009  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI CEmtU:: FINLAND  SF 
R20l2  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI  CENT1lE F1Nl.AND  SF 
R2033  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI CENT1lE FlJIIl.AND  SF 
R2036  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI CENT1lE F1Nl.AND  SF 
R2066  p  VTT TEOINICAL RESEAROI CENJRE FDI1..AND  SF 
R2067  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI'<:Emu: F1Nl.AND  SF 
R2115  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI CENTR£ FINLAND  SF 
R2166  p  VTT TECHNICAL RESEAROI  CENTRE F1Nl.AND  SF 
R204o  A  ABB-NERA LID  UK 
R2047  p  ABERDEEN AND NORlliERN MARTS  UK 
R2022  p  ALBANET  UK 
R2016  A  ANALYSYSLID  UK 
R20i9  p  ANALYSYSLID  UK 
R208S  c  ANAL YSYS L1D  UK 
R20I7  p  ANAL YSYS L  1D  UK 
R2091  p  ANALYSYSLID  UK 
R2049  s  AROIITECTURE PROJECTS MANAGEMENT L1D  UK 
R2043  A  ASMOLEAN MUSEUM  UK 
Rl007  p  AT.tT NE'JWORK SYSTENS UK L1D  UK 
R20S4  c  AlJTOMATED SECURITY HOlDINGS  UK 
. Rl080  p  .  BICCPLC  UK 
R20lO  p  BIS  UK. 
RlOOI  p  BNR EUROPE L1D  UK 
R2006  p  BNR EUROPE L1D  UK 
Rl016  p  BNR EUROPE LID  tJK 
Rl049  p  BNREUROPEL1D  UK 
R2062  c  BNREUROPE L1D  UK 
R2063  p  BNREUROPEL1D  UK 
RllOl  c  BOOICHAM TEQINOLOGY LlD  UK 
1U080  p  BOVIS CONSTRUCllON LlD  UK 
Rl043  p  BRAMEUR  UK 
R2117  p  BRJTISH AEROSPACE SPACE SYSTI:MS LJM1TED  UK 
RlOOI  c  BRmSHBROADCASllNOCXliiJ'IORATlON  UK' 
R20S2  p  BRIT1SH BROADCASTING CIORPORATlON  UK 
RlOSS  p  BRJTISH BROADCASTING CXlRJ'ORATlON  UK 
R206S  p  BRmSH  BROADCASTINOCXliiJ'IORATlON  UK 
R2067  p  BRJTISH BROADC:ASTINGCXliiJ'IORAnON  UK 
RlOI2  p  BRJTISHBROADCAS11NGOORJIORAT10N  UK 
RlllO  p  BRJTISH BJlOADCASTlNQCICIU'ORATlON  UK 
RlOOI  p  BRlTISH TELECOM PLC  UK 
Rl012  p  BRJTISH TELECXlM  PLC  UK 
Rl014  p  BRmSH'l'EUCOM PLC  UK 
Rl020  p  BRmSH  TELECOM  PLC  UK' 
Rl021  p  BRmSHTELECOM PLC  UK 
R2022  A  BRJTISH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
Rl034  p  BRmSH  TELECOM  PLC  UK 
Rl039  p  BRJTISH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
Rl063  p  BRmSH TELECXlM  PLC  UK 
Rl066  p  BRmSH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
R2067  p  BRlTISH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
R2068  .P  BRmSHTELECOM PLC  .UK 
R2081  p  BRmSH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
R208l  p  BRmSH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
R2096  p  BRmSH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
RliOI  p  BRmSHTELECOM PLC  UK 
R2104  p  BRlTISH TELECOM  PLC  UK 
R2166  p  I  BRmSH  TELECOM  PLC  UK 
RlOIS  p  BRmSH  TELECOM LABORATORJES  UK 
Rl016  p.  BRmSH  TELECOM LABORATORJES  UK 
~018  p  BRmSH TELECOM l.ABORATORJES  UK 
Rl028  c  BRmSH TELECOM LABOR.ATORJES  UK 
R2044  c  BRmSH TELECOM LABOR.ATORJES  UK 
R2049  p  BRmSH TELECOM LABORATORJES  UK 
R2061  p  BRJTISH TELECOM LABORATORIES  UK 
R2070  p  BRmSH TELECOM LABORATORJE$  UK 
R2080  p  BRJTISH TELECOM LABORATORJES  UK 
R2112  ·p  BT PLC-SYNTEGRA  UK 
RlOII  p  BT.tD TEOINOLOGIES LlD  UK 
R2048  p  BUD  TEOfNOLOGIES LlD  UJ(.' 
Rl07l  p  BT.tD TECHNOL001ES L1D  UK 
R20l3  s  CAMDEN BO!tOUGH COUNCIL  UK 
Rlll7  p  CENTRE FOR SATEI.UlE ENG. R£S£AROI  UK 
R2063  p  COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE PLC  UK 
RlOSO  p  COMPUTER INDUSTRY RESEAROI UNIT  UK 
R2063  p  COMPUTER IND1.ISTR Y RESEAROI uNrr  UK 
Rl111  p  COMPUTER VISION UK LTD  UK 
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Rl0}4  p  CRANFIELD INSTJTUIE  OF noiNOLOGY  "(A; 
Rl014  r  CIAY~CATIONSLTD  u;; 
R204l  ...  CIA  Y COMMUNICATIONS LTD  m: 
R2049  c  CIA  Y COMMUNICATIONS LTD  u;; 
R2059  C,  CIA  Y <XJMMI.OOCATIONS LTD  u;; 
Rll14  c  CRA Y COMMUNICATIONS LTD"  m: 
R2116  p  CRA Y COMMtJNJCATIONS LTD  ln.: 
Rl031  p  CJtOSF1El.D  ln.: 
IU04l"  p  atOSF1El.D ELEClllOJIIICS"LTD"  u;; 
Rl038  c  "OEPT.MA.T.'TEOI. BRUN£1. UNJV, i:o.oRoiNATOR  ln.: 
R2101  c  OIGllHLIRST lJMlTED  m: 
Rl042  p·  DISCLOSURE LTD  ln.: 
Rl009  p  DUNDEE UNIVERSITY MlcRDcoMPurEJl CEimlE  UK 
R2012  s  ERA -n=:aiNOLOGY LTD  UK 
R2012  s  ERA TEOiNOLOOY LTD  UK 
RlOIS  p  ERA TECHNOLOGY LTD  ·UK 
R2IOS  C'  ERA TECHNOLOGY LTD  UK 
R2023  p  EURoBEu. LIMfJED  UK 
R2119  A  EUROPEAN  CXIMMtiNlT1' 1EUWORICINO  RJRUM  UK 
Rl069  s  GAYTON PHOTONICS LTD  m: 
R200S  p  GEC MARroNI MATEJUALSlEOINOLOOY LTD  IX. 
Rl06j  s·  GEC MA.R.CONI MA.T£JUALS 'JEOINOLOGY LTD  IX 
R2001.  p  G£C.MAROONI DEFENCE SYStEMS  u.:. 
R2070  s  GEC MARCONI HIRST RESE.ARai CCNTRE  UJ(. 
lUllS  p  G£C.MARCONl UMllED  IX 
Rl069  p  G£C.MAilCONI MA.T£JUALS lEOINOLOGY LTD  u.:. 
RlD70  p  G£C.MARCONI MA.TERJALS TEafNOLOOY LTD.  IX 
R2070  s  G£C.MAilCONI MAT£JUALS TECHNOLOGY LTD.  u.:. 
Rl073  c  GECMARCONUdA'IERJALSTEaiNOLOGYLTD.  "u.:. 
R2073  s  GECMAIICONl MA'IERJALS TECHNOLOGY LTD:  u.:. 
R2086  p  GENERAL TEaiNOIDGYSmEMS LTD  UK 
Rl09S  p  GENERAI.lEQmOLOGT SYSTEMS LTD  "  UK 
R2014  p  GPTLm.  :UK 
Rl06S  p  GPTLm..  UK 
Rl070  p  GPTLTD.  UK 
R2073  p  GPTLm.  UK 
R2083  p  GPTLTD.  UK 
R2111  p  "GPTLTD"  UK' 
R2042  p  GRATTANPLC  UK 
R2063  p  GUARDIAN ROYAL EXCHANG£ ASSURANCE PLC  UK 
Rl049  p  HEWLETT PACKARD L4BoltAIOIUES  UK 
R2022  c  HIGHLAND REGIONAL COUNCIL  UK 
R2106  c·  HIGHLAND REGIONAL C0UNCu.  UK 
Rl030  p  H1GH1.ANDS AND ISLANDS ENtER.PIUSE  .UK 
R2092  c  misATRESEAR.aiiNSll1UIE  "UK 
R2112  p  HUSA.T RESEAR.al JNSnnnE  UK 
RlOS4  s  121 VISION LTD  UK 
Rl0}4  p  lAD AEROSPACE  UK 
RlOSI  s  JCL ASSCIClATED USERS  m: 
Rl011I  s  IFC RESEARCH  UK 
Rl090  p  IFC RESEARCH LTD  UK 
Rl091  p  IFC RESEAROi LTD  UK 
RlOI2  p  lNDEPENoANT TELEVISION CIOMMISSION  UK 
R2110  p  INDEPENDENT TELEVJSION COMMISSJON  UK 
R2111  c  INDEPENDENT TELEVJSION COMMISSION  UK 
R2001  p  INDEP£NDENT TELEVlSION NEW$  UK 
R2040  p  rNMARSAT  UK. 
R2033  p  tNTERACTION DESIGN LTD  UK 
Rl030  p  IN1EilACTlVE DEVELOPNENT ENVIRONMENTS  ~ 
RlOlS  c  INTEII.NATIONAL Al1J'ON011VE DESiGN  UK 
R20Sl  p  INTEII.NATIONAL COMPUtERS LIMITED  UK 
R20S8  p  INTEII.NATIONAL <XlMPU'TERS UMITED  UK 
R2016  - p  IPSYS SOFTWARE Pl.C  "UK 
R2119  p  K-NETLTD."  UK 
R201S  c  KINGS COLLEGE LONDON  UK 
Rl040  A  LIVEWIRE DIGITAL l..IMI'n=:D  UK 
'  R2033  s  I.OUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY  UK 
Rl071  p.  LOUGHBOROUGH UNlVE1WTY OF TEOiNOLOGY  UK 
JU09o4  p  LOUGHBOR.OUGH UNIVEilSITY Of  lEOlNOLOGY  UK 
Rl042  p  MA.o.m.LAN PUBUSHER.S L  TO.  UK 
Rl0711  p  MARl (NORTHERN IRELAND) LTD  UK 
Rl030  c  MAIU CXIMPt11'ER SYSTEMS  UK 
Rl019  p  MARl COMI'UTER SYSTEMS LTD  UK 
R2047"  c  MARl COMPt1TER SYSTEMs L  TO  UK 
R2076  c"  MARl~  SYSTEMS LTD  UK 
R2089  c  MARl COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD  UK 
R2093  p  MARl COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD  UK 
R2114  p  MARl COMPUTER SYSTEMS L  TO  UK 
Rlo:!l  p  MARl GROUP  UK 
R2106  A  MENTECLTD  UK 
R2038  p  MERCK LTD  lA:  'IX 
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R207&  A  NORTIIEIC:~,  TQI.Tn.!Si BOARD  UK 
R20ll  s  N::JRTIJWO:.D~Y.;r;:MS Al..T>S[RVICES LIMITE!'·  u:· 
JUOOi  p  NTE OI'TOELEc;RONICS DIVISION  l..'l. 
R2089  A  OCTACONLID  UK 
R210S  c  OCTACONLTD  UK 
R20ll  p  OPTOELEC'nONICS RESEAAOi CENTR£  UK 
R20l8  r  ORC. SOUlUAMPTON UNIV  ~UK.  UK. 
R20BO  p  OVE ARUP 1:. PARTNEilS  UK. 
R2071  p  OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY  UK. 
'R2068  p,  OXFORD UNIVERSITY  UK. 
'R2090  c  PAIJ.CELTD  UK. 
R2020  ·s  PHILIPS RESEAROf l.ABORA'TOIUES  UK. 
R210S  p  PHILIPS RESEAROf l.ABORA'TOIUES  UK. 
R2037  p  PIRA INTERNATIONAL  UK. 
R2042'  p  PIRA INTERNATIONAL  UK 
R2028  A  PIREUI GENERAL PLC  UK. 
R2002  •  p  QUEEN MARY AND WESmEL0 c::ot.llGE  UK 
R,l021  p  QUEEN MARY AND WESTFIELDCOUEGE  UK. 
R2024  p  QUEEN MARY ANDWESTFIElDCOLLEGE  UK. 
R20S2  p  QUEEN MARY AND WESmELDC:au.mE  UK. 
R2061  p  QUEEN MARY AND WESTFIElD c::ot.llGE  UK 
R2072  p  QUEEN MARY AND WESlFIElDCOLLEGE  UK. 
Rl09S  A  QUEEN MARY AND WESmELDOOUEGE  UK. 
R2066  s  ROlCE MANOR RESEAROf LTD  UK 
R2084  s  ROKE MANORRESEAROfLTD  UK 
R2118  s  ROKEMANOR RESEAROfLTD  UK 
R2111  s  ROKF. MANOR RESEAROfLTD  UK. 
R2166  s  ROJCE MANOR RESEAJlOf LTD  UK 
.  R2112  c  ROVER CiROUP  UK 
R2033  P·  ROYAL NA110NAL DISllTUJE FOR DEAF P£OPL£  UK 
R2056  p  RUlHERfOitDAPPIEI'ONlABOIV.TORY  '  UK. 
R2071  p  RUllfERFORDAPPLEroN LABORATORY  UK 
R2106'  A  SABIW. MOR OSTAJG  UK 
R2041  p  SAlFORD NEJWOJUCNG INIERNATIONAL UMITEO  UK 
R2041  s  SALl'ORD SOFtWARE SERVICES  . UK 
R2022,  A  SCOTilSH CXJUNCJLFOR ~AR.Y  ORGANIS.  UK 
R2022  A  SCOTilSH HOMES  UK 
'  R2110  A  SNELL ANDWJLOOXLTD  UK 
R2109  p  sountAMPTON  OPT, RES. a::NT1IE  UK 
'Rl086  p  SPRU  UK 
RlOOI  p  SWJNDON' SD.ICON SYSTENS LTD  UK 
R2119  p  SYSTEMS SYNTHESJS LTD.  UK 
R2112  p  ntWSSL  UK 
R204S  p  UK ATOMIC ENERGY AUI1DUTY  UK 
R20S9  p  UNIPROUMITEO  lJI( 
R2006  p  UNJVERSm BAlli  lJI( 
R2117  p  UNJVERSm BRADFORD  UK. 
R2007  p  UNIVERSm BRJSTOL  UK 
R2101  p  UNIVERSm BRJSTOL  UK. 
R2071  p  UNlVERSm BUCKIN<lHAN  UK 
R211S  p  UNJVERSm CAMBRIDGE  lJI( 
R2004  A  UNJVERSm OOll.EGELONDON  UK 
R2019  p  . UNJVERSm COlLEGE LONDON  UK 
R2114  p  UNJVERSm  CXlU.EG£ LONDON  UK 
IUOOS  p  UNJVERSm COLU:G£ OFNOillHWALES  lJI( 
IU076  p  UNIVER.Sm COll.EGEOFWAL£S  UK 
R209S  A  UNJVERSm OOLLECiE-NOillH WAL£S  ·  lJI( 
R2028  p  UNIVERSm ESSEX  -UK 
R2111  s  UNIVERSm ESSEX  UK 
R2030  p  UNIVERSITY' NEWCASn.E UPON Tn1E  UK 
R209S  A  UNIVERSrr.Y NEWCAS1U UPON T¥N£  UK 
R2074  p  UNIVERSITY SALFORD  UK 
R207S'  p  UNIVERSITY SALFORD  UK 
R20S6  p  UNJVERSm SHEfFIELo  'UK 
RlOIS  P.  UNJvWm  SOUTHAMPTON  UK 
R2036  p  UNIVERSm S'BAlHCl.YDE  UK 
R20114  p  UNIVERSm S'BAlHC.  YD£  UK 
R210S  p  UNIVERSm S'BAlHc.  YD£  UK 
R2074  p  UNJVERSm SURREY  UK 
~  p  UNIVERSITY SURREY  UK 
R20Jl  s  UNJVERSm VJC'J'()RI.(MANOIES'ml  UK 
R2070  A  UNJVERSm wAl.ESIBANGOR  UK 
•'  JUOO)  p  VODAFONELTD  UK 
/ 
"Role: 
C - Coordinator · 
P- Panncr 
A - Associ&ud Putncr 
S •  Subcontractor 
/ 
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Statistics on participation 
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Type of Organisation 
A =  University or other Educationai.Establishment 
D =  Telecom/IT Industry 
G =  National and Local Public Organisation 
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'  LO  < 
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E  " Annex IV 
Recommendations :of the .Stragtegie Audit Panel in 1993 
·., 
7-7-·ADVANCED COMMUNIC·ATIONS 
FOR ECONO·MIC DEVELOPMENT 
.  ·: 
AND ·SOCIAL COHESION 
IN EUROPE 
Strategic Audit oi the deveiopment of advanced · 
~ommunications  in Europe. · .  . 
.EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FORACTION 
Telecommunications services are crucial for 
balanced economic developmenL  They are a 
·vital link betWeen industry, the services sector 
and marlcet as well as between peripheral areas 
and economic centres.  They are also a pre-
requisite for social cohesion and cultural de-
velopmenL  It takes a long time_ to develop a 
new technology and even longer to deploy iL 
Nevenheless,  Europe  needs rapid development 
of advanced commUnications to address  ne~. 
economic  and  social  problems:  pollution, 
transpon congestion, and economic re-sttuc-
turing. 
We live in a European community that needs to 
work together, and we need the best telecom-
munication  services· we  can  achieve.  The 
Community will grow,  ~ci transparent  net•  . 
works  need  to  grow with iL Advanc¢  commu-
nication services will multiply the benefits of 
more traditional services. In  the US, Japan and 
Europe, some  major  corporations have already 
realised the advantages that can accrue: lower 
costs, improved productivity and competitive 
advantages.  EuroJ>C?alls arc at a disadvantage. 
.  There. is still a gap between the potential of 
technology and the reality of applications. 
The first  two phases of RACE focused  on 
integrated  broadband networks  and  demon-
strations of how setvices could exploit such 
networks. Establishing common standards was 
an essential theme. The  programme has been a 
success, but it is now urgent to stimulate in-
novative use.  Users now insist that networks 
meet  their  requirements rather  than accept what 
network operators find it convenient to give· 
them. For fuzure EC actions, a paradigm shift 
is needed away from technology development 
to a broader policy stimulating use. 
Community-led research and technology de-
velopment is certainly still needed in selected . 
areas: there are still many problems that arc-too 
big for any one player to solve on his ·own. 
However, a major shift in emphasis is needed 
.' to stimulate new uses of networks, to ensure 
that the Conununity exploits communications 
fully for business efficiency and for its social 
needs.  The Community must stimulate such 
uses - to give them a kick-start.  Experience 
shows that innovative use develops best when 
driven by consortia of  interested users together 
with manufacturers and network providers. 
One example of the kind of use we have in mind 
is computer-supponed co-operative working, in-
cluding .dial-up video conferences. with a termi-
nal on the desk for meetings as and when required 
with widely scattered people and all the necessary 
papers visible.  The tiriie saving would be enor-
mous:  ·no need  to sit in cars and  aeroplanes; 
perhaps· 10%  fewer cars  on the  roads.  Such 
services are increasingly used in the USA.  In 
Europe, virtually all the base technology is there, 
but the marketable· products 41J1d service are noL 
There are many other examples. 
All  these  uses  assume  the  availability  of the 
service-oriented networks and open access for 
service providers, leading to sensible tariffs. We 
are  too.  slow in  achieving  this across Europe. 
There seems to be general acceptance that liber-
alisation of network and service provision can 
speed  things  up, and the recent review of the 
situation in the telecommunications services sec-
tor has clarified how. fast it can happen.  The 
challenge of the  21st century will · be  one. of . 
managing diversity in infraStructures, institutions 
and  services.  This will  require  a  sharing of 
regulatory responsibilities between the EC and . 
Member States,  and  coordination of national 
regulatory activities across the Community. Dif-
ferent things will happen in different countries, if 
only _because  they start from different network 
and tariff structures, but there must be a comrilon 
vision of where we are going. There is no doubt 
tfiat the current diversity of regulations will in-
, hi bit many of the user innovations one wants ~o 
see. 
Innovative usage trials, 'in particular, require an 
enabling regulatory environment. The  Treaty on 
European. Union  makes  provision  for  the 
~'Community 10 conrribwe to the arablislunenr 
aiuJ developmetir of  uan.sEuropean networks in 
t!ze  area  of telecommunications".  and  could 
provide the appropriate .framework.  European 
· PNOs and  industry  should jointly· investigate 
how Trans-European Broadband Networks can be, 
realised in  the  most econoiiiical way, and the 
Commission should investigate how this frame-
work could be used to stimulate u5;age  innova-
tion. With the Treaty· on  European Union, EC R&D 
ceases to be only a basis for innovation and a 
key to. competitiveness; it must also· make a 
connibution. to answering  society's 'needs~ 
. . European· R&D in communications. rerria.ins. 
indispensable.  "Networking" reseaJl:hshould 
ooncentrateon.the  intcrwork.ing and integration· 
of  mobile communication systems, universal 
personal communications and the disaibution 
of network' and. service:  intelligence~  ~owever. 
we  must not  stop technology development: We 
must have the courage;· to address a number of 
..  high:-risk", ""high.potcntial" concepts, but we 
must be selective.  The emphasis, on· standards 
is still vital, and the EC: should assign: a "man-
datoryr· status. either directly or indiicctly,, to 
key standards. 
The telecommunications field is tremendouslY' 
dynamic and there should. be a close and' con-· 
tinuous·. inteiaCtion between the RACE  man-. 
.  ag~ent  aruf  the major  players througb appro-
priate  'Channels - rhe netWoik operatOrS, iridus-
tty~  govemmentsandprobablyregulators  .. They 
should advise the Cmmnission on, a continuing 
basis,~cthelp to identify priority research. 
areas. 
Most business. activities are, world-wide  •.  and. 
telecommunications  must therefore: operate. 
g}obally"  The, mergers that' are  going  on1 in, 
majorindusnies.inciUding·relerommwlications.em,.. 
phasise:this.gl'obaldimension:. Glo.b:-J·cQ--Oper;,-
tion  wiU be· neede~i'iniapplicarions.de.velopment;_ 
and could'  be ofmuruaJ:benefit,irl'the development 
.of ne1worlcing teChnologies. 
These.obscr:vations,,and the.follo.wing ..  Ollls.for;· 
Action" are  the· outcome of'the:StrategiC:Aud,it,of 
advancedcommuniearionsinEW:ope  camed·.out  . 
by three panelS of key figures  frOm.  industry~ 
· academia. governments. teleconununicati()ns: 
network  opera~m:s:,and  service providers  in  early 
1993.  The views, expressed'. are· those of the· 
Participants. 
·-~·. 
'  ' 
-c6/ (  A "Call for Action" J 
Telecommunications is crucial for balanced economic development, for social cohesion and for 
cultural deyelopment in Europe. The EC urgently needs advanced communications to stay 
competitive and meet social objectives. The following recommendations for action have been 
identified by Panel 11>:  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  · 
Highest priority is for the RACE programme to be followed with twQ new initiatives: 
a continuing effort in European communications technology development; and a new 
r  ramework for larger-scale usage innovation, procurement and  stimulation in areas  of· 
public interest.  · 
tl'  The European Commission  should 
propose a riew financial framework and 
ways for usage innovation, procurement 
and stimulation. 
tl'  Regulatory bodies should remove con-
straints  to integration of services and 
liberalisation ofmarkets in an appropri-
ate timetable. 
t1'  Public Network Operators, in  con.:. 
junction· with the CEC and regulatory 
bodies,  should  take  funher actions  to 
ensure the full inter-operability of their 
networks. 
tl'  The European Commission should in-
dicatewhat forms of  cooperation between 
public and private operators can be en-
couraged.  It should initiate consultation 
on new regulatory frameworks for inter- . 
active video servic;es. · 
tl' European  research and standardisa-
tion institutions must now have a global 
perspective.  The European Commis-
sion should enable and encourage R&D 
cooperation with USA and Japan  on the 
· basis  of  . mutual  interest. 
tl'  The new democracies of eastern and 
central Europe  should be encouraged  ·to 
participate in ETSI. The EBRD and the 
World Bank should give ll10i"e attention 
to telecommunications for industrial and 
market development in eastern and cen-
tral Europe. 
tl'  EC R&D should continue to stimulate 
standardisation, and should address se-
. lected areas of  communications tcchnol-
. ogy development. including both digital 
TV  distribution  and  interactive 
video services. A strengthened manage-
ment link with PNOs, mdustry, regula-
tors and Govem~ents  will be important 
.  .  . .  .  . . 
I) nus pan of the &udil. on cc:onomic md policy issues  .. was carried out by Mr. Alvey (Chainnm); Mr. M. Allione of Sl'ET; Mr. 
J. Cornu of  Alc:a.tel; Mr. T. Hardiman offfiM; Mr. B. Lasserre of the French Ministry of  Telecommunications; Professor C. 
Salema of  che lnstitulo Superior Tealico in Ponugal; Or; G. Tenz.er of  che DBP Telekom. and Mr. S. T anple of the UK 011. While we bave a ricb portfolio of advanced comm1.1nications technology, its take-up in usage · 
is slower than in Europe's main competitors:  we lack the right conditions for innovation in · 
ussage.  We need· a common infrastructure, equal access, lower prices and common  specifica-
tions.  Tbe Panel of  key figures of major user  ~rganizations  and service providers 21  has 
recommended that:  · 
v  PNOs need to increase their awareness of 
customer  needs~ strengthen  their service 
and distribution channels. and suppon us-
age iimovation. 
v  PNOs  should introduce switched broad-
band services for corponuc  users,  with 
flexible bandwidth management and com-
mercially attractive tariffs by 1995, and in 
the context of a  realistic ·"business-case 
driven" design for public advanced com:-· 
munications. 
t/  We must solve the problems of  SMEs,  as 
well as those of  large companies. The fust 
step is to specify generic applications. and· 
mmpatible  ser.vices and equipment; then 
to ~timulate their take-up.  · 
t/  Europe needs a new framework for articu-
lation of  demand which all actors cooperate 
in developing conceptS and specifications 
for both corporate and generic service in-
frastructureS.  In this framework, the EC 
should suppon triili to test  the technical 
· arid economic viability of advanced com-
munications usage in  "dosed  user  groups". 
t/  One focus  should  be on  development 
of TransEuropean  "lnter-Organisa 
tional Systems" to  provide  a  common 
platform for inter-organisational commu-
nication, information exchange and coop-
eration. including joint teleworlc:irig in d,if- . 
ferent  organisations. and  office inter-: 
working. 
t/ We-must make the transition  from Elec-
tronic Data  Interchange (liD  I)  io Elccttonic 
P.rocess  Integration  (EPI)  to  facilitate 
flexible inter-organisational links; promote 
usage of switched  broadband  telecom-
munications infrastructure, and provide a 
eommo~  platform for inter-organisational 
communication. 
t/  Thc:Ie  is a demand· for personal  mobility 
within and across a wide variety of  telecom-
munications networks and through multi -
service environments.  Research in 1994-
1998 should focus on developiricnt of sys-
tems which provides for full mobiliity. 
2l 11U.s pan of  lhe .udit. on !rends in danand md the re-suuco.rring of supply. was camed out by Mr. M. Rou (Chairman) of A.D  . 
. Liale: Mr. D. Claude of  Europcm Ac:rospaa: NCrwort; Mr. A. GRDani ofTdesoft; Mr. W. Johannsen of Dcucsc:he Blink; Mr. P. 
K.anz.ow of  De!.cam; Mr. C. Mo1cnscn ofTc:JeDenm.rt; Mr. L.. Oaoson of  SAS. GU1 Mr. H. SoboU of  0~-Bc:n:z.  AC.  .  ..  .  .  ..  . 
:?)  ') 
(;  . • Solie! bases hav~ been establiShed on w~ich to base a reasonably dear  ·vision ofthe networks 
oft  he first decade oft  he 21" century. Basic te<;hnology exists, and in the  short te  :-m, work needs 
to focus on achieving lower costs and higher reliabilities·.  We need market stimulation, and 
very scl.cctivc. further technoiogydevelopmcnt to fill soine gaps and enable PNOs to exploit 
·  ·  technologies. These observatio~  and the following recommendations arc the outcome of the· 
,  3n1 part of the Strat~gic Auditll of advanced communications in Europe. 
'  ,  ..  I  .  .  .  :·  . 
·', :  .. 
·  v-.·  For terminals and ~igital video,  tech-
nology  for integrating data.  image  and  .. 
voice.exists today, but there is a need to 
·. ·  ... cut costs  by  development of integratCd 
· ·  ·  ·  .· .. devices (VLSI) for image compression, 
variable I;lit-rate  coding, and  high~effi- .  . . 
. , ciency modulation  teChniques~ · Beyond . . 
·  this,  new  technologies are  needed  for ... 
hypenriedia presexn.ations, network inter- . 
faces, displays and mass storage.  . ' 
" 
.  ~  .. 
v  For.service ci~tion,·m~llag~ment  and  .. 
user;· control,  ..  S_ervice ·Independent  ··  · 
.Building Blocks" are starting to produce: . 
· .  practical results, bm the process of5peci"' · 
· · fication, validation. and service engineer-·· 
. ing must be· continued  .. Realistic· proto-
.  types' must be produced; and ."operating 
· . systems''  for  advanced communication 
··serVices qevelopc4.  .  ·  · 
.  .  .,  .  .  ~  :. 
.  .  .  v  .  For  netWork integrity  arid management, 
new systems must' be developed on stand-
ards-based  platforms using  high~per­
..  .  formance distributed databases, artificial 
. intelligence and opendist:ributed process- · 
.  irig..  . 
·  v  ··The E:l!i"opc:an PNOs a.iJd industry should · 
jointly  investigate  how  Trans-European 
high-speed  networks and  LAN,.LAN ·· 
..  . interconnection caii  be realised  in  the  . 
.  ·most economical way·  .. For inter-opera-
.  •;· ... 
: . tion, application imerf~ccs, in addition to 
.  ·protocols, are essentiaJ to achieve trans- . 
parent network.imeroperation.  New cli-
ent-server paradigms and object-oriented 
programming may help'to guarantee their··.···· 
interoperability, portability and reusabili-· 
ity  . .  .  . 
V  Mobile ser-Vice provision on fixed net-
works needs real-time  databases;  fur-
ther  development  is. limited  by . these 
technologies, secUrity issues and com-
plexity of  billing. Priorities for R&D are 
the  integration  of access and network 
signalling,  increased processing  capa-
.  '·  bilities in customer equipment and ter-, 
minals, and development of new signal-· 
ling protocols to suppon distributed da-.  · 
tabases a:nd  security requirements:  In-
.  creased R&D efforts are also needed in · 
ISDN-UMTS interworking and satellite 
·systems forrapid service development in· 
rural areas.  ·  ·  · 
v  F~r  optieal systems, breakthroughs re-
quired are in integrated optical subsys-
tems, free packaging techniques for op-
.  tical components. mass-manufacturing 
· techniques, and optical cross-connects  . 
Priority should also be given  to R&D on 
multiwavelength networks.  · 
. v  Finally, Europe cannot give up on new 
enabling technologies: We can already·  . 
identify some of  the key technologies for 
21st century:  holographic displays for 
3D atitostereoscopic vision; virtual pres-
·. cnce technologies; life-images ~cogni-
tion and synthesis; hypermedia objects; . 
· high-capacity dita storage; new genera-· 
· coding techniques, e·.g. for ~obile  appli-
. cations,  and  human  visual  perception . 
studies. 
·  ..  'li'rus ~~r~  au  eli~ =tcdm~logyd~vdopmcnt  is.s~c:s: wuciai;cd out by Mr.A.Chyno..;cth: Mr. L Citti of Alcal.Cl: Mr.J. Lirurcs 
..  ~fTckfonic.r.; Mr .. c. M~s.sonoofCSELT:  Mr. P. Nordc:stcofCET; Mr. H. Otmsorgcof Alca..t.cl SEL:Di: K..U. stein of  Siemens md 
Mr.M.WudofGPT.  .  .  •  .  .  .  . 
.  ·· .... ::.·: 
..  ;,•  '?  ..  '.·  .. · ·Anne:s.V 
GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS . 
. ,\ 
,/ 
~ Explanation ofconrirtonlf used f~s  and acron)'ms 
Note: beiatied prescriptive  definition~: ~lished  i,j ~e  ;;~6Ju  ~ki~  iutJ $ia~dariliiaiion IJ()(/;es;  exlsi 
/or inany of  the terms used in teiecomniunications ieChiroiogy.  the gloSSai')i beiow is intended to pi'{WI'de iess 
tedmical descriptions appropriate io the non-specialist reader. 
Appliciltioos: SPeCific Applications: Generic Appiicatiom  .  .  . 
The fi.riiCtioii  or use to which a telecoinininiications service  iS ·put.  Filildions wiijcli are hlghly  sPecific,  e.g. 
persorihl telebanking, are described as Speeific Applications. Ftirictloris of a gener.il nature whicli may tili&riie 
iliaily SJ)ecific AJ)plicatioris - e;g. ali a &ystem of high-SJ)eed, high 5ec:UritY (18ia &.fusfer iS required for pciSOtiai . 
tdetiaDking but also inariy Othet firiaitcial serVices -are refetied io as Generic ..\ijpliadions. 
Ahsi (Asylithrodous Digitai Subscriber Loopj  _  . 
A  transini5sion tee:hnique which 8llow5 thtee or four channels ohideiO to be ttarisibitied over Sliori disiances C;ii 
eopPel' locat laaps. Currently being tested in the USA arid Europe. 
A tM (.Aiyricbronoos Transfer Mode)  -
A sjSiem for org8nising a digital Signal in such a way as to ailow very hi~  speed ttarikiilisSion of the  ~8IW 
while making opti.IilUm lise of  the netWork's trarismisslon c3pacity. A  Stahdatd agieed for :8-ISDN networks: 
:Bearer Senices 
Iii ISDN iermonolo&Y; bearer services are ihe Msic ti:lecomniUiiicatloris tacilities. socii as SWitdiCCI 64 kiiobit 
per secoDc:i channels or digital leased circuits. which are the mediillti for c:artYing out teiesetvices (see bei~). 
B-IS:DN: Broadband Network 
Ali integrated services digital network (see ISDN) perinittirig die uSet tO m8kc transmiSSions ai Sj)eei:is abo-ve 2 
Megabits per second i.e. one particularly suiiablc for high quality mtiiiimedia setviees. 
Bit 
A single eiement of binary rode (i.e. a o  or a i). see tcinsriiissioil. Digitai 
Kiiobit - one thoUsatid ( i Oll bits 
Megabit- one rililiion (i06) bits 
Gigabit-one billion (109) hits 
Terabit-one trillion (lot:i) bits 
ci  tV  (Community Antenna Teleflsion> Cable Television)  .  . 
A pUblic network for the delivery of television programtnes tO the ilome by cable. EXiSting systems use COaxiai 
cable  and are limited hi Europe to approximately 30 chaitneis of teleVision.  FUihle btoadbartd systems  Will 
cany 11p to SOO channels to ihe Viewer. 
ceiiuiar Telephone 
A system of mobile telephony whetebf a caUritly is dMded iriio ii thOUSaiids of smaii areas  ("cells~); eacit of . 
Whlcli is selved ey its OWn "base stiitiori" fot low-powered iadiO ~missions; tiiis i:i(i:rfuitS .a User in ODe cefi . 
to ttarlSmit oil .the same freqbency as another user in a goographlcaily distiilii cell WithOut lliclr oonverShlions 
inteifering with each oilier.  Thus. cenuiar netWorkS tfuiy ilave many more users dian non-<:dluiar iieiWork5, 
where the number of  users is limited tO the ruilil.tiet of waveiengilis awilabit. ceiiiiiar teiepilone netwotks may . 
employ  ariaiogue  or  digital  trarisfuissioii.  Existihg  hetWorlcs  ilre  latgeiy ~  new  netWOrks  u5e  iiie 
.European GSM digital standard Compression 
The technique of reducing. the amount of data in a signal.  so  as  to be  more economical in the amount of 
transmission capacit)' needed, the signal being reconstlucted in its original form at the receiVing end. A device 
to do this is a codec (coder-decoder)  · 
-CPE (Customer Premises Equipment)  ·  \  -
The  telecommunications  equipment  which  is  located  on  the  customers'  premises  - principally  terminals 
(phones, fax machines etc.) or an internal telephone network Controlled from a private switchboard - sometimes 
referred to as CPN, Customer Premises Network or SPN Subscriber Premises Network. 
CT2 (l  ..  d Generation Cordless Telephone, "Telepoint") 
An economical system of cellular telephony. Unlike full cellular, the user may not move from cell. to cell during 
the call. The service is commercialised as Bi~Bop in France, Greenpoint in the Netherlailds, Pointer in Finland . 
etc. 
Digital Superhighway 
A US government initiative ~o provide for that country a ruitioO-wide system of  broadband communications 
Economy of integration 
Reduction in cost due to the sharing_ of  facilities and services. 
Economy of scale 
Reduction in cost due to large volume of production and service provision. . 
Economy of  scope 
Reduction in cost due to quick recovery of investment related to rapid user uptake of  widely available services. 
ERMES (European Radio Mes8aging System) 
A pan-European_ standard for radio paging systems, currently being deployed in Europe. 
FITC (Fibre To The  ·curb): FTI'H (Fibre To The Home) 
Future optical fibre  networks  may extend the optical  fibre  to the  individual home (FI1H), or the. fibre  may 
tenninate at a "black box" located in the street, where the optical signal is converted to an electrical signal and 
carried the remaining distance to each home on the p~e-existing copper wiring (FITC). 
GSM (Groupe Speciale Mobile, Global System for Mobile Communications) 
See Cellular Telephone  · 
HDTV (High Definitio~ Television) 
A service of  high image~uality  television displayed on a wide screen (in the aspect ratio of 16:9 rather than the 
conventional  television screen  of 4:3).  Such  a seryice  is  currently being broadcast  in Japan  (Hi-VISion),  a 
European standard has been established (HD-MAC), though no service has been ,deployed ~  further work in 
the United States, involving both American and European manufacturers, is currently developing an 8dvanced 
digital standard. 
Interactivity 
Interactivity in a service implies a close control by the user Of the service by means of an ongoing system of 
two-way communication between between user and service provider. Thus an interactive TV broadcast of, say, 
a sporting event, would allow the viewer to select his own camera angles throughout the broadcast. 
Interconnectivity 
Devices demonstrate interconnectivity if  they can send and receive data between each other. llderoper~ility 
Devices demonstrate interoperability if, in addition to  commw,Ucating  wi~  ~h  other, ~  ~  also  WQ~ 
together to execute a common task.  . 
me (Integrated Broadband ~m~nications) 
The  glob!ll  term  for  ·the  futu:re  overall  coriununicati~ ~t,  ~~  B~~HSPN, 
~~wband-ISDN;  ·  ·m.ot>ile  telephony  and ·  exi~g c:onventif)~  f4:}ep~ Senices  to~r· with.· ~ta . 
a:>mmunications and cable TV.  ··  ·  ·  .. 
IN 
See Networks, Intelligef!! 
Internet. 
The world's largest computer communications system.  OrigiNJ~  in the UQ.ite4  S~te$. ~  n.ow ope~ 
world-wide, the Internet is a loose confed~on  of  principally academic ~  ~~  ~pUler ~~  a!1(i 
.  i~ ~by  a group of  volunteers based in ~on;  Virgipia.  •. ·  ·  ·  ·  · " 
.  ' 
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network): N-ISD~:  B-ISD~ 
A single network capable of  carrying several different types of  servjce -based on VQice, text. 4ata,  ~II  ~ge  or 
·moving image - by means of digital  trans~Qission tech~ques. The ISDN currently being depl~  i.n  Euiype 
carries a communication of up  to  2 Megabits  per second (Narrowband  ISDN), ·F~  ~etwo~  'Will ~ 
pjgher speed comniunications (B~dba.nd  ISDN).  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
LAN (Local Area Network) 
· A network for communication between  comp~ters, co~ned  to a single building or closeJy  ~~~  group 9f' 
buildings, pennitting users to exc~ge  data, share a common p~r  or ~er  co~"~-~  ~~~  Qf. 
LANs extended over a larger area are ~ed  Wide Area ~rks  (WANs), N~~  wlijch e~~  QVer ~ty- . 
wide areas are called Metropolitan Area ~etworks  (MAN's)..  .  .  .  . 
LEO (I.Gw Earth Orbit); LEOS (I.Gw Earth Orbit Satellite) 
·Proposed systems of personal telec:onununications·based on communi~on  via a ll1IDlber of  satelli~ Qllow 
(non-geosynchronous) orbit The best known of  these proposal is called the "~lP.D"  pill~  · 
Localloop  . 
The section of the telephone transqlission petwor~ between tlt¢ local  telepho~  ~Chan$C ~  ~  ~~  ~ 
premises. This is currently in copper wiring. 111 future, optical fl~  or wireless wiH also be ~-
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network) 
See LAN. 
·Modem 
Computer data is in digital form.  To send it qn the exj~ting telephone ~rk  it is ~  to ~pv~~ j!  t~ 
analogue (electrical wave) form,  and then reconvert it to its original digital (oTII} on aqival. The:: ~ce  to ciQ 
this is .called a modem (modulator-demodulator). As the existing ~lephone  network is not well adaP~  for ~ 
transmission,  modems  send  their data  at  a  relatively  slow  rate  SO  all  ~  .8V9i4  tnmsmissiOJ1  ~rs. l.l~ 
requiring· more  reliable  or higher  speed ·data  transmission  subscribe  JO  ISDN  or  Cle$in ~  ~ta 
networks (see Networks, Data) 
Multimedia 
'f4e concept of closely combining voice, text, data,  ~ll image ~  moving ~- A mul~  c;lata~se. ,for 
example,. would contain. textual information;  imag~  vi!ieQ  ~ips, ~  of~  ~  ~y  easizy ~  ~ 
multimc;dia telecommunications setyice (such as B-ISON) wouJd penn;.J U.C ~  JQ sCn.d f# receive 1p1y of~ 
forms of  information, interchangeably at lrilJ.  ·  ·  ·  · Multiplexing 
The technique whereby many conversations may be carried simultaneously on a single line.  This may be by 
transmitting each conversation at a different frequency (Frequency Division Multiplexing); or by transmitting 
small sections of each conversation at slightly different time intervals {Time Division Multiplexing);  or,  in 
optical fibre networks, by transmitting each conversation in a different colour of light (Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing). A device to do this is. cailed a multiplexer or mux. .  · 
Network 
A complete  system  of communications  between  users'  terminals.  Networks . may  be  "point  to  J)oint"  (the 
transmission goes from a fixed origin to a fixed destination), "switched" (the transmission is switched so as to 
reach a single destination oUt of many possibilities) or "broadcast"  (the transmission goes  simultaneously to 
multiple destinations). Networks may be "public" (owned by an operator and open to any member of the public 
who subscribes) or "private" (owned or leased by an individual or company or group of companies exclusively 
for own use). A network may be "real" (physically separate from the public network) or "virtual" (using public 
network facili~es. which reveit to public use when no longer required in the private network). 
Networks, Data 
·  N~orks  specialised in the transmission of  data rather than voice. AmOng such networks are Circuit Switched 
Data Networks (CSDN; which include the so-called X.21 networks), Packet Switched Data Networks (PSDN, 
X.25 networks), Frame relay networks, Switched Multimegabit Data Services networks (SMDS).  ' 
Networks, .Speed of 
"Speed",  when used 'or a digital  network,  refers  to  the  number of bits per second  it  <::an  carry, thus it is a 
measure of  the capacity of  the network. To carry voice, the industry in Europe bas standardised on a speed of 
.  64 Kilobits per second. Still images may also be transmitted adequately at this rate. Full-colour moving images 
require  transniission  speeds: of the  order of 150  Megabits  per second,  though  using 
1V8ljous  compression 
techniques,  moving images (though of less  than normal TV quality) can ~  transmitted at 2  Megabits per 
second. Trunk connections, which carry many calls at once (see Multiplexing), require of course multiples of 
these speeds.  ,  ·  ·  · 
Networks, Intelligent  .  .  ·  . 
1 
· 
An "intelligent"  network (IN) includes sophisticated features  above  those of the ordinaiy telephone service, 
advanced software allowing the customisation of the services provided to individual customers. For example, it 
allows the called party to redirect calls intended for him to another terminal (e.g.'from home phone to his 'office 
phone during the working day).  It allows calls to be billed wholly or in part to someone other than the caller 
("freephone" services). It provides virtual private network services (see Networks) etc. 
Networks, Optical Fibre 
Telecomniunications networks based on fine glass fibres. down which signals may be sent by flashing a laser. 
·Earliest networks were "multimode", newer "monomode" networks have a higher transmission capacity. 
NREN (National Research and Education Network)  .· 
Based on tbe initiative of  US Vice President AI Gore, the NREN is a US high speed network linking a number 
of research arui educational institutes throughout the USA.  It is seen as a forerunner of the proposed Digital 
Superhighway (see above). 
PABX (Private Automatic Branch Eschange): PBX (Private Branch E:schange) 
The private sWitchboard located on his premises, with which a business subscriber controls the calls on his own 
internal telephones. 
PAL (Phase Alternation Line) 
The standard for colour TV broadcasting currently in use in most West European countries 
PCN (Personal Communications Networks) A form of ailluJar telephone network specifically adapted for personal portable ~  based on a  ~tmo,ogy 
known as DCS  1800. Such services are currently being deployed in Europe. S~  serviCCf Jn  th~ USA, ~ 
referred to as PCS (Persona] Communications Services).  ·  · 
. PDA (P~I'IIODal Digital Assistant)  . 
A personal computer of  pocket size, where text is input by bandwritiq on ~  sc:reen (rather ~  ~nventioll8lly 
W.. a  k~)  is  known  as ·a  "notepad"  computer.  A  DOtepad  ~mputer  ·  wi~ ~  f~  ~ 
communications facilities is referred to a5 a Personal Digital Assistant 
PortabWty 
Used of a c:Omputer programme, implies the programme can be executed on a nUIIIbe.r of di1ferent  compute~ 
with no or only minimal adaptatioa  · 
PSTN. (PubUc Switched Telephone Network)  .  . 
The everyday telephone· network,  used for the  transtni~oll of voice convenations, fax  ill18ges ~  fqr  low. 
. ~  data transmission; The basic voice service is also Sometimes referred to as POT$ (PiaQi Old Teleph®e 
Service).  ·  ·  . 
QoS (Quality of  Service)  _ 
For a telecOmmunications service; a measure of the level of performance required by the user,. including for 
e'9iJDPle maximum ~ssible  call set-up time, eiror rate. a,mount of  echo, noise, distortion etc.  · 
8ecam (Sy~me  Eledronique Couleur avec Memoire) 
The standard for colour TV broadcasting currently in use in France and most East~  ~tries 
Sei'vice 
An activity which a service provider carries out on  request of a client. In ll  telecommunicatio~  .  network. a 
service (e.g. voice telephony, E-Mail, file .transfer, 'fax transmission etc.) is the ~  by wbic)l ~  lJ$Cf ~C:S 
out his application (see Application). 
Teleservice 
In ISDN  terminology;  teleservices are the  application-orientated services  (e.g.  facsimile,  vldeot~ ~essage 
handling) which are implemented on the bearer services (see above).  · 
·Teleworking 
The  capability  to  carry  Qut  one's  work  at  a  location  other  than  the  one  usually. used,  .  by  means  of 
.  telecommunications ~ilities. 
Transmission, Analogue 
Historically,. telephone or radio signa]s were transmitted in the form of  a ~of  electrical energy? the $ape of 
the wave representing ~e  original sound. Thu8 the electrical wave is analogous ~  the origjna.l S()U1ld wa~. 
Tr.ansnrlssion,Digital 
· In a digital telecommunications service, the original source is transformed into and transmitted as a series of 
digits in birwy code (i.e. Os or Is). This has a number of important advantagc::s. lt permits direct ~ter-to-. 
computer communications without modulation-de,nodulation-(see Modem).  It· gives ~ high ~1  9f recqJtion 
quality, since the receiver at each moment must only detect whether it has ~ved  an sigDal (a 1) or not (a 0); 
tllus even a severely degraded  ~mission  can be reconstructed to  repro4Dce  perfectly the  ()rigi~ ~. 
Voice, text, image or data. are all equally capable of being coded as a digital Signal, so a  singl~ .WO* can 
handle all four forms of transmission (see ISDN, MUltimedia). The string ofbin3ry digits can be  abbreviated 
and  then re-expanded on  arrival, thus economising on. transmi5$ion  ca~ty  (see  Compression).  Different 
strings  of birwy digits  can  be  interleaved  aqd  trans~tted ~.  ~  ·permitting  several ~ 
conversations on a single line (see Multiplexing). The $lring of  4igits can be encrypted prior tQ ~IQission,  to. 
ensure a high level ofinfonnation security arid  priv~cy. ·  · VANS: VAS (Value Added Network senice: Value Added Service) 
Hitherto in most countries. a certain basic level of telecommunications service bas been defined and reserved as 
a monopoly for the national operator. Most ftec:juently,  this is the service of.VQice communication in real time. 
Services other than this may be offered by other service  suppliers~ they use the national network as the basic 
transmission  medium  but  "add value"  to  the  basic  transmission  facility  in some  way,  e.g.  by  storing  and 
forwarding  the  tranSmission  at  a  later  date,. by· distributing  it  to  multiple  destinations,  by  processing  the 
information contained in the transmission then forwarding the result etc. Exactly what comprises a basic, and 
what a value-added, service therefore depends on the regulatory situation in the country concerned.  · 
VI & P (Visual, Intelligent and Personal Communicatiou service) 
The planned Japanese national B-ISON network. 
VR (Virtual Reality)  . 
A system whereby the user is supplied with computer-generated images and sounds, to the exclusion of his real 
surroundings, giving a strong impression· of reality to the input he is receiving.  (Virtual in this sense means 
"apparent", "seeming"). The user interacts with the artificial world, by mearu; of sensors which detect his head 
and hand movements. Future work in VR is directed  ~owards increasing tbC impression of reality received (for 
example by means of3D images) and to  telecomm~nicating VR "worlds• to users located -remotely from  the 
source computer. 
WAN (Wide Area Network) 
SeeLAN .. CADDlA'!ll 
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